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Elevate Your Thinking.

The power and flexibility of VHDL integrated into a complete EDA environment. We call it System-1076™. It's a comprehensive architectural design and analysis tool suite. And there's nothing else like it.

System-1076 eliminates the barriers between architecture and logic design. In a single automated environment, designers conceive and analyze a system from the highest possible level to its detailed implementation.

System-1076 features the industry-standard VHDL for high-level design description. And since hardware designers know that a picture often says more than a thousand words, we developed an interactive graphical interface.

System-1076 is more than a clever HDL, however. Much more. VHDL models execute directly in Mentor Graphics' QuickSim™ logic simulator, and QuickGrade™ and QuickFault™ fault simulators. No translations required. There's also a powerful source-level debugger to quickly spot architectural design flaws.

System-1076. System design from top to bottom.

For more information about System-1076, call toll-free 1-800-547-7390.
We Stand Behind Every Custom Card Cage Like our Life Depended on it. Because it Does.

I'm Leonid Besprozvanny, and I stand behind every card cage we make. Or on top of it. Or whatever it takes to make it right.

I earned my Ph.D.-EE degree at the Union Scientific Institute of Tractor in Moscow, where "delicate" was a dirty word. We were taught that every design had to stand up to the winter in Siberia. Or else the designer would.

So I make sure every Electronic Solutions card cage, whether it's one of a kind or one of a thousand, gets the same tough engineering attention that assures it will be strong as a Russian bear.

You'll immediately be aware of this when you call about a custom cage, for instead of an order taker you'll be talking to an applications engineer. Someone who is equally knowledgeable about our high-speed VME and Multibus backplanes, the nuts and bolts of card cage mounting, and the BTU's of board-level system cooling. And who knows about tough engineering, too.

Call us today for a card cage, and you'll get a packaging solution. We've been building tough card cages for over 30 years, and if you're already an Electronic Solutions customer, you know they're tough — Because our life depends upon it.

Recent Custom Cages:
1. Enclosed, proprietary-bused
2. Enclosed front & rear loading
3. 1U/6U x 220mm split
4. 4-tier, color-coded 5. 9U x 400mm (Sun) & 6U x 160mm split
6. Trimmed down Multibus 7. Wall-mounted VME 8. Color-coded card slots 9. 6U x 280mm 4-slot EuroCage 10. 8-slot PC-AT compatible

Dr. Leonid R. Besprozvanny
Director of Engineering

We'll FAX you the facts.

Want the latest data in a hurry? Nothing is faster than Electronic Solutions' new "FAX the FACTS" program. If you have a FAX machine, just call our "800" number, give us your FAX number and type of FAX machine, and the information you need from us. We'll FAX it to you immediately.

Electronic Solutions
UNIT OF ZERO CORPORATION

6790 Flanders Drive, San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 452-9333 Telex II/TWX): 910-335-1169
Call Toll Free: (800)854-7086
In Calif: (800)772-7086

CIRCLE NO. 2
SMC® introduces the most tightly integrated LAN system solution ever. Plus, you can change its stripes.

Check out SMC's new COM90C65. Clearly, it's a LAN controller. But there's also transceiver functions. And even support logic. So, when you step back and realize how it all comes together, you'll know we've got a whole new, remarkable type of animal here.

It's a single chip that takes SMC's industry standard ARCNET® technology to the next generation, combining LAN controller, transceiver, even PC bus interface all in one. Plus, it pulls "glue chip" functions such as the crystal oscillator and reset circuit on-board. Considering ARCNET's highly reliable token passing protocol, the COM90C65 is surely the most complete, tightly integrated LAN system solution ever on this earth.

But the COM90C65 doesn't stop there. As tightly integrated as it is, there's still room for SMC to add-on proprietary functions to your specifications, if desired. Change its stripes, so to speak. We call it our SuperCell™ adaptability capability; using all of SMC's considerable expertise to make the COM90C65 perfect for you. You'll call it incredible because it'll be done within budget and on time.

This approach can be applied to virtually all of our vast library of Standard ASICs; which is why we call them adaptable. And it means that our unique products can make your product unique. Without all that costly, from-scratch designing, endless engineering, complex manufacturing and acres of real estate.

SMC® is a registered trademark and SuperCell™ is a trademark of Standard Microsystems Corporation
ARCNET® is a registered trademark of the Datapoint Corporation
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As rise times approach 3ns, all cable/connector assemblies become transmission line assemblies. But not necessarily good ones.

Newer, faster logic families require controlled impedance cable assemblies. Designed for high-speed performance. Engineered for controlled impedance and propagation rate. And manufactured for absolute conformity to specifications.

Creating controlled impedance assemblies to these standards demands extensive CAD/CAE use. Plus a wide range of specialized connector choices. Plus the capability to custom design quickly. Plus intimate knowledge of the various termination techniques, including advanced wire attachment techniques.

Our people are equipped to work
$t_r = 3\text{ns}$, ordinary cable assemblies.

with you early in the design stage to provide an optimum solution to your requirements. We help you determine the characteristics for impedance and propagation velocity that you need to match timing requirements, and the crosstalk figures you have to meet.

We engineer and manufacture controlled impedance assemblies in a way you'll especially appreciate.

Our manufacturing facilities are unmatched in the industry. Every assembly is individually inspected and 100% electrically tested. All work is part of the overall statistical process control system at AMP, and comes under our corporate-wide quality program.

For technical literature and more information on high-speed controlled impedance assemblies—for logic rise times from 3ns down to the sub-nano-second range—call 1-800-522-6752. AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3608.
We have 8 CMOS PAL® chips. That totals up to 8 million different ways to program your logic. Quite enough of a choice to meet your most exacting low power logic needs. From universal PAL architectures to zero stand-by power PAL devices. You can have the system you want without compromise. And without costly delays.

Our all-purpose CMOS architectures give flexibility without draining precious power. The 24-pin industry standard PALC22V10 uses just 90mA—even when it's running at 25ns.

*If you liked us in bipolar, you should see us in CMOS.*

We have five CMOS ZPAL™ devices based on familiar bipolar architectures. You can use them in battery powered and low duty-cycle applications. And they use virtually no power when in stand-by. Two versions are electrically erasable. You can get the functions you're used to and you can change your design as fast as
you change your mind.

What did you expect from the people who invented PAL devices?

The largest and most experienced Field Application Engineer force is as close as your phone all during your design-in process.

Our TestPro™ Centers give you access to superior testing and programming support. Just call your AMD sales office for the center nearest you.

And we've kept the classic PALASM® software up to date with our parts and your needs.

Most important, you can get your hands on our parts. They're all in high volume supplies.

Call (800) 222-9323. It's hard enough to get what you want in life without passing up 8,000,000 more chances.

Advanced Micro Devices

Monolithic Memories

901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA 94088.
If it weren’t for Sharp’s new technology, chances are you’d still be trying to read the headline above. That’s because our display screen offers unsurpassed brightness and clarity, with three times the contrast of conventional LCDs. Along with an increased viewing angle, our double super-twist display provides an image quality which approaches that of a printed page.

What’s more, Sharp is the first to successfully develop and mass-produce this technology—which means we have DST displays available now in quantity. Each unit is fitted with a durable CCFT backlight for bright, clear display. And each offers low drive voltage, low power consumption, and fewer temperature-dependent tone variations.

Since the days of the first hand-held calculators, Sharp has been an innovative leader in LCD displays. To find out more about our new double super-twist units, call (201) 529-8757.

SHARP ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS DIVISION

IF IT’S SHARP, IT’S CUTTING EDGE.


CIRCLE NO. 6
Motorola unveils 32-bit single-chip microcontroller

Motorola (Austin, TX) has unveiled its long-awaited 32-bit, single-chip controller, the 68332. The chip, designed around General Motors' requirements, surrounds a modified 68020 CPU core with a variety of intelligent peripheral modules and 2 kbytes of static RAM. Additional family members under development will add on-chip ROM to the design.

In the 68332 design, the latent power of the 68020 CPU core is unleashed by protecting the core from event-driven interrupts. This is accomplished by upgrading the traditional serial, parallel and timer I/O devices into full-blown programmable processors in their own right, capable of performing even complex application-specific operations without CPU intervention. The timer module, for example, can accelerate, drive, coast and halt a stepper motor on its own, without CPU intervention.

Major modules on the 68332 include the CPU core, the programmable timer module, an intelligent synchronous/asynchronous serial communications module, the SRAM, and a system integration module (which contains most of the bus, control and debug functions normally implemented in off-chip logic).

Western Digital publishes 8514/A register specs

Third-party graphics software developers eager to write more efficient code to the IBM 8514/A display adapter will be able to get register specifications for the IBM silicon through Western Digital (Irvine, CA). IBM has declined to publish the register specification and has insisted instead that graphics developers write to a software protocol layer called the adapter interface (AI). Since many feel that the AI imposes a performance penalty, several companies have been rushing to discover the IBM register details and produce functionally equivalent silicon.

Western Digital is releasing the IBM registers that the AI uses, so developers can bypass the AI and write directly to the registers. The chip set Western Digital is developing, called the PWGA-1, will have extended registers. Specifications for these extended registers will be offered to Western Digital's OEMs under nondisclosure agreement.

In addition to discovering the register specifications, Western Digital claims to have uncovered a memory conflict between the range used by IBM's 8514/A BIOS EPROM and that used by third-party extended VGA. The conflict could cause a system crash if both extended VGA and 8514/A are used in the same system. Western Digital is proposing standardization on BIOS address ranges for extended VGA and third-party 8514/A systems. In addition, the PWGA-1 will eliminate the need to use an interlaced monitor, a major hindrance of IBM's 8514/A. No availability date for the chip set has been announced.

—Tom Williams

VESA approves extended VGA standards

The Video Electronics Standards Association (VESA) has reached preliminary agreement on a standard BIOS interface for the 800-×600-pixel 16-color Super VGA mode. The VESA standard is significant because Super VGA, a natural extension of IBM's 640-×480-pixel 16-color VGA mode, isn't an IBM standard. Each Super VGA card from every vendor, therefore, has required a different set of application drivers. The VESA standard has established a common mode number (6Ah) that will let software developers write one driver for all cards that follow the VESA standard.

Not addressed in the preliminary document is the issue of BIOS memory-range conflict reportedly discovered by Western Digital (Irvine, CA) in its research into the IBM silicon (see story above). Since the document covers software standards only, it likewise doesn't address the issue of differing monitor frequencies. According to VESA, these issues may be raised under new business when the association meets to formally organize and to vote on the standards document.

—Tom Williams

HP buy of Apollo draws mixed reaction

The $476 million purchase last month of workstation pioneer Apollo Computer (Chelmsford, MA) by Hewlett-Packard (Palo Alto, CA) has surprised competitors and reassured customers. The move came as a shock to Apollo's competitors, notably Sun Microsystems (Mountain View, CA), which had been exploiting the financial uncertainty surrounding Apollo. Conversely, major Apollo customers cheered the move, saying the purchase removes any financial doubts about a supplier they perceive to be a technology leader.

Perhaps most directly affected by the purchase will be Apollo's major customer, Mentor Graphics (Beaverton, OR). "We can't imagine a better combination than Apollo's technology and HP's financial, market and support strengths," says Gerard Langeler, president and chief operating officer of Mentor. "It will make Mentor customers feel better about using Apollo products."

Mentor anticipates no conflict from HP's growing presence in the electronic CAE market. "They have handled a similar situation quite well already in their relationship with McDonnell-Douglas in the mechanical area," Langeler notes.

—Ron Wilson

Sun shows new lineup of Sparc workstations

The next generation of workstations announced by Sun Microsystems (Mountain View, CA) includes a number of firsts, including Sun's first response to Digital Equipment Corp.'s challenge in the under-$10,000 arena and Sun's first use of the Cypress 7C601 Sparc processor.

Two lines of Sparc products were introduced: the Sparcstation 1, with a 20-MHz LSI Logic-supplied Sparc CPU based on the familiar Fujitsu Sparc implementation, and the Sparcsystem 300, using the Cypress Semiconductor Sparc integer unit at 25 MHz.

The Sparcstation 1 seems intended as a direct challenge to DEC's R2000-based DECstation 3100. The Sun system starts at $8,995 for a

(continued on page 10)
Desktop unit with small monochrome monitor and no disk, and quickly moves up the price curve to a still-impressive $15,495 for a system with color display and disk. Sun rates the unit at 12.5 Mips. The Sparc system 300, meanwhile, is rated at 16 Mips, with prices ranging from roughly $30,000 to $74,000.

Many design automation vendors have already announced their support for the new machines. Vendors supporting the new systems include Valid Logic Systems (San Jose, CA); Teradyne EDA (Santa Clara, CA); Cadence Design Systems (San Jose, CA); and Daisy/Cadnetix (Mountain View, CA).

—Ron Wilson and Bill Harding

**Active-matrix LCD displays 16 colors**

At this month's SID (Society for Information Display) conference, IBM Japan and Toshiba America (Irvine, CA) will demonstrate a large, high-resolution active-matrix LCD that doubles the color capability of displays of this type. Whereas color LCDs typically use a triad of RGB filters to generate eight basic colors, this prototype 14.26-in.-diagonal, 720- x 550-pixel display uses a quad-filter arrangement with a fourth, white filter that lends two brightness levels to whatever color is generated by RGB combinations. "You can, for example, have a deep, saturated red or a kinder, gentler red," says Denis Arvay, manager of information for IBM's Research Division (Yorktown Heights, NY).

Although the 16 colors possible with this display are nowhere near the 256-color capability that would make the thin-film LCD a viable CRT replacement for today's color graphics applications, its pseudo-grayscale capability should give it an advantage when true grayscale versions compete on the grounds of the depth of their color palettes.

—David Lieberman

**Heavy investment pays off for Toshiba**

The recent success of Toshiba (Tokyo, Japan) in the memory IC arena is proof that long-term, steady investment can earn formidable dividends. In five of the last six years, the company has outspent its rivals on semiconduct manufacturing and on research and development. Not surprisingly, the Japanese manufacturer has maintained a dominating 30 percent market share of the 1-Mbit dynamic RAM market over the last two years. That's an uncommon achievement in the rapidly maturing and cost-sensitive DRAM market.

Toshiba appears ready to accomplish a similar feat in the 4-Mbit DRAM market. The company has already gained a lead in these next-generation memories with the introduction of twenty-four 4-Mbit parts in various speeds and configurations. Company officials expect to begin production on faster 60- and 70-ns devices shortly.

Toshiba is also staking a claim to the high-speed SRAM pie. At Electro last month, Toshiba unveiled a series of 1-Micron CMOS, 256-kbit SRAMs with speeds of up to 20 ns. The parts come in two 64k x 4-bit versions, one with output enable and one without. The company also offers a 32k x 8-bit configuration and a 32k x 9-bit part that allows for bit parity.

—John Mayer

**Parallel computing gets serious...and friendly**

During the next three years, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) will reportedly sink $7.6 million into a project on a massively parallel computing system. The system will link from 20 to 2,000 processing nodes based on Intel's recently announced 80860 chip.

Hypercube manufacturer Intel Scientific Computers (Beaverton, OR) will be responsible for developing the first prototype, code-named Touchstone, which is slated for first demonstration by the end of 1991. In its maximum configuration, Touchstone is expected to be able to crunch through more than 128 billion 64-bit Flops.

A significant portion of the DARPA funds will go toward making the prototype as easy to use as a garden-variety workstation, according to Justin Rattner, director of technology at Intel Scientific. "We expect Touchstone to improve parallel-computing performance levels 100 times over what they are today," he says, "as well as to create a software environment to give these powerful machines the look and feel of conventional systems."

—David Lieberman

**Widebus doubles I/O functions**

Texas Instruments (Dallas, TX) will provide twice as many I/Os as standard 24- and 28-pin devices by using a space-saving, very small outline package in its new Widebus Series ICs.

Fabricated in 1-micron CMOS technology, the products will operate at speeds comparable to those of advanced bipolar chips but will effectively reduce the amount of board real estate needed for line drivers, transceivers, flip-flops and registers by using 25-mil center-to-center pin spacings.

Designers will be able to use each Widebus function at its full width or as dual, independently controlled 8-, 9- or 10-bit functions. TI hopes to have engineering samples by the third quarter of 1989, with production slated for the fourth quarter.

—Mike Donlin

**High-speed NuBus boards debut at Electro/89**

In addition to the April Electro/89 introduction of its MXibus backplane bus, National Instruments (Austin, TX) chose the same conference to introduce two very high-speed data-acquisition board additions to the company's line of Macintosh II NuBus products. One of these boards samples waveforms on one of four available channels at rates of up to 1 Megasample/s with a 12-bit resolution, says Audrey Harvey, engineering manager. Use of all four channels simultaneously allows sampling at 250 ksamples/s on each channel.

In addition, a 32-bit block-mode DMA interface board offloads some of the work of the Macintosh II co-processor by transferring data from a compatible data-acquisition board directly to memory. This offloading also lets the Mac II function as a GPIB controller.

—Syd Shapiro
Sun's new SPARCstations 330, 370, and 390 deliver 16 MIPS.

The engine? Our 7C601 RISC CPU, running at 25MHz.

An engine that is also available at 33MHz, for up to 24 MIPS. It is part of a complete RISC chipset that includes memory management, multiprocessing, floating point, and cache, all tailored to give you high performance at very competitive prices.

Plus access to the broadest library of applications, software, interfaces, languages, graphics, and productivity software available under the Sun.

Cypress Hot Rod RISC 7C601.

Another blast from our latest data book. Call for your copy.

Powerful DSP Support Tools from Oki
Oki helps you achieve faster, easier DSP application development with a complete portfolio of support tools.

Oki Semiconductor meets your DSP needs by bringing you the best price/performance available, with our MSM6992 and MSM699210 DSP devices. We also offer powerful hardware and software support tools at various price points to speed and simplify your DSP application development.

A full set of powerful DSP support tools

- **Software Simulator**—the SIM92 simulates all internal operations of the MSM6992/10 devices, allowing you to test routines without hardware. It utilizes the emulator command set and offers advanced options such as a dump-restart facility, efficiency parameters, and histograms.

- **High-Level Language**—the OSL92 programs as a subset of C and speeds DSP software development, with one line of OSL92 code equivalent to six lines of assembly code. Specifically tailored for the 6992 architecture, it exhibits remarkable performance when compared to hand-assembled code, with efficiencies of up to 95%.

- **Emulators**—Oki offers a choice of stand-alone in-circuit emulators for real-time emulation, with the EMU92 and EMU92L.

- **Software Libraries of User Routines**—these libraries contain many of the most commonly used routines in DSP programming.

- **Development System**—the PSP92 permits real-time processing of analog signals through separate “digital” and “analog” PC-AT cards. It also allows for sophisticated 16-color EGA-compatible graphics.

The best DSP choice

Oki's full complement of DSP supports tools have the power to help you get your product to market faster. And Oki makes them easy to use. They are all PC-based, fully documented and use the same debugger language. So if you are evaluating DSPs for a new design, make the smart choice. Oki gives you the devices and the support to streamline your DSP application development.

Streamline DSP with Oki

- Please send me your new brochure containing detailed technical data/specs on Oki's MSM6992/10 DSP devices and complete portfolio of DSP support tools.
- Please call, we have immediate needs.

Mail coupon to:
Marketing Communications, Oki Semiconductor, 785 N. Mary Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Or call (408) 720-1900.
The time’s arrived for a show where system designers can kick all the tires.

John C. Miklosz
Associate Publisher/Editor-in-Chief

Where can you go to kick the tires?

If you’re interested in ICs, that’s a tough question to answer. The second and third weeks in April brought the spring blossoming of electronics/computer shows. There was Electro in New York City, Comdex Spring in Chicago and NCGA in Philadelphia. But there’s been a shift in focus in these shows over the past few years, which is making it hard for a designer or a design manager whose primary interest lies in ICs—microprocessors, SRAM and DRAM, A-D converters, op amps, PLDs, etc., etc.—to find enough to make it worthwhile to trek to the Big Apple, the Windy City or the place where W.C. Fields would rather be.

In this regard, Electro was a complete bust with no more than a half-dozen IC vendors showing their wares, among them Advanced Micro Devices, Analog Devices, Harris and Toshiba. An interest in design and development tools goes hand in hand with an interest in ICs, and here the representation was equally sparse with only Data I/O, P-CAD, OrCAD and a few smaller players making a showing. And if you wanted to “kick the tires” at each of these vendors’ exhibits, you had to hunt them out from a Miracle Mile of connector, cable, cabinet, switch, power supply and passive component vendors.

It’s not that I have anything against cabinet, power supply and switch vendors; after all, you don’t power up the microprocessor until you’ve turned on the switch. But there’s no conference or exhibition running today—not Electro, not Wescon, not Comdex, not even the Design Automation Conference—whose primary appeal is to the designer or design manager who wants to talk about, learn about or sample the full breadth of the latest architectural components. By architectural components, I mean those components that determine the intrinsic functions, performance and features of an electronic/computer product or system. Microprocessors, RAMs, EEPROMs, peripheral interface or controller chips, for example, are architectural components. So are single-board computers, graphics controller boards, digital-signal processor boards and I/O boards. And so, too, is software—operating systems and real-time kernels, for example.

From studies we’ve done of our readers, the odds are better than 60/40 that if a designer is using off-the-shelf boards, he (or she) is also designing boards or subsystems using standard ICs or ASICs. The reverse is also true; a large percentage of designers developing their own boards or subsystems are interested in off-the-shelf board-level products because there’s no point in building what you can go out and buy.

For the most part, designers and, especially, design managers can no longer be pigeonholed into chip-level or board-level, or even hardware or software. More often than not, their responsibilities and interests span the complete spectrum of architectural concerns and architectural components. The time’s arrived for something we’d call the Architectural Components Conference and Exposition. The time’s arrived for a show where system designers can kick all the tires.
Check DY-4 for the widest choice in VME commercial, ruggedized and Mil-Spec NDI

DY-4 offers the widest variety of Non-Developmental Items (NDIs) right across the board: commercial NDIs for developmental projects; ruggedized NDIs; and Mil-Spec NDIs fully compliant with MIL-E-1553, 5400, and 16400 specs.

All DY-4 NDIs are manufactured in accordance with AQAP-1 and include advanced features like built-in test and system-level diagnostics.

For the most and the best NDIs, call DY-4 — one of the world’s leading suppliers of board-level products for commercial and military applications.

California: (408) 377-9822
Los Angeles: (714) 549-2559
Washington: (301) 964-5554
Massachusetts: (508) 692-9308
Canada: (613) 566-2600
Denmark: (06) 963824
Germany: (089) 963926

DY-4 SYSTEMS INC.

CIRCLE NO. 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>COMMERCIAL</th>
<th>RUGGEDIZED</th>
<th>MIL-SPEC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Board Computers (680x0/88000)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military / Communications Interfaces</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL-STD-1553 B</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTDS (Serial and Parallel)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital-to-Synchro</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital-to-Resolver</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchro-to-Digital</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolver-to-Digital</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARINC 429 / 561</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Modules</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRAM</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPROM</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEPROM</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Controllers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial I / O</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligent Serial I / O</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel I / O</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog-to-Digital</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital-to-Analog</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphics Engines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Performance (34010)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Performance (68020 / QPDMs)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very High Performance (RISC / QPDMs)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE-802.3 LAN</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSI X3T9.5 LAN (FDDI)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCSI</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SASI</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-Track Tape Controller</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational Database Processor</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chassis Systems</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Tackle your application with Mizar's STD Bus products.

You'll rush toward the goal line with STD Bus boards from Mizar. We've been attacking diverse applications for more than a decade, from process control and ATE to data communications and medical electronics. With proven reliability and performance, Mizar's STD boards can score touchdowns for your team. All at prices that are simply unbeatable.

Plus, Mizar has STD Bus boards for every application need: CPUs, memory cards with up to six MB of DRAM, serial and parallel I/O, and peripheral controllers. Put Mizar in your STD lineup. Call today. 1-800-635-0200.

MIZAR
1419 Dunn Drive • Carrollton, TX 75006 • (214) 446-2664

THANK YOU!
More and more of you have been rating this magazine Number One in our readership studies. Thanks for the vote of confidence, and we'll continue to live up to your expectations.

Mizar. The shortest distance between concept and reality.
Why the TP32V is the best single board computer

• The Design •

For optimum system performance from a single IEE 1014 VME board, the TP32V with its 16-33 Mhz MC 68030 has a tightly coupled processor memory design, 4Mb/sec sustained DMA driven SCSI transfers, on-board I/O and ethernet and advanced dram arbitration techniques.

• The Specification •

- MC68030 16-33MHz
- MC68450 4-channel DMA controller
- 4Mb multi-ported nibble-mode DRAM
- AMD Lance IEEE 802.3 Ethernet with DMA
- Z8530 SCC giving two DMA-driven RS232 sync/asynchronous ports and two further RS232 asynchronous ports
- NCR 53C90 DMA-driven synchronous or asynchronous SCSI interface
- Floppy disk controller
- Full VME Rev C.1 IEEE 1014 interface
- 64-512Kb EPROM
- Battery-backed RTC/SRAM
- Full debug monitor
- Optional MC68881/2 FPU
- TP-IX/68K version of UNIX V.3.1*
- NFS, RFS,TCP/IP

• The Evidence •

Tadpole Technology
the driving force in 32-bit design
Titan House, Castle Park,Cambridge CB3 OAY, UK
Fax: 0223 460727  Tel: 0223 461000
1601 Trapelo Road, Waltham, Massachusetts, 02154, USA
Fax: 1-617 890 7573  Tel: 1-617 890 8898
Or outside Massachusetts call: 1-800-232 6656
Virgin is a trademark of AT & T  Ethernet is a trademark of the Novell Corporation  VME is a trademark of Ready Systems  TP-IX V.3.1 is derived from Unix V.3.1  CIRCLE NO. 10
Intel 80486 carries complex instruction set to RISC speeds

Ron Wilson, Senior Editor

Recognizing that it must defend the IBM PC market against RISC chips, Intel (Santa Clara, CA) has taken an unprecedented gamble: going for both 20-Mips performance and complete 80386 binary compatibility at the same time in one CPU: the new 80486. But the cost of 1.185 million transistors—the largest transistor count ever attempted for a mass-production product—is startling.

The monster die has an 8-kbyte cache, an 80386-compatible memory-management unit (MMU) and an 80387-compatible floating-point unit (FPU) on-chip. The chip maintains binary compatibility all the way from 80386 instructions to trigonometric codes for the FPU and the venerable 8086 compatibility mode. The 80486 designers carefully culled good ideas from the latest RISC CPUs and incorporated those notions into a machine that would execute the 80386 instruction set. The innovations begin with sharply reduced clocks per instruction in the execution units of the 80486. But this RISC-like timing forced the designers to carefully nurture bandwidth throughout the CPU and memory system.

The first challenge for the designers was to reduce the number of clock cycles per instruction on the existing instruction set. As in RISC machines, most 80486 register-to-register operations require only one clock cycle. Load and store instructions also take a single cycle, with the loaded data available to the next instruction. "This data had to be available immediately," explains Bill Rash, 32-/64-bit microprocessor product manager, "because in many 386 programs, the data is used in the instruction right after the load."

Fighting for bandwidth

The ability to execute one instruction per clock puts enormous stress on memory bandwidth. Clearly, the execution unit’s speed can only be maintained by using caches with very good hit rates. Most recent RISC designs have chosen to use separate code and data caches, off-chip, to keep the execution unit fed, but the 80486’s single external bus makes this approach impossible. Instead, the chip architects chose to put a large primary cache on-chip.

Once the cache moved onto the CPU, cache design became a trade-off between performance and space. To select their approach, the architects took traces of existing OS/2 and Unix codes, and simulated various strategies. Their choice was an 8-kbyte unified, code and data, four-way set-associative cache. "On our samples, this cache delivers a 1 to 5 percent miss rate on DOS programs, and only 6 to 8 percent on Unix programs," claims Rash.

With only a single cache, though, there’s still a throughput problem. Since the cache can only be read once per clock, the designer has to find a way to get more than one word per read. Otherwise, all the cache bandwidth would be taken by instruction fetches, and the designer would have to stall the CPU to get in a load or a store.

Intel’s solution was wider data paths: data flows over a pair of 32-bit buses, and instructions are loaded into the 32-byte prefetch queue 16 bytes at a time. So the prefetch unit can swallow up several instructions in one clock, leaving the cache for higher-priority loads and stores.

The chip designers achieved simplicity—and saved space—by using a unified cache instead of separate code and data caches. Other simplifications they chose include a clever...

Starting with nearly 1.2 million transistors, Intel packaged a CPU, a floating-point unit, a memory-management unit, and a cache onto a single die for the 80486.
First of a New Generation of 3.3V Center-Pin Power and Ground Products.

Performance now offers two 6ns SCRAMs: P3C3148 1Kx4 and P3C3147 4Kx1. These SCRAMs are superfast Static CMOS Random Access Memories. Future superfast products, using center-pin power and ground with a 3.3 volt power supply, will include SCRAMs with 4Kbit to 256Kbit densities and popular logic parts such as buffers, transceivers, latches, flip-flops, comparators, registers and gate arrays.

"It has been clear for some time that the primary consideration which could limit the use of future generations of CMOS technology in the highest speed applications were issues associated with constraints that have been hangovers from bipolar TTL circuit implementations. If those constraints are not removed, then either performance will be compromised or serious application problems will result. It is easy to see the value of the changes that are needed to take maximum advantage of the attributes of the fine line CMOS technology in the sub half-micron regime (PACE Ill). Therefore, we have decided to invest a significant part of our Company's technical and marketing resources to help make the transition from a TTL environment to an optimized CMOS environment.

As the 3.3 volt supply, low lead inductance product line emerges with 0.4 micron PACE III Technology, the uncompromised performance will overcome resistance to change and we will have a 'kinder & gentler' speed."

Tom Longo

4K Bit Density Static RAM Speeds

Performance's PACE III Technology, which features 0.4 micron effective gate length, 0.75 micron line widths and 250ps gate delay, offers a 40 percent speed improvement even with a 35 percent voltage reduction. Superfast 6ns SCRAM performance is available now with significantly lower power dissipation.

Typical Address to Dataout Delay: 4Kx1 SCRAM

Performance's superfast 3.3 volt products incorporate multiple center power and ground pins as well as reduced signal swings to dramatically reduce ground bounce and simplify signal interconnection issues such as reflections, cross talk and ringing.

For further information or to order SCRAMs call or write:

PERFORMANCE SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION
610 E. Weddell Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089 (408)734-9000
“sort-of least-recently-used” replacement algorithm, as design manager Pat Gelsinger describes it, and a write-through, rather than copy-back, policy.

Dealing with on-chip cache

But putting the cache on-chip has important implications for other parts of the system design. For one thing, the on-chip cache virtually requires that the MMU be on-chip as well. This has been Intel’s policy since the 80386, and the full 80386-compatible MMU has the familiar segmentation and paging units.

A more important issue involves coprocessors. Any coprocessor that has to have ready access to the instruction stream at high speed will have to be on the chip too, since the instruction stream runs between the cache and the execution unit, not directly out of main memory. This required Intel to put an 80387-compatible FPU on the chip.

Rather than just duplicate the existing coprocessor, the design team decided to reimplement the FPU from a functional description. The unit executes the 80387 instructions, but with entirely new hardware. One result is a substantial decrease in clock cycles. “We were able to cut down on cycles per instruction in the FPU by a factor of 2.5 to 3,” Gelsinger says. “That improvement, together with eliminating the off-chip handshaking and having a 64-bit path into the cache, has meant a great improvement in performance.” Intel claims the chip is capable of 6.1 MWhetstones.

Another serious challenge posed by the on-chip cache involves only a few Intel customers: those who use multiple CPUs in servers or parallel computers. Here there are a number of issues.

First is the bus bandwidth. If one chip uses 50 percent of the bus, a five-chip multiprocessor system should spend most of its time waiting for bus cycles—hardly ideal. The solution is more caches. “It’s absolutely essential to use secondary caches with the 486 in multiprocessor configurations,” says Gelsinger.

To keep the demands manageable in shared-memory systems, designers will need to deploy large copy-back caches between the 80486 and the central memory. “In addition, it’s very important to support the burst-mode operation of the memory bus, and to do everything possible in the memory design to keep write cycles down to at most one wait state,” says Gelsinger. In practice, that means using nibble-mode or page-mode dynamic RAM, or interleaving, to provide the 106-Mbyte/s bursts the voracious CPU demands, and providing write buffers in the memory system to keep the DRAM write cycle time from holding up the bus.

The second major design issue in multiprocessor systems is coherency. There are lots of subsystems in the 80486, including the cache, the cache’s four-word write buffer and the paging unit’s translation buffer, that need to be kept coherent. Any of these devices could have its data invalidated by another processor. The 80486 solution is extensive bus snooping, using the chip’s address pins as inputs when another device is driving the external bus.

The 80486 approach to multiprocessing contrasts sharply with that of the 64-bit 80860 CPU, which relies entirely on software for coherency management. The difference turns out to be another reflection of Intel’s commitment to compatibility: “We felt we had to support the 80386 customers who were using the chip in tightly coupled multiprocessor architectures,” explains Rash.

That commitment to compatibility is one of the most remarkable threads running through the 80486 architecture. Binary code compatibility is an essential component of the commitment. But it’s evident from the details of the design that the 80486 architects attempted to preserve not only the function, but even the performance of existing 80386 software.

A memory-to-register add takes the same number of cycles as a RISC-style register load followed by a register-to-register add, for example. Software vendors won’t have to change coding techniques, or compilers, to get excellent performance from the new chip, despite the 80486’s focus on pipelining and single-cycle instructions.

In perspective, the new CPU is an object lesson in the application of new technology. The Intel architects have studied at the temple of RISC, but they haven’t worshiped there. Instead, they have systematically taken the best lessons in system design from the RISC school and applied them in the context of the most widely used architecture in the computer industry. The result is a microprocessor that will carry the enormous body of PC software into the performance range once occupied only by the best of the RISC CPUs.

For more information about the technologies, products or companies mentioned in this article, call or circle the appropriate number on the Reader Inquiry Card.

Intel
(408) 765-4581
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Lower costs and higher productivity add profits to your bottom line.

Work with P-CAD® and you'll be smiling every time you finish a design or a fiscal year.

Because we know successful PCB design requires more than software alone.

That's why we offer the industry's most complete PCB design solution. Including training. Superior tech support. User groups. Bug reports. Plus, the best maintenance, upgrades, user guides, and reference documentation you'll find.

All elements that help reduce redesign, project delays, rework, and manufacturing costs. But even all that wouldn't mean much if our system didn't deliver. And it does!

P-CAD software is modular, with a consistent system command structure. Learn one and you know how to use all our modules. That means greater productivity and lower training costs.

P-CAD also works with all current technologies — SMT, analog, high speed, and fine line. So designers who use P-CAD will always be the most competitive.

You get a complete, upward migration path, too. As your requirements grow, you can take your P-CAD investment with you. No throw-away software. No obsolescence.

Architecture? It's "open" for easy integration with CADAM®, AutoCAD®, Ventura™, Interleaf™, and other CAD environments. So your options are open now, and in the future.

Finally, with over 10,000 users in 37 countries, we have the largest installed base in PCB design. So when you're looking for experienced P-CAD designers, there's no need to look far. They're everywhere.

Let us show you how increasing PCB productivity can enhance your profits.

Call now for details and a free copy of our PCB CAD Buyer's Guide: 800-523-5207, in California, 800-628-8748.

What we have to say will make you smile. P-CAD, 1290 Parkmoor Avenue, San Jose, CA 95126.
68040 moves toward RISC camp with redesigned pipelines, caches

Ron Wilson, Senior Editor

While many of the architectural details aren't yet available, it's clear from early information that the 68040 from Motorola (Austin, TX) and the 80486 from Intel (Santa Clara, CA) have gone down very similar roads in most aspects of CPU design. Yet differences do exist, and these differences will probably influence the pattern of design wins for the two chips.

The 80486 and the 68040 use a similar number of transistors, about 1.2 million, to implement the same on-chip functional blocks: an integer execution unit, a floating-point unit (FPU), a memory manager, large caches and a sophisticated bus controller. Both chips retain strict object-level compatibility with existing members of their respective families, while adding a few new op-codes.

And both chips boast significant performance improvements over their previous-generation relatives. Motorola hasn't released official figures, but rumor puts the 68040 speed at around 13 Mips.

The two vendors have taken very similar paths to increased performance, using a three-step process: first, redesigning integer and floating-point execution units to emphasize deep pipelines and single-cycle execution; second, moving the FPU on-chip to eliminate interpackage delays; and third, feeding both execution units from very large on-chip caches.

A different cache strategy
One of the key parts of this performance strategy is that everything depends on the caches. If the cache miss rate is high for a particular application, that application will be slow on the new chip at any clock frequency. So both Intel and Motorola teams have paid careful attention to cache design. And in this one area, their strategies have diverged significantly.

Both the 80486 and 68040 caches are organized as four-way set-associative systems. Each chip reportedly has a total of 8 kbytes of cache. And the caches in both chips were designed from simulation data taken from customer code. But there's one big difference—unlike the 80486, the 68040 has two separate caches: one for instructions and one for data.

"We have maintained the on-chip Harvard architecture we pioneered with the smaller caches in the 68030," explains Jeff Nutt, technical marketing manager. So to deal with the problem of contention between fetch and data cycles, which Intel fights by extra-wide buses, the 68040 uses parallelism. Instruction fetches and data reads/writes can occur simultaneously because they happen in separate caches.

Motorola has added a further degree of sophistication to the 68040 cache controllers. The chip can operate its caches in either write-through or copy-back mode. This difference would appear to help lessen bus-bandwidth problems on some routines, although it complicates design of on-chip cache coherency hardware. Motorola claims other significant advances in bus management but is unwilling to discuss them due to patent requirements.

The most important observation about the two chips may be not their differences, but their similarities. Both have taken a CISC architecture to a new level of performance by reducing not the instructions, but the clocks per instruction. And because CISC architects have learned from their enemies, both designs may succeed in fending off challenges from RISC CPUs.

For more information about the technologies, products or companies mentioned in this article, call or circle the appropriate number on the Reader Inquiry Card.

Intel
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If you're in the market for a UNIX® workstation, we're the company you should be talking to.
We can talk price.

We'd like to begin this conversation by making six points. Price points, that is. Because within our family of UNIX® workstations are six machines whose prices are as low as their technology is high.

Take for example, our family of personal workstations. Machines that offer superior networking ability and even MC68030 performance for less than $10,000.

Prices that become even more impressive when you realize they include 4MB of memory, a floating point coprocessor, an IBM PC AT*-compatible bus, and a choice of Ethernet®, Apollo® token ring, or IBM token ring networks.

So when you're ready to talk price, ask us about our Series 3000™ and Series 3500.” Or better yet, just let the numbers speak for themselves.
We can talk performance.

Price isn't the only attribute of our workstations that speaks for itself. Recent tests pitting the Apollo Series 10000™ against workstations, minis, superminis and mainframes declared the 10000 an undeniable victor. Expertly running complex applications up to seven times faster than its challengers.

Such an outcome could hardly be achieved by conventional means. Instead, the Series 10000 required an entirely new architecture, making it the only office-sized UNIX® server and workstation to yield true supercomputer performance.

With up to four CPUs, the 10000's PRISM™ architecture delivers performance 100 times that of a VAX® 11/780. Yet costs as little as $6500/MFLOP, one-tenth that of the competition.

All of which suggests that if extraordinary performance is what you're after, the Series 10000 from Apollo will leave you speechless.
And we can talk to any computer you’d ever want to talk to.

The only story bigger than our performance capabilities is our open computing environment. As a founding member of the Open Software Foundation, Apollo is committed to providing a broad range of computing alternatives.

Today every Apollo workstation can communicate over OSI, DECnet®, Ethernet or IBM token ring networks and accept VME-, SCSI- or PC AT-compatible equipment. Our support for UNIX® (Berkeley 4.3 and System V.3 SVID compliant), MS-DOS™ and X Window System™ assures that your application software is truly portable. And our adherence to standards such as PHIGS and GKS streamlines graphics-intensive applications.

What’s more, Apollo’s de facto industry standard for distributed computing, the Network Computing System™ allows users to share data and computing power in a single integrated environment. Resulting in a new way of computing that’s both more elegant and more efficient than any other.

Give us a call soon. You’ll find that our actions speak even louder than words.
Vendors ponder interconnect schemes in search for new PLD architectures

Ron Wilson, Senior Editor

The avalanche of programmable logic architectures started with one bright idea: that sum-of-products combinatorial logic could be embedded in a chip's interconnecting circuitry. Since those original combinatorial devices, PLD vendors have shifted their attention from the interconnecting logic to the I/O macrocells, resulting in an almost obsessive fascination with increasingly complex macrocell designs. But recent product announcements from such vendors as Intel (Folsom, CA), Signetics (Sunnyvale, CA) and International CMOS Technology (San Jose, CA) have focused attention back on the interconnection scheme as a way to beat the growing complexity of PLD designs.

Several vendors, most recently Intel, have observed that in some applications only part of the interconnecting logic is really needed in a PLD. In address-decoding applications, the full sum-of-products structure isn't necessary—the product terms are used directly to enable the other chips in the system. So by stripping away all of the OR circuitry from the typical PAL design, these vendors can build an extremely fast address decoder. The Intel 85C508 address decoder illustrates this principle. From 16 dedicated inputs, the chip derives eight product terms, via a single AND array. Each of these p terms goes unmodified through a transparent latch, clocked by an address-latch-enable signal, to one of eight dedicated outputs. The design's extreme simplicity liberates most of the potential speed of Intel's CHMOS IIIE process, resulting in a 7.5-ns propagation delay.

Back to the full OR array

In its most recent device, Signetics has reexamined the sum-of-products interconnection for a different set of reasons. To meet the special needs of state-machine designers, the company has pioneered the use of fully programmable OR arrays, feedback terms and buried registers. These innovations have mostly been offered in proprietary sequencer designs rather than in standard PAL-like formats.

But designers haven't exactly flocked to the proprietary Signetics sequencer designs. "People are still building sequencers out of conventional 22V10 PALs," laments Joel Rosenberg, PLD marketing manager at Signetics, "even though it means giving up all of the features intended specifically for state-machine designs."

Upon investigation, the Signetics team discovered that several factors contributed to this obstinate response. Some designers were simply unaware of the Signetics family. Others didn't understand the issues, or didn't want to learn a whole new—and admittedly complex—part when they could get the job done with something familiar.

So Signetics decided not to fight it. The design team created a programmable sequencer, with all of the usual Signetics features, in the format of the ubiquitous 22V10. The part, called the 42VA12, may be the industry's first attempt to deal with both design problems and designers' problems.

The new part has the pinout of a 22V10. In fact, according to Rosenberg, the VA12 can use the same development tools and JEDEC files as a 22V10 when the new part's unique features aren't in use. "That compatibility, combined with the internal sequencer design features, should make the VA12 the next generic multifunction part," says product manager Kathryn Douglas.

In addition to the standard 22V10 AND array and configurable macrocells, the 42VA12 adds a number of specific improvements. Most obvious...
is the OR array, replacing the 22V10's notorious p-term allocation scheme with complete PLA flexibility. The new part also provides a complement-array term, as used in Signetics' sequencers, and elaborate control over macr­cell flip-flop function and clocking.

Perhaps most significant for designers who must bury registers within their chips, the VA12 has altered the macr­cell to completely isolate the flip-flop from the I/O pins. Each macr­cell contains not only a flip-flop, driven by a pair of OR terms, but an additional, "bypass" OR term.

This latter term feeds back into the AND array, but it can also be routed past the flip-flop to the I/O pin. A macr­cell thus can still drive its I/O pin with a combinatorial output, even if the macr­cell is already being used as a buried register and a combinatorial feedback path.

Signetics hopes that the part's similarity to the 22V10, together with the added sequencer features, will appeal to designers who haven't used programmable sequencer parts in the past. In many designs, the added features save not just p terms but whole packages.

Halfway toward gate arrays
While Signetics is working to widen the audience for its ideas on sequencers, International CMOS Tech­nology (ICT) has also been reexamining the all-important inter­connect of PLDs, but for yet another reason. ICT wanted to bridge a perceived gap between conventional PALs and denser field-programma­ble gate array designs.

"Users of programmable gate arrays have great flexibility and circuit density," says Robin Jigour, director of marketing at ICT. "But they often have to redesign and retest the circuit several times before it works, because the timing effects of automatic placement and routing can be so unpredictable."

These timing discrepancies can creep up in at least two ways, says Jigour. First, since the individual logic elements on field-programma­ble gate arrays have low fan-in, design must use many levels of logic to emulate a high-fan-in gate. Second, the placement and routing process itself can introduce significant unanticipated — and unsimulated— delays into a circuit.

ICT wanted to develop a PLD that could combine the density of gate array-like devices with the timing predictability and wide fan-in of conven­tionional PALs. The company's pur­suit took it back once again to the design of PLD interconnecting logic, to develop a synthesis of gate array and PLA architectures.

The result is the Peel array family. Like all other PLDs, the Peel arrays use a combination of inter­connect and logic cells. But the topolo­gy of the new devices is unlike any other in the industry. Instead of a chip composed of a large AND array, perhaps an OR array, and a group of I/O macr­cells attached to I/O pins, the Peel arrays use—like field-pro­grammable gate arrays—an array of macr­cells. But unlike field-pro­grammable gate arrays, which don't embed logic functions in their inter­connect, the Peel arrays use PLA­style sum-of-products interconnect.

Perhaps the most helpful way to visualize the device is as a huge conventional PLA, with both AND and OR arrays, but with a very large number of logic macr­cells. The smallest Peel array has 20 cells, the largest 40. These logic cells aren't dedicated to any particular pin: a signal can be taken from either the flip-flop or an OR term in any logic cell to any pin. Similarly, any pin can serve as an input to the AND array. The design results in a dense, extraordinarily flexible logic array that retains the virtues of high fan-in and predictable delays.

The physical implementation of the device is quite elegant. There isn't a single AND array, but rather a series of AND array strips that go horizontally across the chip. Similarly, the OR array is broken into a series of vertical strips. This lattice of arrays forms a matrix of open spaces on the die, into each of which is placed a logic cell.

Each logic cell in a column draws four OR terms from the vertical OR strips to its left. Outputs from the logic cells in a column can go either to a pin-driver cell or to a vertical strip of input lines immediately to the right of the column. These input
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INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

(lines made the logic cell output sig­
nals available to the horizontal AND
strips, interconnecting the cells with the
rest of the chip.

Any signal from an input pin or
logic cell output thus can be routed
to any logic cell or output pin
through the sum-of-products array.
ICT claims that the interconnect de­
lay between any two cells is 17 ns,
faster in high fan-in applications
such as address decoders or specific,
well-ordered functions." Haines sug­
gests that the ability of the PAL-
type architecture to adapt to a
particular configuration will encour­
age the development of very fast,
application-specific PLDs.

"You can get high gate utilization
in a conventional PLD only if you're
doing something close to what the
independent of routing.

The range of PLD architectures is
already somewhat bewildering to
the casual observer. It almost seems
as if every possible combination of
interconnect strategy and logic cell
design, from AND array intercon­
nect with no logic cells to passive,
array-style interconnect with
huge macrocells, is available. What
isn't available is a clear set of guide­
lines for choosing an architecture.

"The proliferation of architectures
for high-density devices has been
fast and furious," says Andy Haines,
director of marketing at Actel (Sun­
yvale, CA), "but I think this is only
the beginning. About the only clear
distinction remaining is between
programmable gate arrays and con­
ventional PLDs. In the arrays, wires
aren't dedicated to logic blocks, so
you end up with a more general
device, better suited to implement­
ing high fan-out circuitry like arith­
metic elements or random logic.

"In conventional PLDs, intercon­
nect gets dedicated to logic blocks.
This can make the devices much
designer intended," says Haines.
"The farther away you get, the lower
the utilization. Programmable gate
arrays, on the other hand, can deliv­
er very high utilization over a wide
range of applications. So in the end,
the decision may come down to a
trade-off between high board density
and speed."

Of course, most designers would
rather not have to make that choice.
So we can expect to see further at­
tempts, not only to produce fast ap­
lication-specific PLDs, but to use
innovative PLA structures in the
pursuit of high-density, high-speed
programmable logic.

For more information about the technol­
gies, products or companies mentioned in
this article, call or circle the appropriate
number on the Reader Inquiry Card.
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Using the new HP 64000 AxCASE

Embedded Microprocessor Development

CASE Solved
lets you follow your instincts.

Something happens when you work with HP's new design environment. Reliable software development becomes elementary. You ferret out bugs long before they throw you off schedule. Unhappy customers seem to vanish. And your software maintenance expenses stop robbing you of profits.

With the HP 64000 AxCASE as your assistant, you'll have a complete design environment and some of the most powerful CASE tools ever offered. So you'll develop more reliable software, right from the start. Our new Basis Branch Analyzer delivers an integrated, direct means to measure the effectiveness of software tests within the cross development environment. Run the program under test on the AxDB simulator/debugger—or on prototype hardware with the emulator/debugger—to produce the test metrics. It performs all the detective work. To find untested program branches that may be redundant. Or indicate flaws in your testing strategy.

Support for industry standards means that AxCASE is an open system that is compatible with your development environment. And it's backed by HP's worldwide support network.

Learn more about the HP 64000 AxCASE system. It will give you the time to turn your ideal embedded system into more than just a pipe dream. Call 1-800-752-0900 today. Ask for Ext. 786Y and we'll send the HP 64000 AxCASE Solutions Kit. Better still, call to see it firsthand—after all, it's available now, so put it to work.

hp
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RISC CPUs tune up for embedded computing

Ron Wilson, Senior Editor

Most first-generation RISC CPUs were clearly aimed at the Unix workstation market: they were deeply pipelined, register-intensive processors requiring elaborate MMUs and caches. But as vendors began to explore opportunities in embedded computing, they began to see a different set of design requirements. Now some RISC chips are responding more directly to the needs of embedded systems.

“The biggest benefit of RISC CPUs comes in servicing compute-intensive tasks,” claims Jerry Fiddler, president of kernel developer Wind River Systems (Emeryville, CA). But speed needs to be blended with responsiveness. “Typically, a system will have some tasks that need to be optimized for throughput and some tasks that need deterministic response. If you’re clever, a RISC processor will let you meet both those needs at once,” Fiddler says.

The most recent entrant in embedded RISC computing is VLSI Technology (Tempe, AZ), a vendor perhaps better known for its cell-based semicustom products. But in addition to its application-specific IC lines, VLSI Technology has for some time offered what may be both the most imaginative and the most overlooked of the RISC processors, the Acorn RISC Machine (ARM).

Acorn (Cambridge, England), the British personal computing company, developed the ARM to meet the company’s own needs in the low-cost PC arena. The chip uses RISC techniques not so much to achieve blinding speed as to achieve startling simplicity, and hence low cost, at the system level as well as in the chip itself. VLSI Technology recognized the potential of the ARM as an embedded processor and picked up North American marketing rights.

With the recent release of a second-generation ARM, Acorn has enhanced the CPU’s performance and affordability, as well as added some features that will prove useful to embedded-system architects.

VLSI Technology calls the new ARM the 86C020. The chip retains the RISC core processor from the earlier 86C010 but adds a 4-byte cache. Bringing the cache on-chip has significant advantages for speed, cost containment and chip count control, but it also raises some new issues.

The most obvious effects are on the plus side. “The on-chip cache decouples the CPU clock from the memory speed,” explains Ron Cates, RISC program technical manager at VLSI Technology. “It lets us execute at high speed even with inexpensive slower RAMs, or execute directly from ROM without having to copy the code to faster memory first.”

Cates suggests that this decoupling will become more important in the future. “Right now, we’re building the 020 in our standard 1.6-micron process. When we go to 1 micron, we expect to see clock frequencies up around 30 to 50 MHz. Since the cache is on-chip, we don’t have to cross a chip boundary to get to it, so the cache speed can scale up right along with the CPU speed.”

But moving the cache on-chip creates some complications. The first question that comes up is what sort of cache should be built. There are many choices, covering size, organization, contents and so forth. Should there be separate code and data caches? Should the caches be direct-mapped, n-set associative or fully associative? How big should they be?

Not surprisingly, Acorn’s research indicated that the best solution for most applications was a large, fully associative combined code and data cache. Unfortunately, the logic overhead for full associativity wouldn’t fit on an affordable die. So the company worked out a compromise quite
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Despite multiprocessing's current popularity, some vendors wonder whether the applications really justify the added hardware for cache coherency in some chips. "Spending money on cache-coherency hardware that you don't use just doesn't make sense," says Ron Cates, RISC program technical manager at VLSI Technology.

**The coprocessor interface**

But the choice of a cache strategy still leaves open some questions. One coprocessor could monitor the in-cache data bus out to pins, so a customers, they're vital to Acorn's computing needs, from computationally intensive routines to rapid context switches.

The other big issue in on-chip caches involves multiprocessing. While multiple-CPU systems are a popular item of discussion in high-end general-purpose computing, they're a way of life in embedded computing. And if multiple devices, such as other RISC chips, microcontrollers or even DMA controllers, can alter system memory, the CPU needs to have some way of warning itself that the data in its cache is no longer valid.

The ARM chip hasn't dealt with this issue in hardware. "It's true that multiprocessing is the hot topic this year," says Cates. "But I wonder whether all the added hardware for cache coherency in some chips is really justified by the applications."

Cates admits that some symmetric multiprocessors absolutely need bus-snooping hardware. "But most of our applications don't even use a DMA controller," he points out. "By taking advantage of the fast interrupt mode on the chip, our users are even handling high-speed data-moving chores on the single CPU. You can handle up to 100-kHz free-running interrupts with no problem. And when the object is to cut system cost by concentrating tasks on one chip, spending money on cache-coherency hardware that you don't use just doesn't make sense."

In cases where bus snooping is essential, the system designer's best approach is to start with the 86C010 CPU core and construct an ASIC solution that incorporates exactly the right caching strategy and coherency hardware for the application, suggests Cates. "A lot of these situations will be best served by ASIC technology," he claims.

**RISC as a CPU core**

The theme of the RISC CPU as the core in a semicustom chip is popular with at least one other major vendor, LSI Logic (Milpitas, CA). LSI offers standard-product versions of the Fujitsu-style Sparc CPU, the Cypress-style Sparc CPU and the MIPS R3000 CPU. In addition, the company has been offering the MIPS CPU as a library element for some time. "We have a significant number of customers using the MIPS CPU in embedded applications, and increasingly, they're asking for optimizations that require ASIC technology," reports John Reno, product manager for LSI's microprocessor group. "One obvious motivation is cost. About half of the MIPS chip is devoted to the MMU. If you're doing an embedded application and don't need an MMU, why not take it out, or maybe subset it to get just the protection features?"

Reno also sees a trend for caches to move on-chip. "A lot of people are putting a small, primary cache on-chip and then using a larger, secondary cache off-chip if they have to handle large data structures." He also observes a trend for designers to push complex control circuitry off the CPU chip. One way of doing this is to make the primary cache a simple write-through design and then use a more complex, copy-back approach in the secondary cache, for example.

Reno expects that the use of RISC cores in ASIC devices will grow slowly, becoming really important in three to five years. "Right now, standard parts are most important to us," he says.

But as the move toward RISC CPUs in embedded computing grows, and as it involves more ASIC designs, system architects will have to face a number of issues. Problems of optimal cache design, the best way to handle coherency in asymmetric multiprocessing environments, and even what to do about memory management remain to be solved.

For many of these issues, there probably are no single answers. Instead, the subjects will be at the center of an increasingly informed dialogue between chip vendors and system architects, two authorities whose turf is beginning to overlap significantly in the realm of embedded systems.
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Call National.
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80860 may force rethinking of graphics system architectures

Tom Williams, Senior Editor

just a short time after the formal introduction of Intel's 80860 RISC-based 64-bit microprocessor, user evaluations of the chip's potential are looking enthusiastic. Bruce Borden, vice-president of strategic planning for Ardent Computer (Sunnyvale, CA), calls the 80860 "the most interesting development in Silicon Valley in a year, maybe two." The chip's great potential is causing system designers to consider new approaches to system architecture and software.

Even companies that may already be committed to other RISC designs for their main CPUs are seriously evaluating the 80860 for a possible role as a coprocessor. In some cases, that would mean a coprocessor significantly more powerful than a system's main CPU. On-chip, the processor contains not only a RISC core, but also a vector floating-point multiplier, an adder and register set, a memory-management unit, data and instruction caches, and pixel-generation circuitry that's needed for shaded three-dimensional graphics.

Ardent, for example, is looking at the chip as a possible coprocessor for the Titan graphics supercomputer. The Titan has a multiple CPU based on RISC processors from MIPS Computer (Sunnyvale, CA). "We're going to stay with the MIPS chip and the MIPS instruction set for an integer unit," says Borden. "We're very concerned about binary compatibility." While binary compatibility can't be changed midstream, it can be extended without affecting the ability of existing software to run. The 80860 is a good fit for a role as a coprocessor for both number crunching and graphics, and Ardent will begin using the chip in such an auxiliary role.

As a number cruncher, the 80860 has been demonstrated on a Micro Channel card under joint development by Intel and IBM. The card, dubbed the Wizard, will be a Micro Channel master. A Wizard prototype running fractal graphics generated by Mandelbrot equations was on display at the recent Uniforum show.

Fractals require both heavy floating-point operations and graphics output. In the demo, the 80860 card running in a PS/2 386 machine outstripped several other workstations with RISC processors using externally attached floating-point units. One reason for this ability appears to be a degree of on-chip integration that answers the needs of many potential power users such as Ardent. The 80860's degree of integration "solves a major problem that I've been harping on for years," says Borden. That problem is the slowdown caused by having to go off-chip for certain functions such as floating point or for memory references. Although the industry knows how to make very fast processors—40 MHz, 50 MHz in CMOS, 80 to 100 MHz with ECL—the speed gets bogged down when one tries to go off-chip. This slowdown is caused by varying combinations of external bus bandwidth, interface logic and the slower speed of memories—all of which have trouble keeping up with the speed of the processor.

Because cache control for both in-
The 80860 is designed for Gouraud shading, in which a surface is defined as a set of connected triangular patches. The values of the pixels at each vertex of a triangle are taken as starting points for calculating the pixel values within the triangle by interpolating values between the vertices. The 80860 graphics section contains interpolation and adder logic to render 50,000 shaded 100-pixel triangles/s.

This same graphics section can also produce 100,000 vectors/s or 50,000 to 60,000 antialiased vectors/s. Antialiasing makes lines appear smooth rather than jagged. The processor figures out how far the pixel it's writing is from the actual mathematical line it has calculated and shades the pixel proportionately. Pixels farther from the axis of the line are less intense, resulting in a smoother-looking line.

The graphics section also has logic that reads and compares the contents of an external Z buffer. The logic determines whether a pixel the Z buffer will render is behind or in front of another pixel in the model displayed. Only pixels whose Z buffer values put them in front of other pixels at the same 2-D screen coordinates are written to the frame buffer. Use of the Z buffer requires that triangle-fill routines access external memory both for Z buffer references and for frame buffer writes, even when executing in the cache.

The need to access Z buffer and frame buffer memory can result in about six out of 16 cycles involving off-chip activity. Still, the amount of pixel processing that can be done from the cache represents a considerable speed advantage. The cache contains the pixel addresses and values and will only write pixel data to the frame buffer if the Z buffer comparison tells it that the cache's current pixel is in front of the one in the frame buffer, thus avoiding unnecessary frame buffer writes.

### Using multiple 80860s

One might expect that an architecture like that of the 80860 would spawn some innovative design idea, and that is indeed the case. One company, Synergy Microsystems (Encinitas, CA), is developing a graphics controller that will use four 80860s. The chip's high pixel-rendering speed creates a problem in trying to use multiple 80860s to their full potential in a controller design, according to Jim Jonas, graphics manager for Synergy.

"In Gouraud shading, the problem isn't the calculations; it's the memory references and the burden they place on the hardware," Jonas says. In other words, bandwidth to external memory isn't wide enough to easily accommodate multiple processors trying to reference it. At 40 MHz, a single chip can output 160 million pixels/s.

In the Synergy design, three 80860s are intended for use primarily as drawing engines to render pixel data. A fourth 80860 will be used for floating-point operations to supplement the on-chip floating-point capacities of the other three and will keep the pipeline fed with triangles and vertices to be drawn as pixels.

To provide enough memory bandwidth, Jonas is using every trick in the book, including interleaving references to Z buffer and display memory among the processors, physically splitting the memory bus into two separate paths, and using a multiple page-mode memory scheme. "The thing that's the most trouble is the simple case, the one it's built to do—Gouraud shading," says Jonas. "Because it's so damn good at that, you've really got to stretch to get your memory to take advantage of its capability.

The problem of fully utilizing the

---

**Intel's 80860 RISC chip could fill a need for three-dimensional graphics in the PC platform arena. With its pixel-generation circuitry, the 80860 could substantially change 3-D graphics within the next six to twelve months, predicts Bruce Borden, vice-president of strategic planning at Ardent Computer.**
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80860's potential decreases as the complexity of the graphics problem increases. In a more complex shading algorithm such as Phong shading or texture mapping, more of the chip's time is taken up with floating-point calculations, resulting in a closer balance between floating-point and pixel calculations. This leads to a somewhat slower pixel output that's more closely matched to available memory bandwidth.

Phong shading requires multiple floating-point calculations for every pixel rather than the value interpolation across a line of pixels that Gouraud shading requires. The floating-point calculations result in a considerable increase in computation load. "If you want to do a fancy calculation for each pixel, that's fine as far as I—the hardware guy—am concerned," Jonas quips.

Ardent's Borden appears to agree with Jonas's assessment of the pixel bandwidth issue. Ardent plans to increase pixel rates, requiring bandwidth in the Titan well beyond what the 80860 can do, but will take advantage of the chip's floating point and capabilities other than pixel generation. But Borden sees the Intel chip filling a role in the PC platform arena, where there's no serious 3-D graphics to date. "In 3-D today, there's nothing of any real interest on the PC. The 80860 will change that in the next six to 12 months," he says.

**Economical 3-D color images**

The existence of an economical engine that can render 3-D color images will be an important factor in letting 80386- and 80486-based PC platforms operate in the networked Unix environment with machines running the 3-D PEX extensions to the X-Window System. It will also mean that it will be possible to bring graphics software originally targeted at high-end workstations into lower-cost desktop systems.

Ardent has ported its Direct Object Rendering Environment (Dore) to the 80860. Dore is a general-purpose software rendering system that lets the user select the level of detail (for example, wire frame, flat facet, Gouraud or Phong shading; or surface mapping) in which to view an object. Synergy also plans to incorporate Dore in its product, which will be a VME-based, three-board set consisting of a 68030 single-board CPU, the four-processor graphics controller and a 6-Mbyte, video RAM-based frame buffer board. If the memory access for the three drawing processors can be optimized, a speed of 150,000 Gouraud-shaded triangles/s is possible, Jonas predicts.

Although the user can choose a degree of detail and speed, Dore makes few assumptions about how various levels of rendering are performed. Figuring out how best to use the 80860's resources—essentially, how to implement the levels of rendering Dore can handle, in both single- and multiple-processor designs, will involve a learning process in system software design.

A "lot of the evolution will be in software," says Jonas. When the 80860 is used in a graphics coprocessing role, the host CPU will probably be relegated to very high level setting of global parameters and manipulation of display lists.

"There's no way even the fastest central CPU can think about adding just 1 to all the vertices in the time that this thing can draw the display list. There's no way the hottest processor can even DMA a new list in time on the VMEbus, even if you've already calculated it somewhere else," Jonas says. The host will thus be managing the relationship between clusters of triangles and setting viewpoint registers and global display parameters, for example.

At this point, it sounds as though anything approaching a complaint designers may have about the 80860 stems from the fact that its capabilities call for new design approaches that mean rethinking basic architectural assumptions—in both hardware and system software. As Synergy's Jim Jonas puts it, "The thing that surprises me most about this is that it does have the kitchen sink."
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WREN drives feature a 40,000 hour MTBF, lower power consumption, special shock mounts, lifetime internal HDA environmental control, automatic actuator restraint and a dedicated head landing zone. It all adds up to years of trouble-free operation.

Introducing WREN VII

We’ve made the fastest, most reliable 5¼" disk drives better than ever. The new WREN VII has a capacity of 1200 Mbytes and is available with the SCSI interface. What’s more, it uses IMPRIMIS ZBR™ variable track capacity recording. ZBR offers higher capacity, performance and reliability than standard recording techniques.

We’ve Made a Commitment to You

Our commitment to you is the same as our commitment to ourselves: To be the best. We’re fulfilling it by building the most advanced, high performance, high quality, 5¼" rigid disk drives in the world. And we’re backing them with top-notch service and support. It’s a commitment to quality that goes into every WREN drive, from 50MB to 1200MB.

Get the High Performance Edge . . .

WREN disk drives from Imprimis

---

Performance to Match Your Needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Capacity (MB) (UF)/(F)</th>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Avg. Seek (ms)</th>
<th>Transfer Rate (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WREN VII</td>
<td>1200/1050</td>
<td>*SCSI</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>15-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WREN VI</td>
<td>766/676</td>
<td>*SCSI</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WREN VI H/H</td>
<td>383/338</td>
<td>*SCSI</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>18-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>383/338</td>
<td>ESDI</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>274/242</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>164/145</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WREN V</td>
<td>702/613</td>
<td>*SCSI</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>12-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>385/339</td>
<td>*SCSI</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>15-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>442/390</td>
<td>ESDI</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>383/338</td>
<td>ESDI</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WREN V H/H</td>
<td>209/183</td>
<td>*SCSI</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>9-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WREN IV</td>
<td>376/330</td>
<td>*SCSI</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>10-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>350/307</td>
<td>*SCSI</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>9-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WREN III</td>
<td>182/160</td>
<td>*SCSI</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>182/160</td>
<td>ESDI</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WREN III H/H</td>
<td>106/94</td>
<td>*SCSI</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>106/94</td>
<td>ESDI</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WREN II</td>
<td>135/115</td>
<td>RLL</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>96/80</td>
<td>ST506</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>86/71</td>
<td>ST506</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85/71</td>
<td>ST506</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85/71</td>
<td>ESDI</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WREN II H/H</td>
<td>81/74</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>74/65</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>77/65</td>
<td>RLL</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51/41</td>
<td>ST506</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I/H = Half Height Models. (UF) = Unformatted Capacity. (F) = Formatted Capacity at 512 Bytes/sector. All WREN Disk Drives have 40,000 hours MTBF. *Apple Mac compatible interface available.
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Northwest Region: 1-800-395-3502
Central Region: 1-800-395-3517
Eastern Region: 1-800-395-3511
Southwest Region: 1-800-395-3501
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CIRCLE NO. 28
A complete environment for developing, characterizing and debugging MIL-STD-1750A computer systems has resulted from the joint efforts of four companies supplying integrated hardware and software development tools.

The environment is built around the Orbiter 1750A coprocessor board from Sabtech Industries (Yorba Linda, CA). The board plugs into an AT-compatible bus and uses a two-chip set from LSI Logic (Milpitas, CA) that fully implements the 1750A instruction set. Grid Systems (Fremont, CA) supplies an 80386-based portable computer for field engineering and development, and Ready Systems (Sunnyvale, CA) provides development software and operating systems for real-time Ada embedded applications.

The 1750A, a 16-bit instruction-set architecture developed by the Society of Automotive Engineers, has been mandated by the U.S. Air Force for use in real-time embedded systems for avionics and control of air- and spaceborne systems. Since MIL-STD-1750A defines an instruction-set architecture, its implementation doesn’t place constraints on pin designations or the physical partitioning of functions. Developers thus often have to find or build a computer on which to develop code, then port software development tools to the new environment, a process that can consume several engineer-years. The four-vendor offering is intended to provide a one-stop shopping approach so the OEM can start developing code right away.

The LSI Logic implementation, used on the Orbiter board, is implemented as two chips: the L64500 CPU and the L64550 memory and block protect unit peripheral device. The L64550 contains both a memory-management unit and a block protect unit with protection RAM, a memory fault status register and a start-up ROM interface. Since the military standard specifies compliance with an instruction set, software developed on the LSI Logic chip set will run on other hardware implementations that fully comply with the MIL-STD instruction-set specification.

The LSI Logic chip set was particularly attractive for use in Sabtech’s Orbiter board because of the high degree of integration—MMU and block protect unit in one chip. But the fact that the chip set is a CMOS implementation was even more important, according to Rahim Sabadia, president of Sabtech. “We needed the capability to put more than one board in a single PC without worrying about the power supply,” Sabadia says. With multiple boards, designers can more easily model avionics and control systems that consist of several interacting 1750A-based computers.

The Orbiter itself contains up to 2 Mbytes of dual-ported RAM. The designer has the option of mapping the board into the 384-kbyte memory space above the 640-kbyte DOS limit or into DOS program space. Multiple boards can look into PC memory and pass data among themselves.

The significance of mapping the board into PC memory space is that it gives the designer access to the 1750A’s internal registers and memory without disturbing software running on the Orbiter. This transparent access “lets external stimulus be injected into the Orbiter as it would in a real environment,” says Sabadia. That permits a different approach to modeling and algorithm verification than just writing and debugging code and then subjecting that code to isolated test cases to check whether it works. With the ability to jump into the system from the PC, random and worst-case scenarios can be tested on very complex systems to see how they hold up.

Supplementing the Ready Systems software, Sabtech supplies software support in the form of an assembler and debuggers that run on the PC. Sabtech also recognizes that most 1750A development tools are hosted on minis and mainframes, however, and that there’s a need to preserve...
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access to those resources.
Most 1750A programs hosted on VAXes and mainframes are in the Integrated Tool Set (ITS) file format specified by the Air Force. Sabtech's ITS program loader can be used to transfer executable code generated by compilers on minis and mainframes to the PC environment. Once downloaded to the PC, the code will execute on the Orbiter in real time, according to Sabadila.

The software development contribution from Ready Systems consists of Ready's Computer Aided Real-time Design Tools (Cardtools) and the Real-Time Ada (RTAda) development environment that provides a range of Ada tools for both the host and target systems. In addition, Ready supplies a real-time Ada operating system (RTAda/OS) to run the LSI silicon on the Sabtech board.

Cardtools is a host-based toolset for support of requirements analysis and real-time design methodologies via a graphical user interface. The user can manipulate data-flow diagrams that also provide exact timing information and show the interaction of code modules via semaphores, mailboxes, flags and so forth.

When Cardtools is used to complete a design, the resulting Ada code can be compiled and debugged using debugger, target environment simulation and profiler tools that run on the host—either a VAX/VMS or Sun-3 workstation. The target simulation environment gives the designer the option of developing software and hardware simultaneously by simulating hardware behavior in software. On the other hand, the RTAda run-time system lets the designer implement deterministic, predictable algorithms on the target hardware itself and provides fixed timing for task rescheduling, synchronization primitives and rendezvous calls and intercepts.

The Sabtech Orbiter with its support software and the Ready Systems' real-time Ada support can run in any PC-DOS/AT-compatible environment, but Grid Systems also supplies a 12.5-MHz 80386-based laptop computer with a snap-on/off expansion tray that provides for two expansion card slots. The four companies have stated that a bundled system based on the Grid computer will be available in addition to whatever individual components (chips, boards, software) customers need.
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CIRCLE NO. 30
Timing verifiers branch out to overcome analysis constraints

Bill Harding, Senior Editor

Timing errors, not functional errors, now account for most of the failures that occur when a new application-specific IC is plugged into a system. Locating and identifying timing problems is the job of timing verifiers, but traditional timing verifier technologies suffer from limitations that reduce their usefulness for both ASIC and system timing analysis.

Most timing verifiers are either dynamic or static. Dynamic timing verifiers can analyze any type of circuit, but they require test vectors to excite any path that the designer wants to analyze. Static timing verifiers require no test vectors and locate all timing errors, but they also locate and report errors in paths that are never used.

To overcome the limitations of traditional timing verifiers, some companies now offer hybrid tools that combine the characteristics of dynamic and static timing verifiers in a single package. Gateway Design Automation (Lowell, MA), for example, mixed both types of techniques in its recently introduced Veritime timing verifier. Veritime can be used as a standard static timing verifier or as a simulation-driven path analyzer for timing analysis of designs at the gate level or at higher levels of abstraction.

Epic Design Technology (Santa Clara, CA) took a similar approach with its upcoming Verimill timing verifier, a tool that targets transistor-level timing analysis of digital IC designs. Verimill is available now, while Verimill is scheduled for formal introduction later this year.

Min/max simulators

Dynamic timing verifiers are built into many logic simulators. These so-called min/max simulators have timing characteristics included in device-simulation models, giving them the ability to perform timing verification during simulation. ValidSIM from Valid Logic Systems (San Jose, CA) and Verilog from Gateway Design Automation, for example, are min/max simulators.

Dynamic timing verifiers work with just about any type of circuit, either synchronous or asynchronous. The verifiers accurately (within the limits of their models) analyze the paths that are excited by the simulation test vectors.

But the test-vector requirement causes problems in dynamic timing verifiers. The timing verifier won't analyze any path that isn't excited by the vectors, so some critical paths may be missed. As Ben Tang, simulation product manager at Valid, points out, "If you already know that a path is long, you can excite it and cause it to fail. But what happens if you don't know that it's long?" Finding long paths without the need for test vectors is the province of static timing verifiers.

Static timing verifiers use an approach that's completely different from that of dynamic timing verifiers. Static timing verifiers don't require test vectors of any sort, so they can locate and analyze any signal path in a design. A static timing verifier traces all paths between memory elements in a design and calculates their delays. It can analyze only the longest and shortest paths (critical path analysis) or it can analyze all paths (exhaustive path analysis).

The ability to locate all long and short paths is a mixed blessing, however. Static timing verifiers tend to be pessimistic in their analysis of a design; they don't miss any critical paths, but they may report errors on paths that are never used. When that happens, the engineer must interpret the error report accordingly.

A second problem with static timing verifiers is that they can't analyze all designs. A static timing verifier is very fast and very accurate, but it works best on synchronous designs with relatively simple clocks, according to Valid's Tang. "If a designer is willing to abide by very strict synchronous design rules, static timing analysis is a very powerful tool," says Tang. "Computer designs tend to be synchronous, but just about all other designs have asynchronous elements that make it difficult to use static timing verifiers."

Combining static and dynamic

Hybrid timing verifiers attempt to overcome the major limitations of both dynamic and static timing verifiers. A designer can use a hybrid timing verifier on any type of circuit, either synchronous or asynchronous. When used on designs containing asynchronous elements, hybrid timing verifiers require test vectors to excite asynchronous control and timing paths, but allow synchronous portions to be analyzed using static techniques.

When Gateway's Veritime is used as a static timing verifier, it requires no test vectors. When it's simulation-driven, however, Veritime needs a small set of test vectors to exercise control and clock logic, and define data states.

"Mixing simulation-driven timing analysis with static timing analysis lets Veritime analyze both synchro-
nous and asynchronous circuits,” says Prabhoo Goel, president of Gateway. “It also lets the designer isolate certain segments of a design for analysis.”

In its simulation-driven mode, Veritime requires timing analysis “templates” that serve as test vectors to the design. A template usually consists of simulation patterns to activate timing and control signals for the segment of logic to be analyzed, and a description of when data paths are stable and when they may be changing, but no specific data values since Veritime analysis isn’t data-dependent.

Veritime simulates the design using the timing analysis templates. When the simulation activates the inputs to a storage device, Veritime traces back along the paths from the storage device to the input sources. Since paths are analyzed only if they cause a change at an input to a storage device, false timing errors are less likely to be reported.

**Pros and cons of hybrids**

Critics of the hybrid approach claim that it suffers from the same limitations as dynamic timing verifiers do because using test vectors means that some critical paths may be missed. Proponents of the hybrid approach point out that while a hybrid timing verifier simulates clocks and control logic fully, it doesn’t do full logic simulation. It isn’t necessary to apply specific data patterns to data paths, so it’s less likely that critical paths will be missed.

A second criticism of hybrid timing verifiers is that they really aren’t that new; some static timing verifiers have many of the capabilities that are claimed as “new” in hybrid tools. Quickpath from Mentor Graphics (Beaverton, OR), for example, is one verifier that can perform timing analysis on asynchronous as well as synchronous designs, says Pat Wolfman, Quickpath product manager.

The key to its wide applicability is Quickpath’s interactive mode of operation. “There are several techniques for using Quickpath with asynchronous designs,” says Wolfman. “A designer can simply point at both ends of a path, and Quickpath will calculate the delay. Or a designer can specify stable times for asynchronous paths in a design and then run a Quickpath analysis on the design using those specifications.”

Quickpath lets the designer selectively enable and disable the analysis of segments of logic. This lets designers concentrate on troublesome design segments, or turn off segments that are exhibiting false errors.

Graphical displays can help designers evaluate error reports and sort out false errors. Quickpath displays troublesome logical paths in their entirety, including hierarchical moves. This type of display lets a designer evaluate the path and determine whether a reported error on the path is real or false. Such evaluation is much more difficult if the path is displayed only as a text file.

The Chipcrafter timing verifier from Seattle Silicon (Bellevue, WA) also allows interactive analysis of asynchronous as well as synchronous designs. Part of the company’s Chipcrafter compiler tools, the timing verifier is a static tool with both critical and exhaustive path-analysis algorithms. To reduce false error reports, a path-disable utility lets designers disable illogical paths. To facilitate asynchronous circuit analysis, users can assign states to primary inputs.

Dick Kaiser, a product manager at Mentor Graphics points out that design managers are moving toward synchronous designs, thus enhancing the appeal of static timing verifiers. “Complex structured designs are easier to implement using synchronous techniques, and synchronous designs can more readily accommodate designed-in testability such as scan paths,” he says. “The move toward synchronous designs means a greater reliance on static timing verifiers in the future.”

**Special problems with ICs**

System designers aren’t the only designers who are plagued with timing problems. “Our chip manufacturing
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customers say that they want to make chips run faster, but they have trouble locating the critical delays that limit performance," says Sang Wang, president of Epic Design Technology. "That's causing a greater interest in timing verifiers among both chip designers and chip manufacturers."

Timing verifiers that work at the gate level can't test full-custom and cell-based IC designs adequately. An individual IC doesn't contain gates; it contains transistors that happen to make up gates and flip-flops. The timing limits on an IC have to do with the characteristics of transistors, so transistor timing must be analyzed to extract maximum performance from an IC design.

For years, IC timing verification depended on the experience and intuition of the design and layout engineers. "You would eyeball an IC layout and try to figure out where the longest path was," says Donna Rigali, Valid's product manager for IC design tools. "Then you would run Spice simulation on that path to determine its timing characteristics." Although Spice simulation could be run on an entire IC and would produce a very accurate picture of the IC's timing characteristics, few designers would want to put a design containing 500,000 transistors through a Spice simulator.

The same timing verification algorithms (dynamic and static) that work at the gate and behavioral levels work at the transistor level, except that the transistor model must include some of the transistor's analog characteristics. "A transistor on an IC looks exactly the same in an analog circuit as in a digital circuit," says Dave Millman, marketing vice-president at Epic Design Technology. "To determine a transistor's timing characteristics, you must model the analog characteristics that affect timing."

For IC-level timing analysis, Epic provides three tools: Timemill, a dynamic timing verifier; Pathmill, a static timing verifier, and the soon-to-be-introduced Verimill, a hybrid timing verifier. Valid Logic Systems also markets the Epic timing verifiers as part of the Valid set of IC design tools.

Timemill is an event-driven, switch-level simulator that models the resistance and capacitance properties of transistor circuits to determine their timing characteristics. Timemill also keeps track of internal voltages, such as the voltages in RAM sense amps. Because it's event-driven rather than timeslice-driven, and because it doesn't model all of the analog properties of transistors, Timemill is much faster than Spice simulators. A 50,000-gate design, for example, can be evaluated in about 10 minutes on a Sun-3 workstation.

Pathmill is a static critical path analyzer for IC designs. In much the same manner as the tools that work at the gate level and above, Pathmill locates and identifies critical, performance-limiting paths in IC designs. A hybrid timing verifier, Verimill can handle IC designs with multiple clocks and multiple clock cycles. Similar to Gateway's Veritime timing verifier in both name and capabilities, Verimill will dynamically handle all signals that need states for analysis, such as clocks and control signals. All other signals are handled using static techniques.

A matter of time
The available timing verification tools aren't perfect solutions to timing problems. Dynamic timing verifiers can miss timing errors if the designer doesn't include the right test vectors. Static timing verifiers can report false errors because they report every long signal path, regardless of whether the path is used. With these limitations, a designer who can develop effective test vectors or weed out false error reports will be able to use today's timing verification tools most effectively.

There's no one "right" timing verification tool that will handle every timing analysis problem. Hybrid timing verifiers with their limited use of test vectors and their ability to analyze both synchronous and asynchronous designs may well be the first step toward a more universal class of timing analysis tools. But for pure synchronous designs, a static tool may still be the best solution. In the final analysis, it's up to the engineering manager to match the tools to the tasks at hand.
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CIRCLE NO. 32
Technical publishing tools streamline documentation process

Bill Harding, Senior Editor

Engineering managers are well aware that the job's not over until the paperwork's done, but the paperwork on even a moderately sized design can be staggering. With regulations such as those laid down by the Department of Defense (DOD) for weapons systems and by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for commercial aircraft, an engineering manager may well face a documentation problem that rivals the design job itself.

Runaway design complexity can be blamed for most of the engineering manager's documentation problems. Since it's very likely that designs will become even more complex in the future, the electronic engineering manager can expect to see documentation requirements increasing rather than decreasing.

Electronic technical publishing

The massive problems associated with producing documentation in a timely manner prompted the emergence of a new class of tools called electronic technical publishing (ETP). Don't confuse ETP with desktop publishing. ETP includes many desktop publishing capabilities but goes far beyond the process of generating printable pages.

"At one time, a word processor was an effective technical publishing tool," says Bruce Foster, product line manager in the Context Division of Mentor Graphics (Beaverton, OR). "Today, writing technical documents is a team process that requires group productivity tools. It's also a massive, complex process that requires document management tools, and it's an exacting process that requires tools to help meet contractual requirements or government regulations."

Like a word processor or a desktop publishing system, an ETP toolset must provide certain basic capabilities, according to Foster. Integrated text and graphics, and graphics creation and editing are obvious requirements. For large documents, automatic section numbering with automatic renumbering following revisions is a necessity.

An ETP system should automatically generate matter such as tables of contents, lists of figures, and indexes. Since many documents, such as parts catalogs, contain large numbers of tables, an ETP system should have a tool that helps with table creation and editing. To bring existing documentation under electronic control, an ETP system should support image scanning and optical character recognition.

Mentor's Context Division offers a set of ETP tools—Context Writer, Context Editor and Context Documentor—that support a procedure called inclusion by reference. This procedure may be used to handle a schematic that may be kept up to date by the engineering department but needed in a maintenance manual, for example. Rather than copy the schematic from the engineering system to the publishing system, the writer of the manual can include the schematic by simply telling the ETP system the schematic's location. The schematic is then copied only when a manual is ready to print. By maintaining only one master copy of the schematic, the documentation automatically includes any changes made by the engineer.

ETP tools must provide a way to access data from outside the documentation group. For Context ETP tools and Mentor EDA tools, direct contact can be maintained via the engineering network. But sometimes other tools are used to generate text or drawings. In this case, a graphics gateway is used to import the information. External data brought into the Context system via the gateway can't be included by reference (that data isn't automatically updated in the Context system when it's updated in its original system), but it can be processed and included in finished documents.

If an ETP facility is implemented on a network with access to the engineering network, on-line reviews of documents are feasible. In the Context system, security procedures can be invoked that let reviewers check a document in a read-only mode, but with the ability to add annotations or comments to the document without changing the document's text.

In a manner similar to what occurs in desktop publishing systems, templates can be set up to define the format for documents. If a system is being designed under government contract, the DOD-mandated CALS (Computer-aided Acquisition and Logistic Support) standards may apply (see "DOD standardizes documentation process," p. 60). If that's the case, templates conforming to the CALS standards may be pre-

The engineering documentation process has changed a great deal in recent years. Documentation has become "an exacting process that requires tools to help meet contractual requirements or government regulations," says Bruce Foster, product line manager in the Context Division of Mentor Graphics.
p pared and will automatically be used for all document preparation. The template may effectively outline how a document is to be prepared, thus letting technical writers “fill in the blanks” when preparing segments of a document.

Managing the load
To help manage the documentation effort, ETP tools help with structure maintenance, change control, and file security and access control. ETP systems should provide a means for limiting document access (such as a password or other identification scheme) and should also provide a way to limit what can be done to a document.

Access rights may change as a document progresses through its life cycle. In the very early stages of document preparation, a particular engineer—as well as the author—may have the right to change a document. That right may be changed to read-only as the document approaches the first review cycle. Once a document is in sign-off, a writer may be denied access rights.

Many elements of structure maintenance are handled automatically in an ETP package. The Context package, for example, automatically renumbers nested sections and lists whenever changes are made to a document. It also automatically updates embedded references such as a reference to a table or figure. If the table or figure designation is changed, the embedded reference is changed accordingly. Much as a CAE system can automatically generate an engineering netlist, Context can automatically generate a table of contents, a list of tables and a list of figures.

Keeping track of changes
Any product that has a relatively long life, such as a commercial aircraft or a weapons system, will probably undergo numerous changes. Getting the changes documented and distributing the changes and the documentation to the field is a significant problem.

“Failing to distribute changes in a timely manner can be very costly to the customer,” Context’s Foster said. “If an FAA investigator finds written notes in the margins of an airline maintenance manual, for example, the airline is subject to a stiff fine. Mechanics don’t define how aircraft should be repaired; engineers do. And they publish their decisions in change notices.”

An ETP system helps manage the document change procedure by maintaining an audit trail and keeping a copy of every level of a document. At any point, any revision level of a document can be produced, including all changes made to bring it to the specified level and the changes that took it to the next level. Similarly, during on-line review of changes, both the old text (with strike-overs) and the new text are available to the reviewers.

Variant documents may be created and maintained in a similar manner. A variant document is one that’s generally the same as a base document but describes a different version of the system—different configurations of the same basic aircraft, for example. In the Context system, all portions of the base document that aren’t changed in the variant document are included by reference rather than being copied to the variant document. The variant document thus contains only text that’s different from the base document. Any changes to the base document are automatically made in the variant document.

ETP will grow rapidly
ETP is still a relatively young discipline, but the DOD mandates should cause it to mature very rapidly. Even companies that don’t do much DOD work won’t escape from documentation standards. Big companies that use a lot of subcontractors are setting up their own documentation standards and electronic document delivery systems.

The C-3 data pipeline from General Motors (Detroit, MI) is a case in point. General Motors works with some 90,000 subcontractors who design various automotive parts. Subcontractors used a variety of design systems, so design data wasn’t compatible from one subcontractor to
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

Preparing design documentation is a team effort that involves writers, editors, illustrators and engineers. The documentation team usually works on the same types of workstations as the engineers do. The documentation network should be linked to the engineering network to provide a means for accessing source information and graphics from engineering databases.

While the text and graphics integration of an ETP tool may not be that much greater than what would be possible with a desktop publishing package (which would be less expensive), the documentation management tools should prove to be worth the extra cost. Tools such as access control, inclusion by reference, revision control, audit trails for changes, variant document production and format templates can go a long way toward bringing the engineering manager's documentation problems under control.

For more information about the technologies, products or companies mentioned in this article, call or circle the appropriate number on the Reader Inquiry Card.
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FASTFRAME
Bus-board development in miniature.

Adding to Dage's successful Foundation enclosure family is Fastframe, a completely self-contained miniature bus-based board system. Fastframe offers a full-system capability while its compact design and low cost combine to make it ideal for bench-top prototyping, exhibitions, field service or as a 'one per student' training station.

Compatibility with VME, STE or Multibus II boards provides users with a comprehensive operating environment. Fastframe has its own integral power supply and backplane, and an open-sided construction allows easy access to boards under test or development. External devices are powered via rear-mounted 5 and 12V connectors.

Foundation Fastframe further enhances Dage's wealth of in-depth hardware and software expertise for real-time system builders. For a single source of standard products and full custom facilities make Dage your first choice.

Dage Precision Industries Incorporated
46701 Fremont Boulevard,
Fremont, California 94538, U.S.A.
Telephone: (415) 683 3930
Telex: 4990512, Fax: (415) 683 3935
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Industry quartet plays real-time Ada on Sparc

Warren Andrews, Senior Editor

Our industry leaders recently merged workstations, Ada development tools, a real-time operating system and a Sparc-based VMEbus target system into an integrated real-time Ada development and run-time environment. Key to the quartet’s development is the smooth integration achieved with the Ada development tools and real-time operating system. The inter-process communication, debugging capabilities shared by the workstation and target system. Verdix (Chantilly, VA), Wind River Systems (Emeryville, CA), Mizar (Carrollton, TX) and Sun Microsystems (Mountain View, CA) pooled their efforts to create a smooth-running environment that lets designers interactively write, debug and compile Ada code on a Sun workstation and download it to a Sparc-based target running a real-time operating system.

On the host workstation end is the Verdix Ada Development System (VADS) running on a Sun Workstation. VADS provides tools for handling library management, compilation and program generation, debugging, programming support and customer services. VADS is combined with Wind River Systems’ VxWorks network operating system and its network and programming support tools. The resulting product has been dubbed VADSWorks.

Program development is done on a Sun 3 or Sparc-based Sun 4 workstation or, alternatively, on Mizar’s Hybrid Ada Development System running Unix or the SunOS enhanced version of Unix. The system is used to develop real-time Ada applications that will run on Mizar’s line of fully configured Adaserver Systems based on Fujitsu’s implementation of a Sparc RISC or Motorola 680X0 microprocessors.

The code developed in the VADSWorks software environment is downloaded onto one or more embedded target processors from the Unix host via Ethernet or, in the case of the Mizar development system, directly across the VME backplane. On the real-time target, Ada programs run under the VxWorks real-time operating system.

Not just for military
Though Ada is largely considered part of the military domain—about 95 percent of today’s Ada applications are dedicated to military projects—the language is rapidly finding its way into commercial applications, according to Omar Ahmed, Verdix director of technical support. The same features that led to the selection of Ada as the standard for military projects are endearing the language to many commercial applications, he says.

The key features that Ada offers over other languages include manageability, maintainability, discipline and portability, says Ahmed. Ada’s modular-oriented design leads to programs that are extremely easy to manage. By creating a division between the definition of a module’s interface and its implementation, management teams can define module interfaces from the onset of a project.

With this division, individual engineers can separately develop code for segments of a program with reasonable confidence that the code will function properly when integrated into a final program. In addition to the manageability of program modules, Ada can protect data through its unique capabilities for data abstraction and data hiding. Because Ada modules are isolated, the programmer can easily identify changes to any specific module and understand the effect of the modification. According to Verdix’s Ahmed, Ada’s object-oriented approach also lets developers take advantage of modules developed in past projects—or off-the-shelf—and use them in new programs. Ada allows the creation of libraries that can often be interchanged from application to application.

“In addition to the commonly known benefits of Ada, the reusability of Ada modules is a major advantage,” says Sid David, associate division leader of the applications department at Draper Laboratories (Cambridge, MA). “Ada makes the concept of commercially available software packages for embedded applications more a reality today than ever before.”

Off-the-shelf Ada software offerings can range from low-level operations such as sorting and manipulating link lists to high-level, application-specific routines for human and graphics interfaces or the manipulation of sophisticated machines.

Program development
In the new development environment, initial Ada coding is done on the Unix-based host system after the programming support environment is set up and the VADS system is configured to the specific application. The configuration depends on the size and complexity of the software product and involves creating the necessary VADS libraries, search lists and library hierarchies. Configuration can vary from a simple, single library for small applications with only a few programmers to a high-level breakdown that determines the number of libraries to create as well as the dependencies and search lists needed. Hundreds, or even thousands, of programmers can be part of the effort.

If necessary, the problem can be further broken down into lower levels after the initial VADS libraries have been set up. Libraries can be completely independent, be fully dependent on one another or share any dependency relationship. If dependent, the libraries can be hierarchical in structure—code developed at higher levels would be independent of the code developed at lower levels.
while lower-level code would be dependent on each higher level. Some of the functional testing and debugging can be done directly on the Unix-based development system. Other parts of the development, however, must take place on the target processor—in this case, the Mizar Adaserver. During coding, small segments of the code can be separately compiled, linked, run on the server or in the Sun environment, and debugged. During debugging, the VADS Ada source-level debugger can be used on both the Unix-based host system or the target real-time system. After individual units have been coded, they can be integrated and debugged as a single unit. The piecewise integration continues until the entire product is integrated, tested and debugged on the Sparc-based target system.

**THE VERDIX ADA DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM**

The Verdix Ada Development System incorporates a variety of development tools to accompany its optimizing Ada compiler. These include a program library, library-management tools, error processing, object linking and symbolic debugging. The library-management tools let either off-the-shelf or custom-developed modules be easily incorporated into larger Ada programs.

**SOFTWARE**

Full integration

One of the powerful aspects of this real-time Ada development environment is the full integration that provides efficient tools for code development with a direct connection to a real-time embedded target environment, says Jerry Fiddler, president of Wind River Systems. Integration is accomplished by providing a common user interface and programmer access to key functions such as windowing and networking capabilities, a standard operating system with editors, optimizing compiler technology, downloading and symbolic debugging capabilities.

To simplify the entire development cycle and provide a seamless integration of development subsystems, a window-based, mouse-driven interface is provided. It serves to simplify Ada applications development by saving the programmer from having to remember the large assortment of Ada commands and options. Further, the interface lets users execute programs by using a mouse to select the necessary commands and options from a menu or other graphics display.

In addition to the conventional productivity tools, the development environment gives designers a fully interactive window into the execution and debugging of their application. With the Ada tasking model, tasks need to be examined and debugged concurrently. Debugging of a multitasking Ada program thus becomes not just a process of sequentially examining the state of each executed statement from the top to the bottom of a program, but also a process of manipulating objects.

Most debuggers provide only the capability of examining and viewing the program being debugged as a list of statements executed in sequence. Debugging should allow the examination—or even modification—of a task's state at any time when that task becomes active, however. The windowed environment of VADSworks provides this capability.

The need for integration between the host and target environment be-
comes increasingly critical as users demand that code will run similarly on both the target and host. This prompted Verdix and Wind River to integrate the development process with the real-time operating system and thus support Ada at both the target and host sides. To round out the environment, Mizar provides the high-performance target hardware. It offers several levels of integration and support ranging from a single-board target processor to the company’s hybrid server approach (using Sun VME processor cards to substitute for the workstation and work across the same backplane as the target system) to real-time embedded systems.

One of Mizar’s fully packaged hybrid servers incorporates the capabilities of a Unix workstation and Ada software development tools with a real-time subsystem running a real-time operating system—VxWorks. The server philosophy lets the user take advantage of a Unix environment in a real-time Ada application. In addition, Mizar offers a networked hybrid system that uses Ethernet to connect one or more Unix workstations with several embedded target systems. When program development is complete, the target system can run as a stand-alone system without the Unix workstation serving as a host.

The key to the four companies’ approach is in the integration, says Thomas Kane, marketing manager at Mizar. While other Ada development systems exist, the code generally has to be written, compiled and debugged on the host and then ported to the target system. The task of repeating this operation for iterative generations is not only time-consuming, but often leads to an incomplete programming job.

This highly integrated approach brings many advantages to the designer. One, Ada can enjoy the same sophisticated tools that are available in C. The development environment has a seamless connection to the target environment, and it lets real-time characteristics be incorporated into the Ada run-time. The approach also provides a familiar window-based, mouse-driven interface. In addition, the solution is based on standards, and it provides single-vendor integration and support.
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Today, Varta leads the world in making cells for the smaller NiCd batteries. The reason lies in understanding the two ways cells are made. One is Varta’s original development: the mass-plate NiCd button cell. Its electrodes are thick, solid masses with small surface areas. Result: a very low self-discharge which provides up to four times longer stand-by life and reduced charging current.

In the other cells, the long, thin, sintered electrodes, which are wrapped around in a cylindrical shape, have a large surface area. Result: cylindrical cells with an inherently fast self-discharge. Most of these NiCd batteries have a useful stand-by life of less than 3 months and, in use, require more frequent charging with “heavier” charging current.

**Better operational characteristics.** Mass-plate construction results in NiCd batteries with no “memory” effect, so they can be trickle-charged long-term without reduction in effective capacity. They have a longer, 1000-cycle life, according to IEC 509. And they can be stored in any state of charge for over five years without significant performance loss.

**Safer, tougher.** Mass-plate design protects against overcharge and/or over-discharge. Mass-plate cells perform better under vibration, as shown by MIL STD 810C. Key cell sizes are UL-recognized. They can be wave-soldered for up to 10 seconds in a fully charged state.

**More sizes and types for any application.** Mass-plate cells range from 4 mAh (world’s smallest) to 1000 mAh. Taking up to 40% less space, batteries are available flat or stacked with all types of connections. Safetronic and Mempac batteries are pin-equipped for easy plug-in.

**New “high-temperature” types.** The Varta DKT Series can operate up to 65°C, 15° higher than before.

**Most cost-effective.** Despite their advantages, mass-plate buttons are competitively priced. For more information, on Varta button cells and batteries, please ask for our booklet “Eight Reasons Why…” Call 1-800-431-2504, Ext. 260, or write below.

VARTA Batteries, Inc., 300 Executive Blvd., Elmsford, NY 10523
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Today, signal processing and control means much more to you than it did just a few years ago. Increasingly sophisticated applications are blurring the boundary between signal processing—both analog and digital—and data processing. And your future designs are certain to require further integration of these functions.

For The New Harris Semiconductor—a company combining the strengths of Harris, GE, RCA and Intersil—signal processing and control is both our heritage and our future. We understand the myriad requirements of designing products for the real world. That's why we specialize in providing both performance and application-oriented solutions to your design problems. At many levels of integration from discrete semiconductors to systems on a chip.

No matter what your signal processing and control requirements—from DC to microwave frequencies, from low power consumption to high speed operation, from precision input to high power/high voltage output—The New Harris Semiconductor has what you need. With a full range of amplifiers, switches, opto-isolators, discrete power, smart power, data acquisition, logic, digital signal processing, microprocessors and microcontrollers. And our expertise in analog and digital lets us put them both together to meet your most complex system requirements.

In signal processing and control, The New Harris Semiconductor is what your vision of the future demands. Today.

For more information, call toll-free, 1-800-4-HARRIS, Ext. 1989. (In Canada, 1-800-344-2444, Ext. 1989.)
STD Bus Software Challenge: CUBIT's C-Engine vs STD-DOS

C-Engine Features:
- Borland Turbo C Professional Package
- Source Level Debug on STD Bus CPU
- Efficient Embedded System Code

Harness the power of Borland's Turbo C Professional Package for your STD Bus development system. Develop your code on a PC, then try it out on CUBIT's powerful 80186 based CPU. The C-Engine allows you to run the Turbo C debugger right on our CPU board.

Turbo C includes the compiler, assembler, editor, source level debugger, error checking with built-in Lint and a large library of functions with source code. Code runs faster and is more compact than code written with leading competitive C compilers. Thorough documentation gets you started fast.

CUBIT's C-Engine includes our Model 8600 CPU board with a 10 MHz 80186 microprocessor, Turbo C Professional Package, a serial interface board and all necessary interfacing software including automatic ROM generation for only $995. You will have all the tools needed to produce fast, efficient ROM based code, which may be run on our $595 Model 8600 CPU without any additional software.

C is the language of choice for computer control professionals. CUBIT makes it easy and inexpensive to run on STD Bus.

STD-DOS:
- Fills Surplus Memory!
- Helps Spend Your Budget!
- Runs Flight Simulator!

Where's the Disk? DOS stands for Disk Operating System, but few embedded control applications use a disk. You waste dollars, memory and system speed for functions that few embedded control systems need.

Real OEM's Don't Use DOS. You want to use DOS as a development tool, but when you complete your development, DOS sticks around. Since your application runs under DOS, you will need to ship DOS with every system. OEMs can save big money by ditching DOS.

DOS is great if your system needs to run Flight Simulator. But for embedded control system development, keep DOS on your PC where it belongs. CUBIT's C-Engine lets you develop code using DOS and Turbo C on your PC, while keeping the final code fast, clean and without DOS clutter.

CUBIT makes it easy and inexpensive to run on STD Bus.

CUBIT DIVISION OF PROTEUS INDUSTRIES

340 Pioneer Way
Mountain View, CA 94041-1577
Telephone: (415) 962-8237
FAX: 415-965-9355
Telex: 797377 PROTEUS USA
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MS is a trademark of Microsoft Corp.
Turbo C is a trademark of Borland International, Inc.
Designers hang on to Multibus I

A seemingly interminable upgrade path. The sometimes irresistible appeal of familiarity. This old bus is—at least for now—still in its prime.

David Lieberman
Senior Editor

How is it that the 12-year-old Multibus is posting record revenues? And why, when design wins are so clearly few and far between, is this old 16-bit bus architecture now reaching record volumes?

The Computer Design 1988/1989 Bus Board Survey showed that roughly 22 percent of our readers who use boards are designing with Multibus I today, down from at least a 32 percent share in the past. By 1991 or so, the survey respondents told us, only about 10½ percent of them will be doing new Multibus designs. Yet, despite this decline in design wins, most marketing figures show Multibus to have the largest market share of any open-architecture bus today, representing at least a $600 million market, and it's not expected to top out until the mid-1990s.

Where are all those dollars going? It appears that most of them are going into upgrades and enhancements to existing designs, into new models in scalable product families and into field enhancements accomplished with simple board swaps. Running out of processing headroom? Swap out an 80286 or 68020 CPU board and swap in an 80386 or a 68030. Hitting an I/O wall? Swap in a denser communications board. Needing faster access to disk? Swap out an ST506 subsystem and swap in ESDI or SCSI.

The machines of the early and middle '80s are due for their mid- or late-life kickers, and it was Multibus I that captured most of the design-ins back then, before VMEbus and Multibus II had become viable alternatives.

Some of the dollars, though, are also going into real design wins for Multibus I, and the capabilities of systems using Multibus I are being stretched in some interesting ways. Here, the appealing aspects of using an old bus—above all, no learning curve or substantial software reinvestment—are enticing many designers to hang on.

Two major strengths of the Multibus I standard are that it's relatively easy to design to and lacks compatibility problems. It has been an exemplary story of bus success, attracting hundreds of vendors with...
thousands of products. Although it’s now clearly an old-technology bus, vendors have continually applied the latest semiconductor and packaging technology to their boards to give Multibus I customers a seemingly interminable upgrade path. Over time, as limited bandwidth has become a hindrance, the Multibus I itself has also evolved.

If you’re looking for a Multibus I CPU today, you can get everything from a multi-hundred-dollar Z80 or 8080 board with about 64 kbytes of memory to a multi-thousand-dollar 80386 or 68030 board with as much as 16 Mbytes of memory. Want a 68000-based CPU? There are almost 20 around, available from about 10 vendors. Need an 8086? You can choose from about 30 8086 CPUs from 15 companies or so.

Will the strengths of Multibus I, then, be able to carry it through the 1990s? Probably not, though it may survive in some niche or other. Some designers, in expectation of a Multibus I decline, are moving to a different 16-bit bus—the PC/AT—where the third-party support is even more conspicuous and the dollars required far less. But more of them are going 32 bits, where bang for the buck is so clearly superior. “Most companies currently shipping Multibus I products have a 32-bit bus either in development, announced or beginning to ship,” says Chappell Cory, senior vice-president for marketing operations at Xylogics (Burlington, MA).

Then, too, the appeal of Multibus I will lessen over time as new generations of engineers, brought up on the 32-bit buses, take over the bench, and the “I’ve used it before” appeal of Multibus I will no longer be a significant factor.

And there’s the embarrassment factor. The marketing departments of over half of the Multibus I users contacted for this article either insisted on anonymity or declined to participate. “We don’t want our company name publicly associated with old technology,” one source explained. “That’s not the image we want to project.”

“Isn’t it amazing!” says Russ Gamble, general manager at Zendex (Dublin, CA). “There are a tremendous number of closet Multibus I users out there.”

“There are a tremendous number of closet Multibus I users out there.”

—Russ Gamble, Zendex

Why not change?

Despite the unwillingness of some to admit they use Multibus I, there’s no question that the bus retains a strong following. “The majority of our customer base is sticking with Multibus,” reports Jack Blevins, director of new product development at Central Data (Champaign, IL). “We haven’t seen anybody change over to Multibus II in a big way, and the changeover to VMEbus stopped being significant over a year ago.”

“I’m surprised at the strength of the Multibus I market,” says Tom Powell, director of marketing at Synergy Microsystems (Encinitas, CA). “Engineers don’t change the bus unless they’re doing a new project.”

Don Peterson, director of marketing at Ciprico (Plymouth, MN), sees it this way: “It’s a time-to-market thing a lot of companies went through. A lot of people took on VME in 1983 or 1984, and the boards didn’t play together as well as expected. Also, there weren’t as many vendors and boards as in Multibus I, so people may have had two or three more types of boards to build themselves, which some lacked the expertise to do. Development took a lot longer than expected, and a lot of projects ran very late. Meanwhile, there was the old Multibus I system, working just fine.”

Then, too, Multibus I has been popular for government and military programs, which tend to be long-term. “Because of the government’s way of doing business, the product life cycle there is longer and there’s more of a desire to keep a product out there longer, supporting it and maintaining it and extending its life and spreading the cost of the program over a longer period,” says Michael Wells, president of Metacomp (San Diego, CA).

Customizing the bus

Like a number of other board vendors, Micro Industries (Westerville, OH) is seeing a lot of Multibus I activity, reports president Michael Curran. “We’re seeing a lot of new custom board designs,” he says. “Many of our OEM customers are reducing cost or adding features to existing systems, and most are still anticipating getting quite a few more years out of the products. There’s a strong tendency to combine the functions of, say, three boards into one. It’s a real selling point that we can do the software so, where necessary to maintain compatibility, on-board accesses look just like off-board accesses.”

Other board companies also report a lot of demand for customization of board-level Multibus I products. Microbar Systems (Sunnyvale, CA), for example, has had success with the company’s “application-specific processor” prototyping program, according to spokesperson Jacqueline
Goddard. The program is based on a CPU concept that populates about half of a board with basic CPU functionality and leaves the rest free for memory modules, a daughter board and a large wirewrap area. Prototyping in this fashion, says Goddard, is a real boon to time-to-market.

According to Synergy’s Powell, “The level of board integration is now very aggressive. People want slightly custom things, they want it quickly and they don’t want to have to buy an extra card. Today, it’s usually possible to put any critical function you’d normally go to the bus for on the board or a daughter board instead,” he says.

**Leveraging through upgrades**

The greatest appeal of “a bus I’ve used before” is the ability to leverage past investments—in hardware, software and staff expertise—that were made when the bus was first taken on. And some, who took on Multibus I as their first open-architecture bus in the mid-‘80s, think it’s a bit early to give it up, choosing instead to upgrade. “Those people whose applications are running fine on Multibus I but could use some additional processing power are upgrading,” says Blevins. “Upgrading lets you postpone a bus decision. If you can avoid the expense of changing buses and still make your customers happy, there’s no reason to change.”

Gamble concurs. “The marketing figures say Multibus I is capturing only about 7 percent of design wins, but that doesn’t include upgrades. There’s a continuous flow of upgrades going into established markets. That’s why there’s a groundswell of activity in Multibus I.”

Multibus I users are upgrading with 68020/68030 and 80286/80386 CPU boards, intelligent peripheral boards and network boards and/or denser I/O boards. And many are moving from ST506 disk controllers to SCSI host adapters. “Customers are seeing that they can upgrade from an ST506 disk to a SCSI disk that costs about the same, has lower access time, higher data rate and a lot more capacity,” Peterson says. “SCSI also lets them hook up all sorts of other peripherals and write a single driver that can support them all.” While the customer making such a change will need to write a SCSI driver, if he moved to a new bus instead of upgrading an existing one, he’d need at the very least to write drivers for all his new boards—no small task.

Intel reports ongoing upgrades from ST506 to ESDI, and Xylogics’ Cory notes that some designers are upgrading from 10-MHz to 15-MHz ESDI disk subsystems. “Some people are also trying to move down from SMD class drives to 5½ inches,” Cory adds. “They’re downsizing to a more compact version of an existing machine.”

As with other buses, the movement toward even higher board functionality on Multibus I has culminated in the workstation-on-a-card concept. “With multimegabytes of memory, SCSI, Ethernet and/or full graphics on the board itself, you can get much better performance than anything you can get on the VMEbus,” claims Powell.

Pete Czuchra, marketing manager at Omnibyte (West Chicago, IL), notes a movement toward upgrading with intelligent I/O. Not only does the strategy offload the CPU, he says, but it also reduces the traffic that would occur normally between a CPU and dumb I/O controllers.

Granted, there are many systems out there for which a 16-bit bus is no hindrance. Where it is, though, Multibus I designers have moved memory traffic off the bus onto an auxiliary bus or kept the bulk of the traffic on the CPU board itself. “If your board has a 32-bit processor with a 32-bit local bus to lots of 32-bit memory, a 16-bit data bus isn’t an issue as far as execution time goes,” says Blevins.

**Who is hanging on?**

“Those people who need to maintain software compatibility with a previ-
When a system based on an old bus starts to run out of steam, substantial performance improvements can be made by swapping the CPU and, if necessary, one or more I/O subsystems. To get the full force of upgrade potential, however, it's usually necessary to request data in larger chunks, more of the potential performance possible with a more advanced processor and disk drive subsystem can be reached.

ous system or maintain some continuity in enclosure design are staying with Multibus I," says William Gage, president of SBE (Concord, CA), "unless they're running out of horsepower. One strong reason to continue with an old bus is the ability to upgrade systems in the field. If you can stay with the same packaging and merely change boards, then you have the relatively easy prospect of boosting performance for existing customers by just swapping some boards."

"Sure, the Multibus I boards are slow and the window on timing is wide," admits Gamble, "but it's easy to design a compatible board and it gives you reliability down the road."

“There doesn’t seem to be a lot of cross-pollenization between buses and processors,” Peterson says. On the other hand, Multibus II is not a “quick and easy” transition for the Intel processor world. It suffers from a relative dearth of product, high entry costs and a narrower appeal than either VME or Multibus I.

The problem with multiprocessing

One area in which Multibus I does not fare well is multiprocessing. "It's obvious that anybody doing any kind of distributed or parallel multiprocessing has got to get off Multibus I," says Gamble. "The bus simply won't support it. Multibus I is a dog for doing any kind of interprocessor communications. For I/O-intensive things, though, it's the king."

Intel's Pritchard puts the issue in a different light. "If you look at the architecture of a typical multiprocessing Multibus I system, it's what I'll call 'functional,' as opposed to 'distributed', multiprocessing: that is, there's only one real master and maybe three or four intelligent slaves," he says. "That method doesn't take up much backplane bandwidth, and it suits a lot of applications. We don't run into many Multibus I backplanes that are saturated."

One large industrial controls company continues to put its new operator console designs on a multiprocessing Multibus I. The engineering group leader clearly prefers Multibus II but, he says, "I've got an installed base to support." Atypically, the company is substantially modifying its software architecture to incorporate concepts being used in VMEbus and Multibus II architectures. In the new architecture, six CPUs will use the Multibus I only for I/O, for access to a global data base, and for short message bursts among themselves. "There's nothing to say that you can't put Multibus II-like message passing on a multiprocessing Multibus I," says the group leader. "It has nothing to do with the backplane. You could do message passing on S-100 if you wanted to!"

Another factor dictating against successful distributed multiprocessing on Multibus I is its lack of a fairness algorithm in its arbitration protocols. Such an algorithm prevents low-priority masters from suffering bus starvation. In functional multiprocessing, though, lack of fairness represents no hindrance.

As one source explains: "If all the processors have exactly equal priority, there is no fairness."

"Upgrading lets you postpone a bus decision. It buys you time."

—Jack Blevins, Central Data

Evolution and mutation

Multibus I has continually mutated outside of the standards committee

ties, then fairness makes sense. But if certain processors are dealing with real-time data channels, such as an Ethernet data link or something like that, you need different priority levels, so a fixed priority system makes sense. If Multibus I had fairness, I'd have to go to the trouble of disabling it to get my system to work."
In late 1987, for instance, the Tru-32 32-bit Multibus I extension scheme from Zendex appeared and, in mid-1988, the Multibus Plus extension scheme arrived from Synergy, which added a burst-mode transfer function to an extended 32-bit capability. Titan Sesco (Chatsworth, CA) has been working with a militarized Multibus I for some time, as has Radstone Technology (Montvale, NJ) with a Euro Multibus. According to Doug Patterson, military product marketing manager at Radstone, new military designs are running about 80 percent VMEbus, 20 percent Multibus I.

Siemens (Munich, West Germany) and Micro Industries also market a Euro Multibus II for the factory automation arena. "Some Multibus II customers were upset when they found out about the Advanced Multibus System," says Curran, "because they paid a heavy price to change when all they needed was the Eurocard and a little more capabilities on the boards."

Gamble reports that three or four Zendex customers are working with the Tru-32.

As for Multibus Plus, Powell says: "It got tremendous reception, but hardly anyone is actually interested in using it. There's some interest in Multibus Plus at one customer doing parallel processing, which is where you'd see the most performance gain."

"Since a lot of people don't optimize their code when they move to the 68020, they'd have to do a little bit more software work than they might like to take advantage of an extended Multibus," Powell adds. "It would be less trouble than switching over to VMEbus and changing all the drivers. But many will just keep going with the Motorola processor family and Multibus I because they're very familiar with it and it's a lot less work."

One director of engineering has done his own 32-bit Multibus I "bastardization" for a small business computer. Getting third-party boards to use in his mutation was no problem, he reports; Ciprico and his other vendors made the required adaptations on their boards for the new design. His next design, however, will be on VMEbus. "Multibus I is too restrictive for the kind of multiprocessing I want to do," he says.

Where it's thriving

Many companies have chosen to hang on to Multibus I as long as it's feasible (and profitable) to do so. The old bus is alive and well, to mention just a few examples, in data communication controllers in Disneyland, in pipeline control systems for Texas, in the security system at Lawrence Livermore Labs, in the manufacturing operation at Sumitomo Metals, in medical instrumentation from Nicolet Biomedical Instruments, in flight simulators from Frasca International, and in IC test equipment from Semiconductor Test Solutions.

When Ford Aerospace (Beltsville, MD) needed a bus to get its Tracking Processing System developed quickly, it chose Multibus I. "To drive the antenna that tracks low earth orbit satellites for the Goddard Space Flight Center network, we needed 5 to 10 Mbytes/s of bandwidth," says Herb Emerson, senior system engineer. "We did an extensive evalu-

---

**The life cycle of Multibus**

| Products and technologies go through five distinct phases in their life cycle: |
| 1. Research and development and initial introduction phase. |
| 3. High growth phase. Sales growth above 50 percent. |
| 4. Maturity. Sales growth between 10 and 30 percent. |
| 5. Decline. Sales growth below 10 percent, eventually becoming negative. |

Multibus I is clearly in the mature phase of its life cycle, but it's showing no signs of entering the decline phase at this time. It has received midlife kickers with the introduction of 80286 and 68000 processors and again, just recently, with the introduction of 80386 and 68020/30 processors.

---

**MULTIBUS I MARKET SEGMENTS**

| COMMUNICATIONS | OFFICE |
| 6.35% | 7.94% |
| GRAPHICS/SIMULATION | MILITARY |
| 4.79% | 30.16% |
| INDUSTRIAL | AEROSPACE |
| 36.51% | 14.29% |

---

**Daniel Fink**, executive director, the Multibus Manufacturers Group

In this phase of a bus's life cycle, the project-driven systems integrator buy is dominant. OEMs are generally going to newer bus technologies such as Multibus II, which is still in the market development phase of its life cycle.

A market research study by the Multibus Manufacturers Group (Aloha, OR) released late last year revealed some interesting patterns of bus usage. In military and aerospace markets, for example, there's a clear migration from Multibus I to Multibus II. In the factory automation arena, on the other hand, Multibus I and II participate in two distinct subsegments of the market.

Multibus I manufacturing process control applications are almost universally traditional single-point control applications where programmable logic controllers and micros have been widely employed in the past. Multibus II applications are almost universally multipoint applications where minis and mainframes had been the norm.

Likewise, there's a difference in the use of Multibus I and II in the office automation/commercial data processing segment of the market. The use of Multibus II here is almost exclusively at the departmental computer and high-end engineering workstation level. The Multibus I position appears to be almost exclusively in the area of Unix/Xenix-based department computers serving fewer than 12 simultaneous users.
Semiconductor Test Solutions (Santa Clara, CA) builds its midrange IC testers around the Multibus I using the M68CPU board set from SBE and the Regulus operating system from Alcyon (San Diego, CA). The company chose a bus based on compatibility, reliability and a moderate pricing structure.

operation of Multibus I, VMEbus, STD Bus and the AT bus, and chose Multibus I. Part of the reason was that everyone in the Goddard network is familiar with the bus, which reduced the learning cycle tremendously, and that was an important factor.

Clearly, however, Multibus I won't live forever. When Redondo Systems (Torrance, CA) needed "a well-supported, well-defined industry-standard bus with lots of available product" on which to build its radar simulators, it chose Multibus I. Nevertheless, Multibus II is in the company's future as that bus attracts more support, according to company spokesman Lloyd Sutton.

Among the habitual upgraders, a raster image processor company making newspaper composition systems will be putting its new designs on VMEbus in times to come. As a company hardware design engineer explains, it will cost the company less to buy a Sun workstation than to manufacture its own Multibus I system.

Harris Graphics (Dayton, OH) will also be moving on to VMEbus as its bindery equipment automates more functions in that industry, explains Andy Bruce, member of the company's software group. One important issue in the decision to change over was the availability of a Unix link for VMEbus systems to the real-time operating system the company has been using.

Even such a strong Multibus I advocate and habitual upgrader as Nicolet (Madison, WI) will be moving onto a PC platform, says software project manager Michael Christie. "The PC bus supports the operating system we've been using, we can get comparable performance with some careful planning and design, and there will be fewer types of boards we'll have to design internally," he says.

Multibus futures

Most bus watchers expect Multibus I to enjoy no more than three to four more years of growth before the inevitable decline sets in. Is it, then, the right time for designers to move on? "If my customer can get all the performance he needs for the next five years on Multibus I—that is, with XXX processor at XXX MHz—I'd tell him to stick with Multibus I," says Pete Yeatman, vice-president of marketing at Radstone. "If it won't suffice or his competition will beat the pants off him with a 32-bit bus, I'd say it's time to switch."

"I can't think of a situation where I'd recommend Multibus I today," says Powell, "but the people who stay with it have compelling reasons for doing so. Obviously, changing from a 68020 CPU to a 68030 is a very cheap way of getting tremendous compute power without making a whole lot of changes. When Motorola introduces the 68040, you'll see another resurgence in Multibus I interest because those people are going to want to upgrade again. It's the cheapest thing to do."

For more information about the technologies, products or companies mentioned in this article, call or circle the appropriate number on the Reader Inquiry Card.
WHEN YOU INSTALL THE NETWORK AT THE WORLD ENTERPRISE NETWORKING SHOW, YOU'LL BETTER MAKE SURE IT WORKS.

When Deere Tech Services of Moline, Ill., took part in installing the demonstration network at the 1988 Enterprise Networking Show, they knew that for the event's five days the network had to be faultless. So they used an Excelan LANalyzer* to set up, troubleshoot and monitor it. Deere Tech Services knew that few companies have as much experience in connecting heterogeneous systems as Excelan. And that Excelan's LANalyzer would be up to the job.

The Baltimore show's network was based on the Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP) running on broadband and the Technical and Office Protocol (TOP) running on Ethernet.

UP AND RUNNING.

It had to support large numbers of systems running several different protocols, all needing to be up and running in days. But because LANalyzer, with its mouse and menu driven interface, is extremely easy to use and provides high performance under heavy traffic, the network was ready in time for the show.

All of this was accomplished, because LANalyzer provides such features as simultaneous data capture and display, flexible multi-channel filtering, and summary real-time monitoring, along with the ability to decode network protocols including TCP/IP, DECnet, AppleTalk and XNS.

The end result was that for the full five days of the show the network performed faultlessly with no downtime. It's no wonder that many LANalyzer customers are repeat purchasers. Excelan's LANalyzer provides a user friendly, cost effective method of network analysis. And it's available as a stand alone unit or as a kit which can be installed in any IBM PC/AT or compatible. And best of all, LANalyzer is made by the company that networks networks: Excelan.

To find out how the LANalyzer can solve your network problems, and to receive a free demo diskette, call 1-800-243-8526. Or write to us at 2180 Fortune Drive, San Jose, California 95131.

CIRCLE NO. 38
and FAXing with Just One Chip.

Now it's easy to put Group 3 FAX capability anywhere you want it. Just start with the YM7109, a true single-chip 9600bps FAX MODEM from Yamaha LSI. It's ideal for laptops. It's perfect for cellular telephones, facsimile machines, PC FAX boards, communications cards or external modems. Wherever space is scarce. Wherever low power consumption is critical. Wherever you need a more cost-effective way to add both FAX and modem capabilities to your product.

It's in There.
The YM7109 consumes only 200mW ±25mW and needs only a single +5V power supply. It's available in 40-pin DIP and 64-pin QFP, allowing you to fit the YM7109 into all those tight spaces. DTMF detect for remote control or security, flag pattern detect, selectable cable equalization, receive signal monitoring, programmable receive level adjust and auto equalization are all in the chip. Of course, the YM7109 meets CCITT V.29, V.27ter, V.21 channel 2, V.23 backward channel, V.21 and Bell 103 standards, is compatible with industry-standard chip sets and has been fully tested on both domestic and international telephone lines.

Development Help.
We've done the basic design needed to make the YM7109 function as a Group 3 FAX or modem. Complete with basic schematics and Yamaha's exclusive FAXSIM™ (FAX Software Integration Module) software package, the YM7109 offers time-saving source code that allows you to sidestep thick manuals and detailed T.4 or T.30 documentation.

Get the FAX.
Just call 1-800-543-7457
Yamaha LSI, Systems Technology Division
3051 North First St., San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 433-5260 FAX (408) 433-5230

YAMAHA® LSI

© Yamaha LSI, Systems Technology Division, 1989. Yamaha LSI, Systems Technology Division and the Yamaha logo are registered trademarks of Yamaha Corporation of America. FAXSIM is a trademark of Yamaha Corporation of America.

CIRCLE NO. 39
Ada tools mature, but users debate language standards

Ada development tools improve for building real-time and distributed systems, but can the remaining language problems be resolved without defying rigid standards?

Howard Falk
Contributing Editor

The Ada language has had a reputation for awkwardness, primitive development tools, and poor real-time performance. Yet, during the past year there has been considerable progress in providing more adequate Ada development tools. Debuggers comparable to those for C language are now available. Ada vendors have also been concentrating on improved software products for real-time and embedded systems. At the same time, Ada development efforts are striving to meet the needs of distributed and parallel system applications. Finally, changes in the Ada language itself are being tentatively considered.

Validation by the Department of Defense is the entry ritual every Ada compiler must pass through on its way to the military software market. Now that over 200 compilers have successfully passed that ritual, users are realizing that validation is no guarantee that a compiler will provide code that has the speed or efficiency required by their application. Under pressure from these users, Ada vendors are producing more efficient compilers and, even more important, are accompanying their compilers with the kind of development tools that users of popular computer languages have come to expect.

C-language compilers are typically designed, implemented, and sold as stand-alone products, and users may select other tools from other vendors to form the development environment of their choice. Such selectable toolsets, however, aren’t yet available for Ada, so users have to depend on the development toolsets provided by compiler vendors.

The typical Ada toolset for embedded system work is hosted on a VAX/VMS computer. Sun workstations are also popular Ada hosts. In addition to host- and cross-compilers, Ada toolsets typically include libraries for storage of object code modules, as well as library managers that let users create, move, copy, delete and view library objects, and to generate reports on library contents. Binders convert compiler-generated object units so they can be linked to other Ada objects. Importers transform non-Ada object code units so they can be used together with Ada object units. Linkers determine the valid order in which library units, compiler-generated object code units and imported units can be combined, and then they form these diverse units into modules that can be executed on the host computer. Formatters convert host object modules into target...
Another special feature of the XD Ada compiler and related tools from System Designers Software is their close relationship with VAX/VMS host computers. Thus, developers who use XD Ada tools can also access an impressive array of VAX Ada tools, including the VAX language-sensitive editor, code-management system, source-code analyzer, performance and coverage analyzer, and test manager.

All these are tools that can be used for Ada source code development on the host. The XD Ada Debugger isn't the only one that makes use of a kernel at the target computer. The ARTX real-time kernel from Ready Systems (Sunnyvale, CA) also provides debugging facilities similar to those of the XD Ada Debugger, and for its Ada 386 cross-compilation package, Intel (Hillsboro, OR) uses a debugging kernel that resides in a PROM on the target board.

Some vendors offer target simulators to users who want to do as much as possible of their Ada code development on a host computer. The 1750A simulator from Interact (New York, NY), for example, models target instruction timing, I/O capabilities and other features, as specified by the user, on a VAX/VMS host. Simulators are typically slow, compared to target chip operation, but the Interact simulator is said to run at the respectable rate of 300 to 350 VAX Ada instructions for each 1750A instruction.

The Ready Systems' RTAda-Sim software simulates a 68020 target, including the ARTX real-time kernel. RTAda-Sim lets the user define I/O device behavior and then debug Ada programs on a VAX/VMS or Sun/Unix computer.

For users who want to load Ada code into the target over a simple communications link, Tartan Laboratories (Pittsburgh, PA) provides an optional Hot Bench interface that uses an RS-232 connection for both loading and assembly language debugging. The Hot Bench facility first loads a software kernel that communicates with interface software on the host, and then loads the application along with optional symbolic information for debugging. Telesoft (San Diego, CA) and Ready Systems provide similar downloading and receiving capabilities.

### Analyzing code

Code analysis tools, to help users identify code that may need improvement, are also now available in Ada toolsets. The Adatune tool from Alsys (Waltham, MA), for example, provides profiling analysis that identifies portions of the code that are hogging execution time. Adatune also does coverage analysis to identify which paths through the code have been tested, and which remain unexplored.

Telesoft provides a similar tool called the Execution Profiler. Profiler results are statistical, based on sampled data, with reports that display the execution times for the slowest procedures. Call chains are displayed, all calls to and from subroutines are reported, and recursive calls are flagged. Using Profiler data, estimates can be made of performance improvements that can be expected with program speedups.

In a move indicative of growing collaboration among Ada tool vendors, Verdix (Chantilly, VA) has combined its Ada Development System (VADS) with the VxWorks real-time operating system from Wind River Systems (Emeryville, CA). With the combined tool, called VADS/Works, Ada applications are developed on a Unix host, using a VADS Ada compiler and related tools. Then the code can be downloaded to a target system, using the standard 4.2 BSD Unix socket interface and TCP/IP protocol.

On the target, the code is executed under the VxWorks real-time operating system. Ada tasking and rendezvous are implemented through calls to the VxWorks real-time kernel. Debugging of code on the target can be done with the VxWorks symbolic debugger. Alternatively, debugging can be done from the Unix host, using the VADS source-level
Pop Quiz. Stop. This is a test. For the next 60 seconds, we will be conducting a quiz about Macintosh® II Videographics. Do not turn the page until you have looked at the visual clue and answered all the questions.

Which Macintosh II graphics card offers the widest range of capture and display resolutions—NTSC, PAL, Apple® Monitor, hi-res, interlaced, non-interlaced and other modes?
a) NuVista 2M  b) NuVista 4M  c) All of the above

Name the only videographics card which provides true-color, real-time capture and broadcast-quality display while occupying only a single slot in a Macintosh II.
a) NuVista 2M  b) NuVista 4M  c) All of the above

Which videographics card offers full QuickDraw™ compatibility at 1,2,4,8,16 or 32-bits per pixel?
a) NuVista 2M  b) NuVista 4M  c) All of the above

If you chose (c) on all three questions, congratulations! You know that the NuVista series from Truevision is the answer to all your advanced videographics needs. The NuVista is available with either 2 Megabytes or 4 Megabytes of video memory, and creates professional video effects and computer graphics using any QuickDraw compatible software, now and in the future. No patches, no gimmicks, no hassles.

So whether your application is video production, digital pre-press, presentation graphics or 3D renderings, you'll find the NuVista will pass your test with flying colors. Oh, and if you answered (a) or (b) to any question above, give yourself half credit. Then obtain even more NuVista information by requesting a copy of our educational brochure True color? True answers, or visiting your local Authorized Truevision Reseller. Either way, you can find all the answers with a NuVista. Call us at 800-858-TRUE.

You may now return to your regular reading.
ADA

debugger. VADS/Works is available in versions for a number of different standard CPU boards from vendors including Heurikon (Madison, WI), Motorola (Phoenix, AZ), and Force Computers (Los Gatos, CA).

Limiting run-time size

One of the key requirements of embedded systems is that programs must take up as little target memory space as possible. Ada is a very large language, however, that includes many different features, and early Ada compilers retained all those features, making run-time systems bulky. Today, many Ada compilers are designed to selectively link and load only those run-time features needed by the application at hand.

The Tartan cross-compiler for the 1750A, for example, automatically configures a 750-byte Ada root, which is the Tartan's smallest 1750A run-time system. The complete Tartan Ada run-time system for the 1750A totals 7,698 bytes. Inclusion of run-time features can be performed automatically by the Tartan compiler, based on what is needed by the application. Thus, if exception handling or tasking isn't used, portions of the run-time system that handle those functions will be omitted.

An alternate approach is to let users limit run-time size by choosing compiler features. Tartan allows this, as do cross-compilers from Softech (Waltham, MA), for which users can modify run-time system size by selecting or omitting such compiler features as memory partitioning, stack sizes, clock speed and stubs used for power-up testing.

Distributed and parallel systems

To those system developers who believe that the future of computing lies in distributed and parallel systems, current Ada capabilities look inadequate. Gerry Fisher, research staff member at IBM (Yorktown Heights, NY), for example, says that the Ada model for distributed computing "seems nice at first look" but the language provides only for a single memory system, not for distributed processors, each of which has its own memory. People who want to use the existing Ada language for distributed computing "haven't the foggiest idea of how to begin," Fisher says.

Issues include which task will be assigned to which processor, and which memory should be used. Fish-

er also finds problems with the pragma (compiler directive) used for sharing data, scaling data and synchronizing access to it. Fisher also cites lack of asynchronous transfer of control as a related issue that arises when one Ada task stops and another resumes.

To demonstrate the feasibility of using Ada for distributed computing, the Software Engineering Institute (Pittsburgh, PA) has been developing a Distributed Ada Real Time Kernel (Dark). This kernel supplies primitives needed for interprocess communication on a single processor or across multiple processors. With Dark, applications code written in the Ada language can be readily moved from one distributed processing configuration to another. To make such a move, physical system unit names have to be associated with kernel logical names, and this is done using Dark reconfiguration procedures, so that the Ada code itself doesn't have to be altered.

Dark implementation is essentially complete, according to Judy Bamberger, member of the technical staff at the Software Engineering Institute (SEI). System testing is under way, and copies went to select beta sites in February. More copies will go out to beta sites in May, and a Dark demonstration will take place later in 1989. Bamberger notes, however, that Dark doesn't provide a full Ada run-time system, nor does it allow for use of Ada tasking commands. In the future, the kernel may include such features, but right now the emphasis is on its interprocess communication capabilities.

Although performance of a single Dark primitive has been measured with Ada, this can help to picture Ada rules as encompassing not only the language itself, but also interface features and options, and run-time systems.

An Ada catalog of interface features and options is being developed by subgroup 3 of ARTWEG, which is a part of the Association for Computing Machinery (New York, NY) Special Interest Group on Ada. The subgroup is chaired by Charles McKay, director of the NASA Software Engineering Research Center at the University of Houston (Clear Lake, TX). This subgroup tries to identify issues that may arise repeatedly in different Ada applications and that should therefore be handled by standard methods, according to McKay.

The subgroup has adopted an option, for example, that places bounds on delays specified in applications programs. The official Ada language reference manual makes no provision for placing such bounds, and some users perceive this as a weakness of the Ada language. McKay disagrees, reasoning that the language is the law and it shouldn't be violated. However, his subgroup deals with Ada features outside the language, so the subgroup's software, which McKay terms "systems software," is legal.

Run-time code can consist of Ada language software and non-Ada software. Ada allows, for example, a non-Ada real-time kernel to be used in the run time to perform tasking. The run time can thus be used as a catch-all to provide functions that aren't in the Ada language standard. Such added functions will be unique to the particular application in which they are used, however, and will have to be rewritten if that application is to be moved to another computer.

Some Ada users want the language to include hard-deadline real-time scheduling, and bounded delay statements associated with those deadlines; or, they want means for handling critical sections of code. McKay's response to those users is that such capabilities shouldn't be part of the Ada language specification, but should be provided by standard interface features and options, by the run-time environment, or by some combination of the two. The Ada language, he believes, shouldn't have to accommodate the requirements of an operating system or a real-time kernel that doesn't function well with existing Ada paradigms.

The question I ask about a proposed Ada language change is whether it needs to be visible to applications programmers," McKay says. If a standard interface feature or option, or the run-time, can be used to meet users' needs, that is preferable to changing the language to accommodate those needs, according to McKay.
The OB68K/VSBC I with its OMNIMODULE modular 1/0 and other options can be configured over 3800 unique ways. This gives you an off the shelf VME single board computer that is customized for your application.

Whether your quantity requirements are large or small, you get a cost effective board with just the features you need. And, you get it when you need it, without long lead times or custom engineering charges.

The standard features include:
- 12.5 MHz 68000
- 512KB of dual-access, zero-wait-state RAM with parity.
- (4) 28-pin ROM sockets (up to 256KB).
- (3) 16-bit timer/counters.
- (2) OMNIMODULE 1/0 module sockets.

Optional features include:
- 10 MHz 68000 or 10 or 12.5 MHz 68010.
- 2 or 4 channel DMA.
- VME bus interrupt generator (68154).
- 4 level VME BUS arbiter.
- Up to (2) OMNIMODULE I/O modules.

Fully loaded, even with 2 OMNIMODULE's, this board fits into just one VME slot.

Today your choice of OMNIMODULE's include:
- Kluge prototyping module
- (2) asynchronous RS232C serial ports.
- (2) synchron/async RS232C serial ports.
- (2) asynchronous RS422 serial ports.
- (20) lines of parallel I/O.
- And more to come!

OMNIMODULE I/O lines are brought out to your choice of front panel or P2 connector.

For a free data sheet, to learn about the latest OMNIMODULE or to find out how you can have a custom SBC for your application, contact our Marketing Manager, Peter Czuchra at 1-800-638-5022 or (312) 231-6880 in Illinois. Send $10.00 for a detailed technical manual or a copy of our OMNIMODULE specification.
A VME AND MULTIBUS* ASSORTMENT THAT WOULD FILL OVER 15 HOPPER CARS.

Whatever your application is, odds are Omnibyte has the boards you need. With our Omnimodule™ I/O and other options, you can select from over 84,000 different single board computers and I/O configurations. If you ordered one of each, we'd need over 15 hopper cars to ship them. And they come with a 2 year limited warranty. Here are a few of the thousands of outstanding boards we offer.

If you don't see the board you need in this ad or would like more information, call our Marketing Manager, Pete Czuchra today. He'll put you on the right track to finding the boards that fit your needs.

---

**OB68K/VSBC20™ VME SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER**
- 68020 12.5 - 33MHz CPU
- 1-4 MB of dual-access, zero-wait-state DRAM with parity
- 68812/12 (optional)
- (2) 32-pin ROM sockets
- (2) RS232C serial ports
- (2) 8-bit parallel ports
- (1) OMNIMODULE socket for a wide variety of I/O (ie. 2 serial ports, 20 parallel lines)
- 4 level bus arbiter (optional)

**THE OB68K/V10™ VME UNIVERSAL I/O BOARD**
- (4) Omnimodule I/O sockets for a wide variety of I/O (ie. 8 serial ports, 80 parallel lines)
- One (1) Interrupt per Omnimodule, two (2) optional

---

**OB68K/VSBC1™ VME SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER**
- 68000/10 12.5-16MHz CPU
- 512K of dual-access, zero-wait-state DRAM with parity
- (4) 28-pin ROM sockets
- (2) 16-bit counter/timers
- (2) Omnimodule™ I/O sockets for a wide variety of I/O (ie. 4 serial ports, 40 parallel lines)
- DMA controller (optional)
- VME bus interrupter (optional)
- Optional 4 level bus arbiter

**OB68K1A™ MULTIBUS SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER**
- 10MHz 68000 CPU
- 128K/512K of zero-wait-state dual ported RAM
- Up to 192K bytes of EPROM
- (2) RS-232C serial ports
- (2) 16-bit parallel ports
- A triple 16-bit timer/counter
- (7) Prioritized-vectored interrupts

---

**OB68K/VME1™ VME SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER**
- 12.5MHz 68000 CPU
- (8) pairs of 28-pin sockets for RAM and ROM (up to 448K RAM or 896K ROM)
- (2) RS-232C serial ports
- (2) 8-bit parallel I/O ports
- System controller

**OB68K230™ MULTIBUS PARALLEL I/O BOARD**
- 96 bits of software definable parallel I/O
- (4) 89230 P/I/T chips
- (4) 24-bit timers
- 35 sq. in. of prototyping area

---
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to demonstrate measurement techniques, there haven't yet been any significant performance measurement results. SEI hopes that Dark will demonstrate the feasibility of real-time distributed Ada applications, serve to educate users in evaluating kernels, and encourage development of similar commercial kernels.

Ada users who need to immediately implement distributed processing systems can turn to the ARTX kernel from Ready Systems. ARTX allows use of Ada real-time tasking semantics, or of Ready Systems' own tasking commands, and ARTX supports multiprocessing. But ARTX works only with processors that use a single, shared memory. In addition, communication in ARTX looks different when software runs on one processor, as compared to running across several processors. This means that Ada programs written for one system configuration will usually have to be changed before they can be run on another.

Industrial Programming (Jericho, NY) offers a package called MTOS-UX/Ada. This package, based on the company's MTOS real-time kernel, allows Ada programs to be run on multiple processors and accepts normal Ada tasking commands. Ada programs are handled transparently by MTOS-UX/Ada, so that Ada code can be handled with automatic load balancing over up to 16 processors, each of which has its own memory, according to Bernard Mushinsky, IPI sales manager. MTOS-UX/Ada is, however, a rather specialized solution to the Ada distributed computing problem. Each processor must run the MTOS kernel, and MTOS-UX/Ada can be used only with code produced by Telesoft Ada compilers.

Those who note that Ada users must turn to facilities outside the language itself to meet distributed and parallel system needs have probably entertained the thought that revision of the Ada language itself should be considered.

Debate to shape Ada's future
Few outside the Ada community are aware that, sometime in the 1990s, a new version of the Ada language, provisionally called Ada 9X, will be officially adopted. The shape of Ada 9X is now under debate among Ada standards makers, vendors, and users. The basic issue in the debate is how to untie some of the knots that make Ada difficult to use.

One of those knots is that only FIFO (first-in, first-out) queues are permitted within the Ada language. Lee Silverthorn, president of DDC-I (Phoenix AZ), is among those who believe that the Ada language itself should permit the use of other types of queues as well. FIFO queues are appropriate for time sharing, but for many real-time systems, priority queuing is preferable. After careful consideration, Silverthorn and his colleagues have concluded that the Ada language requirement for FIFO queues should be dropped, since that would open the language not only to priority queues but to other types of queues as well.

Silverthorn notes, however, that with the FIFO requirement removed from Ada, users of FIFO queues will have to do some reprogramming with each new implementation, because the queues would no longer be a part of the Ada language standard.

With no particular type of queuing specified in the language, says Silverthorn, module portability and 80 to 90 percent overall portability could still be achieved for Ada software. There would have to be some reengineering when the software was ported to a new microprocessor or a new computer, and Ada users would have to know that queuing was one of the language's implementation-dependent features. In any case, Silverthorn believes, Ada portability has been oversold; naive users may expect Ada programs to be completely portable, but that is unrealistic, given the current state of the software art.

Priority queuing already supported
Another, quite different solution to the problem of using priority queues with Ada is proposed by a report from SEI, which states that priority queuing can already be supported in Ada. The reasoning is that a task can be preempted while attempting to make an entry call, but before its call is queued. Suppose, for example, that a low-priority task is in rendezvous with task S when a medium priority task, M, is preempted just before the call is made, so M is suspended, and the rendezvous continues. Now suppose a high-priority task, H, starts to execute and also attempts to call S. H is similarly suspended just before the call, and L's rendezvous with S continues. Now when the rendezvous is completed, the highest priority task that is ready to run is H—that is, in effect, calls are made in order of priority.

This sequence of preemptions is allowed by the standard, according
to John Goodenough, a member of the technical staff at the SEI and chair of the Ada Rapporteur Group, which develops interpretations of the Ada rules. In effect, priority queuing can be used for real-time systems without violating the standard. Legalistic interpretations of this kind apparently become necessary to provide needed implementation flexibility.

Priority inversion is another source of debate. Users find that in their Ada-based systems, high-priority tasks can sometimes be kept from running while a lower priority task occupies the computer. This shortcoming has convinced many users that Ada language mechanisms for tasking are flawed and need to be changed.

When a system has tasks that execute periodically, for example, there is a well-known algorithm that is used to determine whether those tasks can be scheduled and, if so, the priority that should be assigned to each task. Unfortunately, Ada isn’t able to make proper use of this algorithm because the possibility of priority inversion is always present. According to IBM’s Fisher, the most difficult priority inversion problems arise when periodic and nonperiodic tasks are mixed together.

Fisher believes that it might be a good thing to have some Ada options that allow scheduling with priority inheritance to avoid priority inversion. At the same time, he isn’t sure that Ada language changes are needed to solve this problem.

Fisher notes that SEI’s Goodenough and Lui Sha, professor of computer science at Carnegie-Mellon University (Pittsburgh, PA) have proposed a priority ceiling protocol, which minimizes priority inversion effects, while avoiding any need for changes in the Ada language. However, says Fisher, this approach works for only a limited set of problems, and more work is needed to find out about situations where both periodic and nonperiodic tasks have to be scheduled.

OPPOSING ADA CHANGES

Ada guardians, such as Charles McKay, director of the NASA Software Engineering Center (Clear Lake, TX), insist that there should be only minimal change in the Ada language because the standard language definition is perhaps Ada’s most basic strength. A firm standard implies a capability for software portability and reusability, and these are good reasons to maintain a language standard. And beyond these benefits, the military’s need for simple, universal equipment and software maintenance motivates the determination of the Ada community to adhere strictly to the Ada language standard.

McKay isn’t alone in his conservative approach to Ada language changes. Silverthorn of DCC-I notes that users often feel that Ada is inefficient and does not support their needs. But Silverthorn finds that perception uninformed, since few developers are adept at using Ada.

Silverthorn believes that Ada “is actually pretty good” for those who learn to use it effectively. To increase knowledge of Ada, he says, better documentation is needed, as are clear practical examples of how the language can be used.

IBM’s Fisher concurs. “At this point it’s desirable to make minimal changes in the Ada language, particularly in areas that aren’t well understood.”

SEI is studying certain specific areas of potential changes to Ada, including possible changes to better support real-time applications. SEI’s Goodenough isn’t yet clear on which proposals for change are properly language concerns and which should be handled by run-time implementations.

For example, says Goodenough, initial discussions of priority inversion revealed that, when programming in a certain style in Ada, priority inversions can frequently occur. Subsequent study has shown, however, that there are ways to get around that problem and that changes to the Ada language may not be needed to minimize the priority inversion problem.

The Ada language allows a lot of run-time flexibility, Goodenough notes, and system developers need to understand how to exploit that flexibility to get what they need.

Goodenough and his colleagues are trying to analyze what applications programmers’ real requirements are, and why they find it difficult to meet them in Ada. That knowledge will, he believes, lay a basis for decisions on where language changes are needed, and where there should be more direction given to implementers.

Goodenough recognizes, however, that even if virtually everything users need to do can be done with the Ada language as it exists today, that still doesn’t solve the practical problems users face as they search for economical system designs. As he puts it, “Users shouldn’t have to fight against the language to accomplish what they need. The language should work with them.”
Now you can bring your system solutions to life. Faster, easier, and more powerfully than ever. Just endow them with an Embedded Personal Computer. A Radix MicroSystems 386 EPC™.
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Get the kit. Forget you'll move a whole

INTRODUCING
THE ONE-CHIP, HIGH-PERFORMANCE SOLUTION TO FLOPPY-DISK CONTROL.

This new device is actually a complete floppy disk controller kit in a single chip. It gives you everything you need—a precision analog data separator, pin-programmable write precompensation, and cable and bus interface buffers.

All you have to add is an address decoder, a crystal, and a few passive components.

Think of how quick and easy this kit will be to design with. The nitty-gritty work has already been done. And the DP8473 is fully compatible with the NEC µPD765A, the current industry standard. So all you have to do is drop it into your design. (And eliminate about 20 other chips.)

The DP8473 will control up to four floppy-disk drives in an IBM PC-XT, PC-AT, or any PS/2 model personal computer.

THE KIT.
National's one-chip solution to floppy-disk control.

AND THE CABOODLE.
Other solutions carry a lot of excess baggage.
QUICKER DESIGNS, QUICKER PROFITS.

In addition to your tremendous savings in real estate, your savings in raw components, inventory, and assembly could add up to more than $10 a board. So you not only get to market sooner, you also make a quicker profit.

Even more important, the DP8473 gives you better performance than any other integrated floppy disk controller solution on the market.

Unlike most competitors, its on-board data separator is analog rather than digital.

THE QUICKER WAY TO HIGH PERFORMANCE.

Because it has the continuous tracking ability of an analog phase-locked loop, the DP8473 is less sensitive to motor speed variation and bit shift. So it has a larger dynamic window margin.

In fact, its window margin is greater than any other integrated solution on the market — analog or digital. And, of course, the bigger your window margin, the better your data integrity. And the faster the data rates you can handle.

QUICK DELIVERY.

The DP8473 is in stock at your distributor now. So you can start taking advantage of its many benefits right away.

With the addition of this new floppy disk controller, National's mass storage chip set is now the most complete in the industry.

We can provide the ideal drive-control solution for every application — from PC to mainframe.

NATIONAL'S MASS STORAGE FAMILY

Floppy-Disk Data Controller
  DP8473

Hard-Disk Data Controller
  DP8466A

Data Synchronizers/Separators
  DP8451 DP8455 DP8459
  DP8461 DP8462 DP8465

Pulse Detectors
  DP8464B DP8468B

2, 7 Encoder/Decoder
  DP8463B

Async SCSI I/O
  DP5380

With data rates up to 25M bps. We also offer a complete line of hard disk drive support chips. For more information — quick — contact your National distributor. Or call us toll-free at 800-227-1817, ext. 17.
Distinctions blur between DSP solutions

Warren Andrews
Senior Editor

A wide variety of chips move to higher levels of integration, making previous distinctions ambiguous and heralding a new generation of DSP technology.

Digital signal processing techniques have emerged from the laboratory and are rapidly being put to work in real-world applications. The implementation of such techniques, however, has been anything but orderly and predictable. DSP functions have migrated from bit-slice processors to building-block approaches to microcontrollers and single-chip DSPs. Now, the introduction of high-performance microcontrollers, combined with the emergence of the latest-generation RISC and CISC processor chip sets and improved application-specific IC technology, greatly clouds over distinctions in applications—perhaps heralding yet another generation of DSP.

Ultimately, the application itself—and a determination of some kind of price/performance ratio—will determine the particular DSP implementation. Early DSP applications were primarily in the military and very high end array processing where the emphasis was on the performance rather than on the price end of the equation. Implementations of such applications usually took the form of boards full of the highest-speed logic and DSP building blocks available.

"The underlying thrust now in the DSP arena is to try to match the cost and performance of the DSP solution to the application," says John Reimer, marketing manager for microcomputer and communications products at Fujitsu Microelectronics. "But this hasn't always been so easy since many of the emerging applications are in extremely cost-sensitive consumer areas such as digital audio and television."

Steve Brightfield, DSP product marketing manager at Plessey Semiconductors (Scotts Valley, CA), agrees, citing high-definition TV as a leading driver of DSP technology. Brightfield believes, however, that the HDTV and computer imaging applications will soon use the same DSP technology.

The verge of a new technology

The confluence of faster and denser silicon with the increasing sophistication of DSP algorithms has resulted in many DSP applications previously handled by boards now being taken over by single-chip solutions. In addition, as these single chips advance along the cost/volume learning curve, they begin to yield cost-effective DSP solutions to problems that have traditionally—and until now, most economically—been handled using analog techniques. But even as these new parts emerge, we seem to be on the edge of yet another generation of DSP technology.

Only a year ago, DSP applications were neatly divided among building-block approaches, algorithm-specific (special-function) DSP chips and general-purpose DSPs. The key to selecting an approach was then, as it is now, almost completely a price/performance judgment. Over the past year, though, a host of new products have been changing the complexion of the industry.

At the low end, DSP-based microcontroller products are starting to resemble more conventional microcontrollers. Microchip Technology (Chandler, AZ), for example, incorporated the core of the 320C10 from Texas Instruments (Dallas, TX) with the I/O normally found in conventional microcontrollers. The resultant chip has found broad-based applications in everything from servo control for disk drives to talking dolls. And the addition of such things as an on-board analog-to-digital converter and EEPROM may well put DSP-based controllers in contention for sockets in automotive engine control, an area now dominated by such popular microcon-
controllers as the 68HC11 from Motorola (Austin, TX) and the 80C51 from Intel (Santa Clara, CA).

At the higher end of the spectrum, the latest generation of floating-point processors are starting to look more like conventional microprocessors. The four leading contenders in the 32-bit floating-point field, the DSP32C from AT&T Microelectronics (Berkeley Heights, NJ), the 320C30 from TI, the 96000 from Motorola, and the 86XXX from Fujitsu, for example, all address up to 16 Mbytes of memory—up almost tenfold from previous generations.

And while general-purpose DSP chips are starting to resemble conventional microprocessors, conventional—and not-so conventional—processors are starting to look a lot like DSP chips. The chip architectures in some of the recent RISC offerings begin to look suspiciously like a DSP, and many versions of RISC devices are being designed to attack embedded-control applications.

Three DSP approaches

There are three fundamental approaches to solving DSP problems: using building blocks, using standard, general-purpose single-chip
DSPs, and using one or more of the custom and semicustom approaches available. Building-block devices continue to provide the highest level of performance, but at a sacrifice of cost, board space and development time. And while makers of building blocks such as multipliers, adders and address generators continue to expand their performance, capabilities and level of integration, cost and system complexity often limit the range of applications.

In the single-chip, general-purpose DSP arena, a variety of vendors both here and abroad have joined Texas Instruments—the leader in single-chip DSPs—in offering such chips. These vendors include AT&T, Motorola, Analog Devices, Fujitsu, Oki Semiconductor, NEC and others, each attempting to shear off a portion of what is estimated to be a gigantic market—well over $1 billion in 1989 and anticipated to grow at 30 percent rate. Most recently, Zoran (Santa Clara, CA) joined the fray, introducing a high-performance floating-point processor that is more adaptable to general-purpose applications than is its previous family of products.

But despite the high level of activity in standard components, some kind of ASIC approach will undoubtedly win in many DSP areas. The applications now emerging will mandate the use of a custom approach, simply because the volumes will be so high, according to Fujitsu's Reimer. He adds, however, that these custom devices will likely take the form of custom versions of standard DSPs. This trend is already well established in the single-chip arena, where TI has an estimated 70-plus percent of the market. Of this business, some analysts calculate that more than 60 percent of this represents customized versions of standard products in the 320 family of DSPs.

In the truly semicustom DSP arena, an approach pioneered by LSI Logic (Milpitas, CA) involves the placement of a number of multiplier/accumulators (MACs) on a die surrounded by a gate array for customizing the blocks into a function. Subsequently, Plessey Semiconductors developed its own version, providing similar capabilities but with more flexible blocks.

**General-purpose DSPs**

General-purpose DSPs come in two basic flavors: integer and floating-point.

---

[Diagram of the 32-bit 86232 Architecture]

Fujitsu's second-generation 32-bit floating-point chip, the 86232, is targeted at high-performance applications. It supports 32-bit floating-point, 32-bit fixed-point and 24-bit integer data formats and lets all three formats coexist within a single program, with type conversion handled by the instruction.
point. Fixed-point devices, or those performing only integer arithmetic, are the fastest and least expensive. It's no surprise, therefore, that they dominate the market. Texas Instruments has been the leader in this area with its 320 family, a variety of NMOS and CMOS devices.

In the fixed-point arena, TI has elected to remain in the 16-bit area, going after a host of applications in speech synthesis/recognition and telecommunications. AT&T Microelectronics also participates in the 16-bit, fixed-point business with its DSP-16 and DSP-16A processors. Boasting the fastest cycle time of any 16-bit DSP (33 ns), the DSP-16A has endeared itself to many designers requiring the fastest possible performance in a single-chip DSP.

Motorola was somewhat behind AT&T and TI in introducing its DSP device, the 56000, to the market, but it incorporated a few twists not available on either the AT&T or TI devices. "For one," says Jane Bates, business manager for Motorola DSP devices, "the 56000 is a 24-bit integer device allowing for 24 x 24-bit multiplication with an internal 56-bit accumulator." The greater resolution, says Bates, provides the wide dynamic range required for many speech applications and digital audio.

In addition, says Bates, the 56000 uses a high level of parallelism with three different execution units; a data ALU, address arithmetic units, and a program controller. The chip also has six on-board memories, three on-chip microprocessor unit-style peripherals (serial communication interface, synchronous serial interface and host interface), a clock generator and three address and four data buses.

Motorola has also just introduced a companion chip that provides a complete analog-to-digital conversion function as well as an interface directly to the 56000. Called the 56ADC, the chip combines a 16-bit analog converter providing a full 96-dB dynamic range with a digital interface to the Motorola as well as other DSP devices.

Because of the relatively low cost and simplicity of the fixed-point chip, "there will always be a lot of applications for them," says James Flynn, technical product support engineer for AT&T (Allentown, PA).

floating-point DSPs

Though fixed-point DSPs will continue to dominate a large part of the very low-end market, there are some inherent limitations when doing integer mathematics. The results of multiplications and additions must be scaled, for example, because they will quickly go out of range. Operations to perform this type of scaling are complex and can take many processor cycles, thus greatly reducing system throughput. In addition, there are many algorithms that are extremely difficult or impossible to program into fixed-point devices. The obvious solution to these problems is to use a floating-point unit. Because of their added complexity, however, floating-point chips have traditionally been slower and as much as two to three times more expensive.

But clearly there are factors that favor the selection of a floating-point device. Floating-point chips are far easier to program and frequently require considerably fewer support chips to integrate into a system. Some of the trade-offs that must be considered in designing a DSP system include development/programming time and other nonrecurring engineering costs, which often offset the higher price of floating-point parts.

The first of the general-purpose floating-point devices to hit the market was AT&T Microelectronics' 32-bit DSP32. The chip comprises a full 32-bit floating-point processor operating at 25 MHz and capable of performing 12.5 MFlops. In addition, it includes a 16-bit address space, a 12.5-Mbit/s serial I/O port and an 8-bit serial port.

The second generation of the part, fabricated in 1-micron CMOS, as opposed to the original NMOS part, doubles the operating frequency to 50 MHz, letting the chip perform 25 MFlops. In addition, the address space was increased from 16 to 24 bits, the speed of the serial I/O port increased from 12.5 to 16 Mbits/s and that of the parallel I/O port increased from 8 to 16 bits.

"There will always be a lot of applications for fixed-point chips."

—James Flynn, AT&T

DSP controllers

Yet another area of applications was opened for DSP-based devices when Microchip, a wholly owned division of General Instruments (Hicksville, NY), introduced its 320C14, a DSP-based microcontroller. Microchip developed the controller in cooperation with TI and surrounded a 320C10 core with I/O and peripheral circuits.

The new architecture represents a revolutionary change in the way engineers will look at control functions—many of whom continue to use analog circuitry because the DSP horsepower hasn't been available at a reasonable price, according to Rahul Sud, vice-president of marketing for Microchip. The ability to perform single-cycle multiplications, say Ajay Padgaonkar, design engineering manager, lets the 320C14 perform many advanced control algorithms such as adaptive control, Kalman filtering and state controllers in real time.

One promising application area for the DSP controller is in closed-loop control where a feedback loop is used to improve control accuracy by compensating for system characteristics. Traditionally, these compensation loops have been built using analog circuitry.

Using digital techniques, such control loops are generally implemented using second-order finite impulse response (FIR) and infinite impulse response (IIR) filters. These digital approaches bring higher reliability, noise immunity and flexibility to such applications. Complex digital filters require, however, computationally intensive sum-of-products calculations, which have traditionally been poor performers, too expensive, or both.

Conventional microcontrollers lack the hardware arithmetic capability and can't compute such filter algorithms in anywhere near real time. Instead, they rely on approximate values obtained by accessing lookup tables — resulting in an inflexible system, often lacking the necessary accuracy. DSP chips, on the other hand, have the computational capability, but until now, lacked the I/O and peripheral functionality for a practical implementation. Such systems are burdened with enough extra glue logic to make their implementation impractical due to size, cost and/or environmental factors.
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The next graphics processing system you develop could generate this image over 300 times faster than anything around.
Make AT&T's 32-bit floating point digital signal processors the heart of your system, and make it a market leader.

On top of that, you can develop your system at a fraction of what you usually spend in time, money, and board space.

A system that can give you a commanding lead in the market for computing-intensive applications such as array processing, CAD/CAM systems and flight simulation.

A system that offers realtime graphics and image processing capabilities for filtering, transformations, hidden surface elimination, and shading.

You can build this performance into your graphics and image processing system by using AT&T's components of success.

The component of technology:
The heart of your system: AT&T's family of DSP32 products.

Our WE® DSP32 digital signal processor is a 32-bit DSP that's in use today in graphics, telecommunications, and speech recognition systems.

Our new CMOS DSP32C is the world's most advanced DSP—with over 400,000 transistors, and fabricated in .75 micron double-level metal technology.

The DSP32 product family offers peak performance of 25 MFLOPS of throughput. This processing power allows the implementation of sophisticated graphics algorithms with no compromise in performance.

The AT&T DSP32 family also offers substantial developmental advantages:

- Low cost/high performance: AT&T's floating point DSPs employ unique byte-addressable memory space to simplify manipulation of pixel color values. The DSP architecture incorporates high processing power, flexible I/O, on-chip memory, and clean interface to the outside world. These features reduce board space and design time and provide a high-performance solution.

- IEEE compatibility: Our DSP32C converts to IEEE P754 floating point format in one instruction. No need for special software.

- Program your algorithm in C: We offer you the flexibility to program in assembly or C language. Our C compiler and optimized application library will get your application up-and-running, fast.

- Software and hardware development support: We provide a full set of tools for creating, testing and de-bugging application programs. These tools run under both the MS®-DOS and UNIX® systems.

Note: The AT&T DSP line now also includes a new 16-bit, fixed point, CMOS device—the DSP16A—that runs at a record 33ns, and offers more on-chip memory than any other fixed point DSP.

The component of confidence:
AT&T's extensive design support includes development tools for realtime software and hardware evaluation and de-bugging of DSP programs.

Our worldwide Field Application Engineers will answer questions as you proceed with your design. They are supported by Bell Laboratories' engineers, the designers of our DSP products.

Keep in mind, too, that AT&T offers more than 100 years of manufacturing experience—and quality and reliability standards second to none.

So, to make your next graphics processing system an applications pace-setter, and a technological success, call AT&T at 1800 372-2447 (Canada, call 1800 553-2448).

IEEE: The components of success.

AT&T: The right choice.
Combining RISC and DSP for high-performance imaging and control

RISC-based microprocessors, such as the Am29000 from Advanced Micro Devices (Sunnyvale, CA), and digital signal processors, such as the DSP32 from AT&T Microelectronics (Berkeley Heights, NJ), are at the cutting edge of today's technology. Both evolved from a common CISC heritage of 8-bit, then 16-bit, general-purpose microprocessors, but their paths diverged in response to the specialized needs of their intended markets.

The Am29000 is a high-performance embedded controller and is optimized for moving vast quantities of data between memory and I/O devices with only minimal operational processing of that information. The DSP32 is optimized to perform mathematical transformations on blocks or streams of digital data, but it doesn’t have the flexible data movement or interrupt response that marks the Am29000.

Both processors have in common the ability to function in tightly coupled multiprocessor systems. We can point out the differences and complementary strengths of these devices by looking at an example application.

We are going to design a RISC- and DSP-based mail delivery robot (see figure at right) for a hypothetical high-technology company that never stops asking, “What if...?” The robot will be able to wander the building, looking out for objects in its path with dual video cameras that provide location and depth information. In addition, the robot will recognize several basic spoken words, such as “stop,” “go,” “slow” and so forth. It will also speak phrases such as “Excuse me,” “Any mail for delivery?” and “Do you want that with double cheese?”

The DSP32 will be responsible for the visual and aural signal processing, while the Am29000 will coordinate the overall operation of the robot. This latter function includes operation of the drive motors and steering, generation of the synthesized voice, and control of the information streams from the DSP system.

Two video cameras, with charge coupled device (CCD) image sensors, provide a stereoscopic view of the path ahead. The output of the CCD array passes through video analog multiplexing gates, followed by a low-resolution (6-bit) analog-to-digital converter. A frame grabber then captures the image and shifts it out serially. This data stream, which represents a grayscale for the image on each of the pixels of the CCD array, is fed directly into the serial I/O (SIO) port of the DSP32. There, it’s reconstructed into bytes of data and placed directly into an image buffer in memory, utilizing the DMA feature of the SIO. The images are taken into memory at a rate just slower than the time required by the DSP32 to process an image.

The DMA provides for images to be brought into the “background” while the processor is working on the previous image. The instruction set of the DSP, which is optimized for the mathematical operations of multiply and accumulate, rapidly produce the Fourier-transformed image analysis of the video scene. The relevant elements of these transforms are then stored in local memory.

The Am29000 is also doing what it does best. Addressing the parallel I/O (PIO) port of the DSP as an I/O peripheral, it sends an updated block of previously stored video information to the DSP through the built-in DMA within the PIO. This preprocessed video information is used by the DSP to compare current video data with preprogrammed data.

When the difference calculation is completed by the DSP, it indicates this in the mailbox within the PIO, thus interrupting the Am29000. The Am29000 then retrieves the Fourier difference data from a buffer within DSP memory, while the DSP proceeds to process the next image that has already been placed in its buffer. The Am29000 then uses this data as course update and correction information.

Periodically, the DSP checks its audio frame buffer for any information needing to be processed. The audio buffer is a simple microphone, amplifier, A-D converter and local memory, all under the control of a processor such as an 8052. The 8052 is memory-mapped into the DSP’s address space. If the DSP sees that a verbal command has been given to the robot, it places a message in the mailbox of the PIO, interrupting the Am29000 and causing the memory access time to be 35 ns while the instruction cycle time might be 100 ns. Thus, the access time would run 135 ns for memory that needed only slightly more than the 35-ns access.

In the 32C, by contrast, wait states are segmented into one-quarter of a cycle. A single wait state of the 32C, therefore, is only 20 ns (80 ns total cycle time), according to Ulery. Wait states can therefore be incremented in quarters of an instruction cycle.

Yet another modification in the 32C is its ability to use more than one type of external memory. Thus, the 32C was designed with two inde-
an immediate change in action.

The Am29000 is controlling all of the locomotive functions of the robot, as well as monitoring all systems' functionality. With its large, internal instruction and data caches, it easily digests the large quantity of course information coming back from the DSP, as well as sending down large amounts of the prestored course data. (A 30-MHz Am29000, with its instruction and data buses performing simultaneous burst-mode transactions, can move information at 240 Mbytes/s.)

Also connected to the Am29000 are the numerous tactile sensors located around the periphery of the robot. These sensors provide information about the surroundings, such as walls, nearby people, and so forth that are out of view of the TV cameras. Certain high-priority sensors, such as the built-in smoke detector, cause an interrupt to the Am29000 requesting immediate attention. The Am29000 also operates the speaker and speech-synthesis circuitry. Using its block move and rapid interrupt response capabilities, the Am29000 provides a safe-operations envelope for dangerous situations.

The data in each processor is organized in a way that provides the most efficient use of the processor buses. On the DSP, the program that operates on the data is stored in internal RAM and the image data is stored in external RAM. This lets the processor access a piece of image data while it's setting up the internal bus for the next instruction fetch. The Am29000 takes advantage of separate program and data memories, which allows the processor to read the status of the attached peripherals while the instructions cache is filling up with the next instructions to be executed. These memory configurations help achieve the maximum processor bandwidth.

Like AT&T's 32C, TI's flagship product, the 320C30 32-bit floating-point processor, incorporates many of the functions found in many conventional microprocessors, such as memory addressing range, interrupt and DMA features.

The 320C30 tops AT&T's 32C with a 33-MFlops performance, which translates into a 60-ns cycle time. Key features of the C30 include a pair of 1k x 32-bit single-cycle, dual-access RAM blocks; a 4k x 32-bit, single-cycle dual-access ROM block; a 64 x 32-bit instruction cache; 32-bit instructions and data words; a 24-bit address space; a 32/40-bit floating-point integer multiplier; and a 32/40-bit floating-point integer.

Fabricated in a 1-micron CMOS process, the C30 makes it through the 1,024-point fast Fourier transform benchmark in only 1.67 ms. Other benchmarks noted by TI include an FIR filter tap with data shift performed in 60 ns, and a cascaded IIR biquad filter element with five coefficients performed in only 360 ns.

### 32- and 24-bit floating point

Fujitsu's latest entries into the single-chip, general-purpose DSP market include a 32-bit floating-point device, the MB 86232, and a 24-bit floating-point part, the MB 86220.
The 32-bit part supports 32-bit floating-point, 32-bit fixed-point and 24-bit integer data formats and allows all three formats to coexist within a single program with type conversion handled by the instruction.

The 32-bit chip comprises six functional blocks: program sequence control; address calculation; data RAM; arithmetic and logic; dedicated registers/counter; and the I/O interface. All blocks are tied to the internal twin 32-bit data buses, which handle data transfer between registers and memories.

While the 86232 is the flagship of Fujitsu’s DSP family, competing head to head with the 32-bit floating-point parts from TI, AT&T and Motorola, the part that has attracted the most interest is Fujitsu’s 24-bit floating-point DSP core and a universal parallel and serial peripheral interface block.

Zoran, which primarily focuses its efforts on algorithm-specific DSP devices, is just beginning to sample its new 34325 32-bit floating-point device that has functions making it more closely resemble general-purpose floating-point processors than it does traditional algorithm-specific devices. Designed to operate at 25 MHz, with some of its speed distribution expected to fall in the 30-MHz speed range, the part will perform a complex 1,024-point FFT in about 1,400 µs and a 32-tap FIR of 128 real points in 318 µs. These performance specifications place Zoran’s 34325 squarely in competition with the parts from AT&T, TI, Fujitsu and Motorola.

Motorola has been slow in getting its floating-point processors up and going. “We took our time to make sure we got things right the first time on the 56000,” Bates says. The same philosophy is being adopted for the 32-bit floating-point 96000, she says.

Motorola will offer two versions of the 96000 family: the 96001 single-bus version of the part aimed at high-performance, cost-sensitive applications, and the 96002 dual-bus version for high-performance applications requiring a high bandwidth. The 96002 has two independent bus ports that can be assigned to any of X, Y, or program memory spaces, effectively doubling off-chip bus bandwidth. In addition, the dual ports facilitate interfacing to page-mode and video RAMs.

Both the 96001 and 96002 will be manufactured in Motorola’s 1.2-micron HCMOS process with a resultant cycle time of 75 ns (13.33 Mips). Because the ALU, address generator unit and program controller operate in parallel with the CPU, up to three floating-point operations, two data moves and two address pointer updates can be executed in a single instruction cycle. This parallelism lets peak performance on the chip reach 40 MFlops. Twin DMA controller channels operate in parallel with the CPU to provide memory-to-memory and memory-to-peripheral transfers. Benchmark results for a 1,024-point complex FFT, says Bates, come in at less than 2 ms. And, she adds, the chip can process over 2 million interrupts/s.

The ALU on the 96000 family conforms with the IEEE 754-1985 standard for binary floating-point arithmetic and supports all four rounding modes. The data ALU also supports integer arithmetic, including a 32×32-bit multiplication with a full, nontruncated, 64-bit product.

Fujitsu’s latest entry in the floating-point DSP market, the 24-bit floating-point 86220, is likely to raise some eyebrows with its $30 price tag. Like Fujitsu’s 32-bit floating-point chip, the 86220 has a 75-ns cycle time. The chip has been designed using a proprietary ASIC approach so the DSP core can be surrounded with other peripheral and I/O circuits for a customized version.

Fujitsu’s latest entry in the floating-point DSP market, the 24-bit floating-point 86220, is likely to raise some eyebrows with its $30 price tag. Like Fujitsu’s 32-bit floating-point chip, the 86220 has a 75-ns cycle time. The chip has been designed using a proprietary ASIC approach so the DSP core can be surrounded with other peripheral and I/O circuits for a customized version.
The Fastest 320C10 in the West!

32-MHz DSP320C10
16/32-Bit Single-Chip
Digital Signal Processor

Available Now From
The Guys In White Hats
At Microchip.

When your high-performance 320-based system or new digital signal processing application needs increased throughput, hire the new 32-MHz DSP320C10-32. With the DSP320C10-32, you can execute your current 320-based algorithms with up to a 60% increase in speed and 8 MIPS performance.

No Holdup

The DSP320C10-32 is available in production quantities, off-the-shelf. To make you quick on the draw, samples are immediately available for your development work, and Microchip offers an in-circuit emulator and full software support for the entire gang of DSP320 devices.

"Fort Chandler" To The Rescue

When military performance is required, Microchip offers a full arsenal of DESC SMD approved DSP320 devices to save the day.

- Low power CMOS technology
- Single 5V supply
- Interrupt with full context save
- Signed two's complement fixed point arithmetic
- 16-bit bidirectional data bus with 65-megabits-per-second transfer rate
- 16x16-bit multiply in 122ns
- 0 to 15-bit barrel shifter
- Eight input/eight output channels
- 16-bit instruction/data word
- 32-bit ALU/Accumulator
- External memory expansion to a total of 4K words at full speed
- ROMless version DSP320C10
- 1.5K word on-chip program
- 1.5K word on-chip data RAM
- 122ns maximum instruction cycle
- 144 word on-chip data RAM

Other Members of Our Gang

Microchip offers a full line of both CMOS (320C10) and NMOS (32010) Digital Signal Processors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MICROCHIP PART NO.</th>
<th>SPEED (MHz)</th>
<th>PACKAGE</th>
<th>DESC SMD NO.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSP320C10-32/P</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>40L PLA DIP</td>
<td>5962-87633020X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP320C10-32/L</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>44L PLCC</td>
<td>5962-87633020X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP320C10-25/P</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>40L PLA DIP</td>
<td>5962-87633010X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP320C10-25/L</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>44L PLCC</td>
<td>5962-87633010X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP320C10-25/B/X</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>40L PLA DIP</td>
<td>5962-87633010X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP320C10-25/B/U</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>44L PLA DIP</td>
<td>5962-87633010X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP320C10-14/P</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>40L PLA DIP</td>
<td>84053012X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP320C10-14/L</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>44L PLCC</td>
<td>84053012X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Be Fast On The Draw

Pick up the phone and call for more information on the DSP320C10-32 and other DSP320 gang members.

Call Microchip Technology:
(602) 345-3322.

Microchip Technology
2355 West Chandler Boulevard
Chandler, Arizona 85224

Helping You Gun Down Your Competition
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CIRCLE NO. 44
DSP and RISC merge in 80860

Though DSP chips are widely considered to be a special subset of RISC technology, the distinction between DSP devices and general-purpose microprocessors has generally been relatively well defined—until now, that is. The announcement of the megatransistor 80860 RISC processor from Intel (Santa Clara, CA) may usher in a new generation of DSP devices.

Since its announcement, the 80860 has received an almost unprecedented amount of press coverage from both the trade and international business press, which heralded it almost as a "second coming" of the microprocessor.

This coverage, combined with the previously generated excitement over RISC architectures, prompted at least one observer to comment, "I haven't seen so much media hype in one place since the Volkswagen Beetle.

But as the media dust settles down a little and the 80860 is subjected to closer scrutiny, it's interesting to take a look at how closely it maps—particularly in certain areas—to more traditional DSP architectures. The 80860 comprises two processing units, each with its own set of 32, 32-bit registers. One processing unit handles integer operations, while the other handles floating-point and graphics operations. The two can operate independently or work together to provide some high-power DSP-class performance.

With its highly parallel architecture and tight coupling of the integer and floating-point units (similar to the architectures found in the leading 32-bit floating-point DSPs), the 80860 is capable of generating a new result each cycle. Thus, operating at 40 MHz, the chip can theoretically crank at a rate of 40 integer Mips and 80 single-precision MFlops. Benchmarks claimed by Intel peg the peak performance of a 40-MHz 80860 at 105 kDhrystones and 26 MWhetstones—performance to be envied by many DSP chips.

The 80860's floating-point units, the FPU adder and FPU multiplier, are designed to operate in parallel as well as exchange data between each other. Once again, this shows a similarity to many conventional DSPs. And unlike classical RISC implementations that have a fixed number of stages, the FPU on the 80860 has a set of pipelined stages that can be invoked depending on the precision and operation required.

Plessey, says Brightfield, has been carefully looking at applications in image processing, with the obvious implications for digital TV and HDTV. Plessey's approach, similar to that of LSI Logic, calls for an array of MACs combined with a gate array and surrounded by mask-programmed I/O. To illustrate the concept, and to provide a vehicle for customers to exercise the technology, Plessey has developed a few standard products, including a single-chip convolver that has integral line delays.

The convolver, for use in image processing, incorporates a MAC array that can be multicycled at double or quadruple the pixel rate. This lets the array be configured in a variety of ways with different window size, depth and pixel rates. While the part is designed for a specific job, it's intended to demonstrate the performance capabilities of the MAC arrays with associated logic. The gate array incorporated with the device is Plessey's sea-of-gates approach, which provides flexibility for incorporating a variety of additional functions on the chip.

"One of the main advantages of using a multiple MAC array," says Brightfield, "is that the sample rate can be pushed well above the current limit of 100 KHz imposed by proces-
multiplier can produce a 32-bit answer in a single clock period, or a 64-bit result each two clock periods.

**Equipped for graphics**

Three-dimensional graphics is one of the more computationally intensive chores for which conventional DSP chips are often called in to manage. The 80860 not only provides the math capability to handle graphics processing, but also adds a graphics processor to help in transforming and manipulating images. Object information is normally stored as a list of three-dimensional vertices. A 4x4 matrix representing the translate, scale, and rotate operations is used to calculate the parameters of the image.

The 80860 is well adapted to executing such chores, holding key values of the transform matrix in the floating-point register and applying them to the display list passing from memory through the data cache and into the FPU register file. Intel estimates that 3-D transform rates can peak at over 500,000/s for 3-D matrices with clipping tests and perspective.

The graphics capabilities are further enhanced by the graphics processor, which handles pixel interpolation and Z-buffer checking. The graphics unit handles pixel data, operating on data concurrently by adding a word with multiple pixels to another word—all in a single cycle.

The graphics processor resides in parallel with the FPU adder and multiplier units, using the chip’s internal buses to connect to the floating-point registers. The computational-intensive capabilities of the 80860 give rise to speculation that the N in the original code name for the part, N-10, referred to its “numeric” capabilities and that the part was initially conceived of as a numeric and graphics processor. Though vehemently denied by Intel, there is some strong evidence to support the rumor that the part was initially designed as a coprocessor for the 80386/486, according to an article by John Wharton in Mike Slater’s Microprocessor Report newsletter.

Wharton points to the constraints on the 80860 MMU that were required to make it compatible with the 80386 so that it can share memory page tables with the 386 and 486. Also, he points out, the relatively small (4-Kbyte) cache with no provision for a second-level cache is inconsistent with general-purpose programming, yet it can manage a floating-point library or set of graphics routines with no trouble.

While design motivation remains a matter of speculation, there is little room for speculation that the 80860 fits within the architectural and performance area of a high-performance DSP device. The fundamental differences lie in the memory architecture and addressing scheme, which remains strictly in the general-purpose RISC processor realm.

One need only look at the overall trend in general-purpose DSP machines, however, to see that memory addressing schemes and control logic are moving in the direction of more “conventional” RISC processors.

**An emerging trend**

Intel isn’t alone in leaning toward DSP-like architectures. The approach to RISC machines taken by Apollo Computer (Chelmsford, MA) in its Prism has an architecture that starts to look something like the 80860. It uses a 64-bit bus to tightly couple a RISC processor and FPU. And, like the 80860, it uses a 64-bit pluck of two 32-bit instructions simultaneously, one for the RISC processor and one for the FPU.

Though there seems to be an evolutionary pattern emerging, with DSP chips merging into general-purpose processors and general-purpose processors looking like RISC machines, the 80860 represents the first giant step in melding of the two technologies.

And while we know of no major architectural developments on the horizon now, we can expect that this trend will continue. We might even be seeing versions of some of the more popular RISC architectures, such as the MIPS or Sparc, emerge with increased emphasis on signal processing capabilities.

**DSP meets RISC**

“A DSP,” says Reimer, “is nothing more than a specialized RISC machine dedicated to performing math-intensive algorithms. And as conventional RISC chips continue to mature, there will be less and less differentiation between DSP, RISC and even conventional CISC processors and microcontrollers” he says.

The DSP approach used in any given application, he stresses, is dependent on the all-important price/performance ratio. As a result, designers will “not vote along party lines” for using a DSP chip simply because they’re doing a DSP-like function, he says. Increasingly, DSP and RISC processors—and even CISC processors and microcontrollers—will almost be interchangeable in many applications.

AT&T’s Flynn agrees that there are many similarities in architecture between RISC and DSP chip architectures, but he stresses that there’s a fundamental difference: a DSP architecture is totally dedicated to providing a multiply/accumulate in a single instruction cycle. “Almost all DSP applications,” he says, “are in embedded control providing some kind of filtering, which requires fast processing of math-intensive algorithms that can’t be done using conventional processors.”

Flynn points out that applications in disk servo control, radar, cellular telephone, V.32 modems, digital telephone switches, and graphics are “slow to impossible” to accomplish using conventional processors. In addition, he says, DSP devices communicate well with each other, greatly simplifying designs requiring multiple processors.

Despite Flynn’s contention that DSP chips have a unique foothold in signal processing applications, many contenders are now vying for some dedicated DSP chip sockets. The most obvious of these is Intel’s re-
High-level programming tools guide DSP into mainstream computing

Though initially developed to handle real-time signal processing, DSPs are finding increased use in a variety of mainstream computing applications.

From telecommunications and CAD/CAM to image processing and graphics, designers are using DSPs to tackle a broad range of computationally intensive applications.

As designers apply DSPs in more complex applications, the process of DSP software development is changing. In the past, designers have developed their DSP algorithms on a mainframe in a high-level language and then recoded in DSP assembler to maximize code efficiency and throughput. Increasingly, however, growing application complexity and time-to-market pressures have made assembly-language programming less practical.

With software productivity becoming continually more critical, designers are turning to higher-level programming tools that can slash their development cycles. Semiconductor and third-party software vendors, in turn, are responding with a host of support software. This ranges from simulators, debuggers, compilers and subroutine libraries, to window-based application generators that enable novices to develop DSP applications without writing a single line of code.

- **Optimizing compilers**

  DSP semiconductor vendors typically provide the base-level software support upon which OEMs, VARs, and end users build more robust application-level software. For the AT&T DSP32, for example, AT&T provides an assembler with a C-like syntax, a simulator, a linker, and a library of commonly used assembly-language math, signal-processing, and matrix routines.

  Probably the most significant addition to this toolkit is a Kernighan and Ritchie C compiler. Until recently, a lack of DSP processing power and poor efficiency have stemmed the use of compilers. Significant advances in both processor performance and compiler quality, however, have made the use of high-level languages practical. In fact, the DSP32's C compiler can often generate code that's as efficient as handwritten assembler. Designers may still opt to use an assembler to handle speed-critical portions of their applications. They can still use a high-level language, however, to code the bulk of their application.

  To boost compiler efficiency even further, AT&T is working on a number of optimizations that, until now, have been used primarily in mainframe compilers. One technique that the compiler uses is to take advantage of the DSP32's high-speed registers. Because register accesses are considerably faster than main memory accesses, the optimizer can greatly speed program execution by identifying and moving the most-used arguments, local variables, and loop variables from main memory to registers.

  To make the most of its register resources, the optimizer uses register overloading. Often, two variables that use different registers are active at different times. To conserve register space and eliminate unnecessary register save and restore operations, the optimizer stores both variables in the same register. This improves performance because it allows the optimizer to fit more variables into scratch registers, which don't have to be saved and restored by the functions that use them.

  In addition to taking advantage of a processor's registers, an optimizing compiler should be able to benefit from the processor's instruction set. For example, to reduce the overhead for looping, a common operation in DSP applications, the compiler takes advantage of the DSP32's single-cycle, low-overhead loop control instruction, which modifies a register and does a branch based on the result.

- **Higher level tools**

  While DSP compiler technology is improving, steady gains are being made in many other areas. In signal processing, vendors such as Sonitech (Wellesley, MA) are building upon AT&T's subroutine library to provide higher-level signal processing functions such as Burg Spectral Estimation (a technique that provides better frequency separation than fast Fourier transforms do in the presence of noise), two-dimensional Discrete Cosine and Fourier transforms, and Cepstrum.

  In image-processing and graphics applications, vendors such as Causal Systems (Englewood, CA) are adding library functions that support coordinate transformations, the manipulation of wireframe images, Gouraud shading, Phong shading, and even ray tracing.

  At an even higher level, vendors are providing menu-driven environments that let designers develop programs without writing a single line of either assembly or C code. Menu-driven DPlay software from Burr-Brown (Tucson, AZ), for example, lets designers develop their application by configuring a functional block diagram using library functions such as correlation, signal sources, filters, windows and FFTs. Once designers have completed their block diagram and signal analysis, the DPlay software will automatically generate a DSP32 assembly language program.

  For Macintosh users, Spectral Innovations offers a package called MacDSP. Using the company's data-acquisition card, it can acquire data at up to 100 kHz, operate on that data using a variety of signal-processing functions, and display the results in real time.

  To select a function, users simply click on the appropriate icon. In response, MacDSP immediately applies the function and displays the results in real time. The resulting data can be displayed using a variety of viewing modes including magnitude, phase, color spectogram, or waterfall formats. By clicking on a different function, designers can change the type of function that they are applying (and its parameters) on the fly. By stringing MacDSP's icons together and editing customizable menus, designers can build a complete application without writing a single line of code.

  With programming tools such as compilers, and application packages such as DPlay and MacDSP, designers who have little knowledge of DSP hardware can interactively develop applications. This separation of hardware and application software will make DSPs widely accepted in mainstream computer applications.

Dave Trulli, technical product support engineer, AT&T Microelectronics
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I The price/performance factor

Though these prices are expected to drop over the coming months, the anticipated volume will probably not accelerate them along the cost/volumecurve as fast as more conventional RISC processors. And while volume pricing is expected to significantly reduce that figure, it's not likely it will drop below the $100 range anytime soon.

Motorola's 96000 family will also start out as a pricey gambit, with samples running in the $500 area. And while volume pricing will drop to the $400 range within a few quarters.

Motorola's first entry into the floating-point DSP market will be its 32-bit 96002 device sporting dual buses. The 96002 has two independent bus ports that can be assigned to any of X, Y, or program memory spaces, effectively doubling off-chip bus bandwidth. The Motorola dual-bus approach represents one area in which DSP chips tend to mimic conventional microprocessors.

And Cypress Semiconductor (San Jose, CA) is readying a version of the Sparc processor that will be dedicated to embedded control applications—many of which are the exclusive domain of DSP devices. And many DSP-like chores, such as laser-printer controllers, once considered to be jobs for DSP chips, are going to RISC processors.

The price/performance factor

With quantity prices ranging from $150 to well over $500, high-performance DSP chips (except for Fujitsu's 86220) haven't traditionally been priced as commodity items. Though these prices are expected to drop over the coming months, the anticipated volume will probably not accelerate them along the cost/volume curve as fast as more conventional RISC processors.

The implication here is that while chips such as the 80860 start out with price tags in the $740 range, these chip prices will probably drop faster than the price of other dedicated DSP devices. Zoran's 34325, for example, has an initial price of $695, but the company claims that volume pricing will drop to the $400 range within a few quarters.

Motorola's 96000 family will also start out as a pricey gambit, with samples running in the $500 area. And while volume pricing is expected to significantly reduce that figure, it's not likely it will drop below the $100 range anytime soon.

As DSP applications continue to emerge, we can expect to see the number of both standard and ASIC DSP solutions swell. And while the RISC "phenomena" sometimes looks like "more smoke than fire," architectures such as Intel's 80860 and other RISC chips may provide cost-effective solutions to many signal-processing problems.

For more information about the technologies, products or companies mentioned in this article, call or circle the appropriate number on the Reader Inquiry Card.
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"Did you know that new 1Mb Video RAMs increase throughput"
“1Mb Video RAM?”

“Yeah. With the fancy new Flash Write, Block Write and Split Transfer functions to improve performance.”

“Not bad.”

“And greater density for high resolution color graphics.”

“Come on. We need something we can use today.”

“Toshiba’s got ‘em. In quantity.”

First the good news. Toshiba, the leader in 1Mb DRAMs, introduces a new high density 1Mb Video RAM for today’s high resolution color graphic applications.

Now the great news. It’s available in volume production, giving you access to the quantities you need. Today. With capabilities that’ll take you into tomorrow.

Toshiba’s high density, 256K x 4bit and 128K x 8bit Video RAM supports next generation video board or graphic terminal applications by allowing you to store, manipulate and transmit more information than ever before.

A multi-port feature combining RAM and SAM gives you easy and fast access to data. Bit Masking is achieved through the Write Per Bit feature.

With this feature, selected planes of data can be modified using just a Write cycle instead of a Read-Modify-Write cycle.

Use the Block Write feature to write four times faster and simplify high speed window clear/fill. Use the Flash Write feature to accomplish high speed clear of selected planes without using the SAM register.

To speed things along even more, RAM read/write cycle times have been improved through fast page mode. A split SAM register provides the best method to simplify SAM to RAM and RAM to SAM transfer timing in the system.

Want more good news? Toshiba’s service is every bit as good as their new Video RAM. With the people and the design specification information you need to get the job done. Call for your complete data sheet today. (1-800-888-0848 ext. 517).

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA

TOSHIBA AMERICA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, INC.
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Mixed-signal simulator eases system integration

System designers need an integrated simulator that can be used to quickly evaluate complex, mixed analog/digital VLSI chips without requiring analog expertise.

Tom Tormey, MSEE

The trend in system design has been to pack major portions of electronic systems into VLSI chips. To continue in this direction, designers need to be able to integrate a system's analog functions into those chips. But getting analog/digital ASICs to work the first time is difficult. For that task, designers need a simulator that quickly exercises the analog and digital portions together and provides sufficient analog/digital feedback. And because system designers are better versed in digital issues than in analog issues, the simulator shouldn't demand knowledge of IC-specific, transistor-level analog effects.

Digital simulators have played an important part in the success of semicustom ICs. But almost every system includes some analog circuitry—which digital simulators can't handle. The only alternatives have been tools for transistor-level analog experts to use for simulating relatively small analog subcircuits. Unfortunately, such tools simulate complex analog circuits far too slowly to be of much value to system designers.

Until recently, the analog portion of a mixed-signal ASIC had to be created by an analog IC expert. The system designer could then develop the digital portion of the chip using a digital simulator. Because no unified simulation environment existed, however, the resulting ASIC often failed to function correctly, usually due to problems at the analog/digital interface, where no simulation was performed. This lack of unified simulation environment has prevented mixed analog/digital ASICs from enjoying the same first-time success rate as pure digital ASICs.

Most system designers have therefore avoided mixed analog/digital ASICs. As a consequence, systems include analog circuitry in discrete form, causing even fairly simple analog functions to take up a disproportionate amount of board space. Moreover, simulation can't check the way the analog circuitry interacts with the digital logic, thus postponing system testing until the prototype stage.

Tom Tormey is the director for semicustom products at Sierra Semiconductor (San Jose, CA).
Traditional analog simulators aren't known for their speed. To create and simulate semicustom analog ICs, system designers really have had only one option: Spice. Developed more than a decade ago by the University of California at Berkeley, Spice and its permutations have spread through the industry. In fact, most commercially available analog simulators on the market today are based on, or are derivatives of, the Berkeley simulator.

For analog IC experts who want to simulate circuits that have up to several hundred transistors, Spice is an ideal simulation tool. But for system designers, who generally don't have analog IC transistor-level experience, Spice presents major limitations.

Spice's most basic limitation is speed. For a reasonably complex analog circuit, such as a 10-bit analog-to-digital converter, Spice is inappropriate for simulating the circuit's overall function. To simulate just one conversion on a 10-bit converter at the transistor level, Spice takes about 24 hours of workstation time. This simulation supplies all the details that an IC designer might want for fine tuning the converter, but the simulation is worthless for dealing with the converter as a system-level component.

In an attempt to improve the speed with which Spice tackles the large design problem, Spice supporters have used high-speed computer systems, often with sophisticated co-processing boards. Although the efforts have yielded modest performance gains, the limited success hasn't produced a simulator that can effectively simulate large analog or mixed analog/digital systems.

Spice's speed limitations stem largely from its transistor-oriented approach. Simulating the operation of every transistor and passive component in a circuit naturally takes a great deal of time. In addition, Spice produces far more detail for each analog waveform generated than an analog/digital simulation generally requires. This is especially true where an analog component drives a digital one; even though the digital component cares about only its switching threshold, Spice generates every part of the analog waveform in equal detail.

Also important in creating a mixed analog/digital simulator is the need to avoid a requirement for specialized analog knowledge. This challenge reveals another Spice limitation: Spice demands that users have extensive knowledge of the analog parameters involved.

Designers working on the analog transistor level certainly must have such knowledge to create a circuit such as a 10-bit converter. But when simulating the converter as one component among tens of analog and thousands of digital functions, system designers shouldn't have to concern themselves with transistor-level details such as the biasing of the transistors in an operational amplifier. Rather, system designers should concern themselves with the point at which that amplifier begins clipping or when its common-mode input range has been exceeded.

But after dealing with the speed requirement and working around the digital designer's lack of extensive analog knowledge, the designer must get the analog and digital functions to interact. This challenge would be easy to overcome if one simulator were used for both types of functions. With traditional simulators, this would mean using an analog simulator, which could handle the digital logic by treating it as analog functions at the transistor level. But this approach would merely inflict Spice's analog speed limitations on the digital logic.

### Glued simulators limit success

The approach usually taken to simulate analog and digital components together is to run separate analog and digital simulators concurrently and feed each simulator's results to the other. This glued-simulator approach creates a variety of problems. The two most basic problems are preparing the separate net lists for the two simulators and coordinating the simulators' results so that each can drive the other.

Splitting the net list for the glued simulator can require a great deal of manual work from the user. Even when the separation process is more or less automatic, users pay penalties in extra net-list generation time or simulation start-up time.

In addition to splitting the net lists, interface elements must be inserted at every point where digital meets analog. A phase-locked loop circuit, for example, might require interface elements between the phase detector and the frequency generator.

An interface element translates output signals so that they're meaningful for the component receiving them. More precisely, an interface element converts signals so that the appropriate simulator can handle them.

In the case of a phase-locked loop circuit, for instance, the analog simulator generates the frequency generator's output as an analog waveform. This waveform can't drive the digital simulator directly. An interface element is required to convert the analog waveform to an appropriate digital representation. Similarly, an interface element must convert the phase detector's simulated digital output to a representation that will drive the analog model of the frequency generator.
While a phase-locked loop circuit can present problems for a glued simulator, the single-simulator approach can handle this type of design. In developing an ASIC containing the PLL, for example, the designer would assign values to the resistors and capacitors that control the loop's operation. These values theoretically set the PLL to handle the frequencies with which the PLL must synchronize. In simulation, the designer can make sure that the PLL synchronizes as anticipated.

One resistor, Rcharge, is especially important because it controls the current on the loop filter charge pump, and thus determines the speed with which the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) responds to phase changes. With Rcharge set at 0.55 MΩ, the PLL synchronizes slowly; the VCO input appears to be underdamped and oscillates around its final value.

To achieve critical damping, so that the PLL synchronizes faster, the designer changes Rcharge to 2.2 MΩ. When the simulation is rerun, the PLL synchronizes much more quickly.

Because the single simulator can simulate the PLL in seconds, the designer gets immediate information on how well the circuit is working. In a few minutes, the designer can try several resistor and capacitor combinations to make sure the PLL achieves the best possible performance. The same approach works with a complex ASIC, of which the PLL might be only a small part.

After the separate net lists are prepared with their interface elements, the glued simulators must be run in a coordinated way. This is difficult because Spice wasn't designed to work with another simulator. The fundamental coordination problem is that Spice has its own separate time base, and the digital simulator has its own separate time base.

When the frequency generator drives the phase detector, the interface element at the frequency generator's output waits for a signal event to occur. When an event occurs within the analog simulator's time frame, the simulation coordinator must look back in the digital time frame to make sure that the digital simulator hasn't run too far ahead of the analog simulator on false information. Sometimes the digital simulation must be reset to an earlier time step and rerun with correct information. Such back-and-forth comparisons must be made for most time steps and for every point where analog and digital meet.

Coordinating the glued simulators thus slows the simulation process further, adding to slowdowns due to dealing with analog circuits at the transistor level. When the ASIC is finally simulated, the analog and digital results—each in the format of its simulator—must be merged and displayed in a common time frame.

Coordinating analog and digital
As an alternative to the glued simulators, a single simulator can be used to handle both analog and digital component models. This approach has several advantages. It doesn't require separate analog and digital net lists, for example, and the analog and digital components are always in synchronization because there's only one time base. The first mixed analog/digital simulator to use this architecture is the Montage simulator from Sierra Semiconductor (see "Simulator expedites mixed-signal IC development," p 106).

In addition to the inherent advantages of the single-simulator architecture, the simulator makes it possible to handle analog responses in a way that's particularly useful for mixed analog/digital simulation. Using behavioral, rather than transistor-level, modeling results in a massive speedup, for example. The behavioral modeling shields design-
For designers who need to quickly evaluate "what if" trade-offs on highly complex, mixed analog/digital VLSI chips, Sierra Semiconductor offers a complete design environment called Montage. The simulator underlying the Montage environment is Lsim from Silicon Compiler Systems (San Jose, CA). Lsim serves as a strong basis for a mixed analog/digital ASIC simulator because it was designed to handle both digital and analog component representations.

The Montage simulator is significantly faster than previous simulators. While Spice took 24 hr to simulate one conversion of a 10-bit analog-to-digital converter, for example, the Montage simulator required only 10 s to simulate the converter's entire operation cycle—a 1,000-to-1 speed advantage. Users of conventional simulators will also appreciate the fast connection between the Montage schematic capture facility and the simulator. These speed advantages let system designers extensively analyze trade-offs to quickly fine tune complex analog/digital ASICs.

that needs updating most often is the one that determines the update rate for the entire node. And because the state of components such as capacitors changes continuously over time, the simulator must compute their response regardless of whether they receive input updates. Users can also set any node's update rate manually.

This event-driven approach is unique among analog simulators. The approach provides significant time savings because it frees the simulator from computing massive amounts of data that aren't useful at the system level.

Multilevel modeling

The component models for the Montage simulator's approach to mixed analog/digital simulation are sophisticated, furnishing detailed error reporting and complex behavioral characteristics. To ensure that the models' sophistication doesn't impair the system engineer's ability to do an initial debug of a design, however, three levels of models are provided. The levels start with a basic functional model and progress to a full-featured simulation model when appropriate.

At the first level of modeling, the simulator checks basic functional issues and connectivity. The basic functional check that's done at this stage verifies that the user has applied the analog components within their specified ranges, an important check that quickly resolves the common error of specifying the wrong library cell.

Checking connectivity is a simple operation but can save huge amounts of time and effort. If one component isn't connected correctly, for example, a full simulation would produce voluminous error messages; the user would then spend hours tracing the errors to the connectivity problem.

The second modeling level includes the completion of the error check and evaluation of capacitive and remaining timing effects. Since this second-level simulation takes slightly longer than the first-level pass, users can save time by using the first-level simulation to resolve as many basic errors as possible.

Once satisfied with the results from the first two passes, the designer is ready to implement the final modeling level, which adds analog uncertainty. Analog uncertainty is the equivalent of the digital "unknown" state for mixed analog/digital simulation. More specifically, analog uncertainty provides a way to deal with the analog behavior of a function whose digital controlling inputs go into an unknown state. In addition, analog uncertainty provides some measure of worst-case analysis with respect to min/max data-sheet parameters.

The Montage simulator reports analog uncertainty as a plus/minus error term known as the signal's uncertainty value. An analog signal whose value is known has an uncertainty value of zero. On the other hand, an analog signal whose value is completely unknown has an uncertainty value equal to the signal's nominal value: 2.5 V ±2.5 V, for example.

Because the models encompass many sophisticated capabilities, creating them is a complex process that requires expertise in understanding cells and the way the cells might be applied. Once the behavioral models have been created, however, the system designer needs no IC design expertise to apply them.

Developing a useful analog/digital simulator and model libraries requires several years of work and careful consideration of system designers' needs. Now that the tools are available, they promise to open up extensive new space and cost savings for complex analog/digital systems. Just as all-digital semicustom chips have moved systems to higher density levels, the ability to integrate analog components in a reliable way will again revolutionize system design.

For more information about the technologies, products or companies mentioned in this article, call or circle the appropriate number on the Reader Inquiry Card.

Sierra Semiconductor (408) 263-9300 ..................... Circle 250
Silicon Compiler Systems (408) 371-2900 ..................... Circle 251
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An inside look at the Bus/Board Market

☑ Where are Multibus I and II headed?
☑ Where are the PC/AT Bus and Micro Channel headed?
☑ Will STD design-ins increase or decrease in the next two years?
☑ How important are speed, clocking, message passing, software standards, microprocessor type, etc. in a design team’s choice of a bus?
☑ What’s the future for Futurebus?
☑ Are you in step with other system designers, or are you making a bus choice that will lead to a dead end?

To learn the answers to these questions and a whole lot more, Computer Design conducted an in-depth survey of bus/board users and solicited comments and observations from nearly 20 manufacturers of board-level products. We’ve packed the survey results and extensive analyses into a 100-page report that can be yours for only $95. Order your copy today. The competition is moving too fast to delay.

Please send me a copy of Computer Design’s 1988/89 Bus/Board survey today.
Name______________________________
Company______________________________
Address______________________________
City________________________State____Zip_____
My check for $95 is enclosed.___
Please charge my: American Express_____ Master Charge____ Visa_____
Account No.____________________Exp. Date_____
Name of Cardholder (please print)__________________________
Signature______________________________
Mail to: Computer Design, One Technology Park Drive, Westford, MA 01886
National shrinks power needs for LAN interfaces in laptop applications

The projected huge growth in laptop computer sales has caught the attention of CPU, motherboard chip set, and disk controller vendors. Designers of these chips are increasing integration, reducing power consumption and implementing power-saving sleep modes for their products. But National Semiconductor's announcement of the DP83910 Network Interface suggests that the laptop trend is catching on in an unexpected product line: LAN chips.

"LANs in laptops aren't a proven market yet, but we think the demand will be there," says Anne Wagner, director of market development at National. "Laptop owners tend to be mobile professionals, working out of an office that has a PC network. And they're impatient. When professionals come back to the office with a week's work in the laptop, they don't want to wait for RS-232 or sneakernet to transfer files: they want to connect to the office Ethernet."

Squeezing power consumption

In a laptop computer, a LAN interface must confront the same challenges as a motherboard chip set of a display controller: space and power consumption. Of the two issues, space is more nearly under control—National's existing LAN chip set comprises three packages: the DP8390 network interface controller, the DP8391 network interface and the DP8392 coaxial transceiver. But each of these packages has an appetite for current that works against battery life in the laptop environment. So National set out to lower the power requirements of the complete interface.

The interface microcontroller has been the easiest piece of the power-conservation puzzle. Since it handles the data in parallel, 1-Mbyte/s format, the controller can be fabricated in moderate-speed CMOS without risking lost messages. The DP8390 controller draws only 40 mA.

At the opposite end of the chain, the Ethernet transceiver is constrained by speed and signal requirements. Wagner believes that only bipolar circuits can comply with Ethernet requirements for 10 Base 5 or 10 Base 2 networks for the foreseeable future. "Consequently, the power consumption of the transceiver is fairly high—about 180 mA," she says. When relief comes, it will probably be in the form of a transceiver adapted specifically for the new 10 Base T twisted-pair Ethernet standard. Wagner suggests that such a device could be done in CMOS and could be announced by National sometime in the near future.

Meanwhile, that leaves the third chip in the set, the data interface, as the remaining possible site for saving power. This chip takes the analog signal coming off the transceiver, extracts data from it and runs the data through Manchester decoding and serial-to-parallel conversion to produce bytes for the microcontroller. (The sequence is reversed when the interface is transmitting, of course.) In the past, the high data rate and the requirement for a precise phase-locked loop and complicated codec state machine led vendors to implement the part in bipolar silicon. In fact, National's existing DP8391 is bipolar.

Revising the interface chip

But National has made a significant step forward in the battle against milliamps. By reimplementing the 8391 in CMOS, and in the process replacing the 8391's digital phase-locked loop with an analog one, the company has significantly reduced the power consumption of the part. The new CMOS device, the DP83910, dissipates only 70 mA.

Running at 10 MHz, the part is a direct replacement for the bipolar 8391. As such, the new device can be used in interfaces to 10 Base 5, 10 Base 2, or new 10 Base T LANs, in conjunction with the 8390 controller and the appropriate transceiver chip. The combined offering gives National a unique approach to meeting the power constraints of forthcoming laptop designs.

Available now in 24-pin dual inline packages or 28-pin plastic leaded chip carriers, the DP83910 sells for $19.50 and $20.75, respectively, in 100-piece quantities. - Ron Wilson

Coming in Computer Design's May 15 News Edition
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CIRCLE NO. 48
Quad Port message center loosely couples small groups of CPUs

The task of loosely coupling a small number of CPUs can appear deceptively simple. Many of the obvious solutions, such as shared parallel buses, point-to-point wiring, tagged first-in, first-out registers or multi-master serial buses, can run into problems by being either too expensive or too slow. Now Dallas Semiconductor has developed an innovative single-chip approach, dubbed the Quad Port, that could be just the answer for most small message-passing multiprocessor systems.

The company's idea is based on fast three-wire serial connections, instead of a much more expensive parallel bus. Using speeds up to 4 MHz, the buses can get a sizable message between processors quite quickly. The Quad Port runs the serial buses from each of the CPUs into a central message center. This four-port device provides contention-free connection from any CPU to any set of other CPUs, through a set of data registers and some flag logic.

"Each of the four ports contains an 8-byte block of data registers," explains Matt Adams, design engineer at Dallas. "Only computer A can write into block A, but any computer can read the data from block A." To prevent contention problems, the data registers use a Dallas-created five-port static RAM cell: each bit cell has a write-port and four independent read-ports.

A set of flags synchronizes the flow of data. Each port on the chip has a single flag byte that manages handshaking. When a message comes into Port A destined for Port B, for example, two flags change. A message-sent flag will be set in Port A, and a message-waiting flag will be set in port B.

In each case there are four flags, so the bit position of the set flag indicates the destination or source, respectively, of the message. When the device connected to Port B reads the message out of Port A's data register, both flags are cleared. In addition to the 8 data bytes in each block, there's a ninth byte that acts as a data integrity check.

A 3-byte protocol

The CPUs deliver messages to and pick up messages from the chip by means of a 3-byte command protocol. The first byte, sent from the CPU to the chip, contains the port address. The second byte, which goes from the chip to the CPU, contains the port flag byte. The third byte, sent from the CPU to the chip, is a command. After the third byte, the string of from 1 bit to 8 bytes of data moves in the appropriate direction.

Since the three-wire buses are externally clocked, all these bits can be completely asynchronous. When the chip is transferring data, it moves a bit on the data wire for each clock on the clock wire, until either all 8 bytes have moved or the enable wire goes inactive. Either cause will end the transfer.

The Quad Port Memory comes in either an 18-pin dual in-line package or a surface-mount package. Now available, it's priced at $6.25 in 100-piece lots.

Dallas Semiconductor
4350 Beltwood Pkwy S
Dallas, TX 75244
(214) 450-0400

Circle number 100
“Fuzzy” logic processor speeds embedded AI control applications

A new VLSI coprocessor for embedded control applications can make decisions based on “fuzzy sets”—data that represents a degree of certainty about a problem rather than a binary yes/no decision. The FC110 digital fuzzy processor by Togai Infralogic can support up to 128 kbytes of ROM/EPROM as knowledge-base memory.

A knowledge base contains data representing expert knowledge about a subject and rules for making decisions based on that data. The FC110 can handle rules for decision making that contain variable numbers of I/O parameters. All inputs to a rule are evaluated together to produce a degree of certainty about results.

To date, practical artificial intelligence (AI) systems have been mostly software-only systems built on conventional processor architectures and deemed too expensive or too slow for widespread use in embedded control applications. In addition, rules-oriented knowledge-base systems on which AI applications depend need a systematic approach to managing uncertainty—of making decisions based on imprecise or incomplete information. Fuzzy logic assigns a value between 0 and 1 to represent a “degree of belief” about a given premise, rather than treating uncertainty as a random true or false probability.

The concept that a person is “young”—an imprecise term—would have a high degree of certainty if that person’s age were 0 years, for example. The certainty of “youngness” diminishes with increasing age to a point where 25 years, for example, might be considered no longer young in the context of the problem. An AI rule about youth might also contain other considerations, such as “young in what sense?” The fuzzy processor must evaluate combinations of possibilities to come up with an approximate answer.

The FC110 uses a reduced instruction set with a twist—a small set of complex instructions. One very important instruction evaluates the “left hand side,” or the IF side, of an AI rule. Another instruction evaluates the “right hand,” or THEN, side. Knowledge-base rules can have varying numbers of IF and THEN parameters that the processor evaluates as a whole. Every parameter impacts the result value in some way, depending on how the rule is written. Running at 10 MHz, the FC110 can perform 28,600 fuzzy logical inferences/s. This amounts to about 200,000 rule evaluations/s.

A coprocessor role

In most applications, the FC110 will be used in the role of a coprocessor to a general-purpose host. The host would take care of polling sensors and converting the data into the format used by the FC110.

The host would then download the data to the FC110 and send a message for it to initiate inferencing—making decisions about the input based on the rules stored in the knowledge base. The resulting output would then be sent back to the host for conversion and transmission to the system’s output devices, such as servo motors on a robot arm.

Applications for the FC110 are developed using Togai’s Fuzzy-C compiler. With the compiler, programmers can write and debug applications and develop knowledge bases with their rules on a PC, as well as integrate these knowledge bases into existing C applications.

In addition to the compiler and the FC110 chip, Togai will supply a PC AT evaluation board for developing applications for host-based systems.

The FC110 is priced at $80 in quantities of 1,000. The AT processor board with the assembler is priced at $3,499. The Fuzzy-C compiler costs $4,950 for PCs and compatibles, and a version for Sun Apollo and Sony workstations is available for $9,900. The FC110, AT board and assembler will be available in August. The Fuzzy-C compiler is available now.

—Tom Williams
I NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

I DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

MAGNETICS LIBRARY, MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS EXPAND ANALOG SIMULATOR’S CAPABILITIES

The Saber simulator from Analogy is an analog simulator with built-in digital simulation capability. Like any analog or digital simulator, Saber may be tailored to certain applications through its model libraries. Analogy is expanding Saber’s capabilities with a recently introduced magnetic library that moves Saber into the power supply design arena. The company is also adding a statistical modeling and Monte Carlo analysis capability that helps predict manufacturing yields.

The power supply design package includes magnetics models, pulse-width modulators, cores, transformers, power MOS devices and digital switches—all the components necessary to simulate power supply designs. Analogy gains significant speed advantages by using Saber’s mixed-mode simulation capability to provide digital models of certain parts in its power supply design library.

Certain transistors in a power supply, for example, never operate in their linear range but are always driven to saturation; thus, they function as switches rather than as amplifiers. Using event-driven digital models for such devices provides a speed advantage of up to 35 times over simulations using analog transistor models.

Once the basic structure of a power supply design is determined, the user can change to analog MOS device models rather than digital models for final simulation to determine the exact performance of each element in the design.

**Magnetic models**

In power supply design, magnetic elements take up significant physical space and weight, making their design particularly important. One technique for developing magnetic models is to calculate selected points on a curve and then create a curve to fit the points. This technique is accurate for only one frequency and one temperature.

Saber provides highly accurate nonlinear magnetic models by basing its models on the solutions of physical equations. The models are accurate over a wide range of frequencies and temperatures and support integrated magnetic (multiple windings on one core).

In addition to magnetic models, the power supply library contains about 20 pulse-width modulator models (1524, 494, 1825 families) that are written in Saber’s behavioral modeling language so they can be reconfigured easily to meet new needs.

The other added capability, Monte Carlo analysis of an analog design, helps determine potential manufacturing yields based on a standard distribution of parts used in the manufacturing process. Monte Carlo analysis simulates a design using a random selection of parts that fit the manufacturer’s specifications, and the results are plotted to see how many combinations fall within acceptable operating ranges and how many fall outside that range. The percentage that falls within acceptable bounds is the predicted manufacturing yield.

Monte Carlo analysis accuracy depends on the accuracy of the statistical models used in the simulations. In the Saber statistical modeling package, Analogy considered deviations in the statistical distribution of parts, and the correlation of parameters that may vary in a part.

**Statistical distribution**

One way to develop statistical distribution models is to use minimum/typical/maximum values. While this technique is acceptable for some parts, others don’t necessarily follow the model. Resistors, for example, are often tested to select those that meet a particular set of specifications. A batch of 10 percent resistors will generally fall in the $-10$ to $-5$ percent range and the $+5$ to $+10$ percent range, with no parts falling in the $-5$ to $+5$ percent range. Resistors that fell in the $\pm 5$ percent range are sold as 5 percent resistors, leaving a gap in the ranges of 10 percent parts that could be used in manufacturing. Using a “typical” resistor value (no deviation from the nominal value) produces overly optimistic results.

The addition of probability distributions of parameter values addresses this problem and lets Saber’s Monte Carlo analysis take on statistically meaningful values by providing interparameter correlations. A standard library of probability distribution functions (PDFs) is provided with the Monte Carlo and statistical modeling packages, or users can specify their own PDFs.

The power supply design package is available as an add-on to the Saber simulator. The package costs $3,600 for a one-year subscription. The Monte Carlo package is also available, and is priced at $5,000 to $10,000 on workstation platforms.

—Bill Harding

Analogy
9205 SW Gemini Dr
Beaverton, OR 97005
(800) 828-9700
CIRCLE no. 103
Testing package helps designers develop ASIC verification programs

Tekwaves, a new test program generation package from Tektronix, is based on the idea that many ASIC designers must develop test programs for their prototype designs. Tekwaves (for Tektronix Waveform Analysis and Verification Environment) is one part of a two-pronged ASIC prototype verification solution. The other part is the previously introduced LV 500 ASIC verification tool, a 256-pin benchtop tester for use in a design lab. Tekwaves helps designers develop ASIC test programs to run on the LV 500.

While a designer may develop test programs from scratch using Tekwaves, it's more efficient to use simulation vectors developed during the design cycle. Tekwaves supports input from most popular simulators. Tekwaves includes bidirectional links to logic simulators, so vectors can be imported to Tekwaves, or Tekwaves can develop vectors and export them to simulators. A graphical stimulus creating and editing capability is used to edit simulator-developed vectors, or to generate vectors from scratch.

Because tester-specific knowledge is built into Tekwaves, a designer can develop tests for the LV 500 without being very familiar with it. Utilities such as the tester rules checker ensure that the test vectors will be compatible with the LV 500. A Tekwaves on-screen card file identifies major categories such as editors, files, translators and testers (the LV 500). Each card contains associated tools and files. By assembling cards in an on-screen work area, the user identifies the processes and files to be used.

Once the user determines the functions that must be performed to create a test program, Tekwaves automatically creates the test program, executes the program development functions, and puts the test program in the format required by LV 500. The output of the automatic test generation phase is typically a test fixture wiring diagram and a test program for the LV 500. The base price for Tekwaves is $5,000.

—Bill Harding

DSP Development Tools and Integrated Systems for the IBM-PC.

Spectrum's DSP boards have a common expansion interface called DSP-LINK, letting you match analog or digital interface boards with the DSP chip of your choice!

DSP-LINK lets you select off-the-shelf interfaces, or quickly design a custom interface using the DSP-LINK Prototyping Module and Application Notes.

System & Processor Boards

Processor Boards have DSP processor, RAM, and DSP-LINK. System Boards have the same plus on-board analog I/O. Prices include monitors, debuggers, sample code, and 'C' libraries.

- TMS320C25 Processor Board
  Th's C25 with 16 Kwords RAM.
  $995

- TMS320C25 System Board
  50KHz 16-bit I/O, 16 Kwords RAM expandable to 128 Kwords.
  $1,995

- DSP56001 Processor Board
  Motorola's 56001 with 48 Kwords RAM expandable to 192 Kwords.
  $1,495

- DSP56001 System Board
  2 channel 153KHz 16-bit I/O, codec, 48 Kwords RAM up to 192 Kwords.
  $3,495

- ADSP-2100 System Board
  200KHz 12-bit I/O, 16 Kwords RAM.
  $2,595

DSP-LINK Peripherals

Off-the-shelf analog or digital interfaces for all System and Processor Boards.

- 4 Channel Analog Input / 2 Output
  $845

- 32 Channel Analog Input
  $845

- 16 Channel Analog Output
  $845

- Pro-audio (AES, Sony PCM, MIDI)
  $1,850

- Dual-Processor Comm. Module
  $95

- DSP-LINK Prototyping Module
  $95

DSP Development Software


- LSI TMS320C25 'C' Compiler
  $995

CIRCLE NO. 52

Call for quantity discounts!
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Programmable serial I/O controller targets Micro Channel systems

The PScomm2/4 from Metacomp is an intelligent serial I/O controller designed for use with the IBM PS/2 Models 50, 60, 70, 80 and compatibles. Built around an 80C186 16-bit microprocessor running at 16 MHz, the board offers two (or optionally four) programmable communications channels supported by full duplex direct memory access (DMA) circuitry. Two channels can operate at full duplex with a data rate of up to 2.48 Mbits/s.

The microprocessor on the board provides programmable intelligence to offload link-level and other high-level data communications processing from the PS/2 host, relieving the CPU of the overhead normally associated with complex data communications protocols such as Bisync, SNA and X.25.

Four EPROM sockets allow a maximum of 512 kbytes of nonvolatile storage. Two of the EPROM sockets may be configured for 256 kbytes of EEPROM or static RAM. In addition, the PScomm2/4 has 512 kbytes of parity-protected dynamic RAM that’s triported between the on-board processor, the local DMA communications controllers and the Micro Channel. Serial DMA may be

POWER

When your products depend on reliable power, depend on DATEL. With 20 years experience in the design and manufacture of power products, DATEL’s complete line offers

- 1W to 30W DC/DC Converters
- Single, dual, triple and high voltage outputs
- PC or chassis mounting
- Wide range inputs
- Outstanding regulation, accuracy and low noise
- Line operated supplies, Switching supplies
- Miniature packages

Call or write for DATEL's new brochure detailing more than 140 power products.

ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS

The Sealevel ACB-II and ACB-III Advanced Communications Boards provide SYNC/ASYNC high speed communications capabilities to PCs. Features include:

- SDLC/HDL/ASYNC Protocols
- RS-232 and RS-422 Interfaces
- One or two channels with DMA
- Software Toolkit Provided
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INNOVATION AND EXCELLENCE IN PRECISION DATA ACQUISITION
DATEL, Inc., 11 Cabot Boulevard, Mansfield, MA 02048 (508)339-3000
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SEALEVEL SYSTEMS INC.
PO BOX 1808
EASLEY, SC 29641
(803) 855-1581
located anywhere in the DRAM. Eight light-emitting diodes indicate diagnostic and software status.

The triported RAM is available for sending and receiving data and messages between the PS/2 host processor and the on-board 80C186. Communication between the host processor and the local processor is implemented by the shared memory and a 16-× 4-bit first-in, first-out (FIFO) mechanism. The FIFO lets both the host processor and the local processor interrupt and notify the other of pending messages or data located in the shared RAM.

In a typical application, the PS/2 host communicates with the serial channels by first placing the data into the triported RAM, and then writing information to the FIFO, thus notifying the on-board processor of a pending message.

Under system control, the PScomm2/4 can act as a bus master or a slave resource. The master mode supports physical addressing and implements DMA arbitration of the Micro Channel. Data transfers between the host processor and the controller can be by the DMA resource resident in the controller or in the host processor.

The 85C30 serial communications controllers on the board may be programmed to operate in polled, interrupt and DMA modes. Each 85C30 device contains two independent transmitters and two receivers that are programmable for async, bisync or bitsync protocols.

The PScomm2/4 contains all the necessary circuitry to support most popular electrical and mechanical interface standards without the need for add-on modules or additional Micro Channel slots.

Metacomp's data communications software and firmware solutions for the PScomm2/4 include standard protocol packages such as X.25, debug and development toolkits, and a real-time executive package.

Single-unit pricing is $1,495 for the four-channel version of the board and $1,395 for the two-channel model.

---

Powerful MS-DOS CPU rides 8- or 16-bit STD Bus

The Model 8850 from Systek is a densely integrated CPU board that runs MS-DOS applications and functions with both standard 8-bit STD Bus boards and extended 16-bit cards. Built around an 8- or 10-MHz 80186-compatible NEC V50 CMOS microprocessor, the board has 512 kbytes of dynamic RAM, 256 kbytes of EPROM and 128 kbytes of battery-backed SRAM. Specifically targeted at real-time multiprocessing control applications, the board features a multilayer bus interface and supports both serial and parallel arbitration on the STD Bus.

"A high level of integration is important in a multimaster computer system," says Tom Seim, Systek president, "because it minimizes the use of the bus for routine peripheral I/O. More of the bus bandwidth can be devoted to interprocessor communication and control.

"A multiprocessing capability makes MS-DOS a viable contender for real-time control applications. One processor, for example, can be dedicated to the MS-DOS interface, performing disk and operator I/O, while other processors are responsible for real-time I/O functions. This eliminates concerns over worst-case interrupt latency," says Seim.

A proprietary MS-DOS ROM basic I/O system is available for the board and includes extensive RAM and ROM disk utilities for embedded control systems that don't use floppy or hard disk peripherals. The board includes a pair of RS-232 serial ports mapped to match COM1 and COM2 ports of PC-compatible computers, an RS-422/449 serial port and a parallel printer port. An 8080 emulation mode is provided, letting existing applications easily migrate to a more powerful platform.

Transfers between the Model 8850 and other extended 16-bit STD boards occur at the full data width. To maintain compatibility with existing STD boards, the Model 8850 converts all word transfer to 8-bit boards into double-byte transfers.

Documentation for the Model 8850 includes a comprehensive user's manual with sample startup and peripheral initialization code. Pricing is $774 in OEM quantities.

---

Systek
1027 N Kellogg St
Kennewick, WA 99336

---

Metacomp
15175 Innovation Dr
San Diego, CA 92128
(619) 673-0800

---

Mike Donlin

---

David Lieberman
Virtual SCSI controller matches new drives to range of interfaces

Today's SCSI-based peripherals—especially disk drives—have small idiosyncrasies that make them incompatible if the drives are used as direct plug-in replacements. These small but important differences are due to the fact that manufacturers have given their own interpretations to certain aspects of the SCSI specification, especially in the way that commands are implemented in code on the controller as well as in the drive electronics.

An intelligent disk controller from Toshiba America has implemented a "Virtual SCSI" for use on its high-capacity 5¼-in. Winchester disk drives to allow easy adaptation to different interpretations of the SCSI command set. This addresses the long-standing problem of matching available inventory with the customer's needs without causing prolonged downtime during field upgrades, according to David Tovey, director of marketing. "Most disk manufacturers find that they have to offer specific customized products for different major customers—usually a different ROM," Tovey says.

One example of incompatibility might be a case where a customer wants a personalized inquiry response so that when the system queries the drive, it answers with the customer's brand name rather than with Toshiba's. Other incompatibilities involve mode settings for buffer control, specialized read/write op-codes for security purposes and codes that tell the drive whether to execute vendor-unique commands.

The Toshiba virtual SCSI controller is produced with a single version of the drive electronics and controller, but has different versions of the command set resident on tracks of the disk not normally accessed by the host system. Depending on the version of SCSI used by the host system and its interface, the drive will bring the corresponding version of the command set off disk and load it into the controller RAM at boot-up. The drives have sufficient storage capacity to handle the many different versions of the resident command set.

The result, says Tovey, is that the drive manufacturer has a single product in inventory that can easily be customized to look like any other drive or can be tailored to a customer's specific requirements via software. Such flexibility benefits the customer since special requirements can be implemented in the field.

Mission Ready – Military VME from DY-4

Providing the best in performance, reliability and cost-effectiveness, DY-4 introduces its military VME (DMV) family of fully MIL-Spec VME boards and chassis.

When you're looking for the best in military VME, consider these facts about DY-4's DMV family:

• designed to meet MIL-E-4158, MIL-E-5400 and MIL-E-16400 specifications,
• conduction-cooled for survival in the harshest environments,
• full range of functionality: SBCs (680X0), serial and parallel I/O, A/D, 1553B, SCSI and ATR chassis,
• Ada™ and RTOS support packages
• military-grade, off-the-shelf boards with commercial equivalents to reduce system development costs

Call us with your system requirements. Now you can benefit from cost savings using industry-standard VME, without compromising military specifications.

California: (408) 377-9822
Los Angeles: (714) 549-2559
Massachusetts: (508) 692-9308
Canada: (613) 596-9911
Denmark: 45 6 963624
Germany: 49 89 3171180

*Ada is a trademark of the United States Department of Defense
without removing the drive from the system. Changes can be simply downloaded from the host.

Tovey notes that though standardization efforts are keeping SCSI stable, the need remains to support its many different interpretations. There's a certain amount of inertia because people often qualify a drive, and then assume vendor-unique commands and idiosyncrasies. When they get to the next-generation drive, they find it doesn't work with the drivers they have. Evolution for existing systems is easier to track with drive-resident command sets. The virtual SCSI controller supports the standard 4.B SCSI command set and will support SCSI II. The controller has a 65-kbyte buffer and read look-ahead caching algorithms for zero-latency read/write operations. The SCSI connect/disconnect algorithm, which ensures efficient use of the bus by multiple peripherals, is controlled using buffer fill pointers that can be set to match bus speed and utilization characteristics.

The virtual SCSI controller is supplied on the Toshiba MK-350 FB 760-Mbyte drive, which sells for $2,645. All subsequent SCSI-based disk drives from Toshiba will also host the controller. —Tom Williams

Multiscan monitor boasts single-scan performance

Designed for applications that require switching between formats with different resolutions, the MX-210 EZ from Monitronix is a 19-in. noninterlaced color graphics monitor that provides the same picture quality as a single-scanning monitor. When a user switches between applications with different resolutions—from high-resolution CAD programs to lower-resolution PC applications, for example—the monitor automatically aligns itself to the frequency of the display controller.

"One of the problems with multisync monitors has been that they're set up at the factory to work perfectly at one frequency," says Roger Nielsen, president of Monitronix. "When a user switches applications and frequencies, the picture quality suffers with reduced image size, geometric distortion or some other imperfection. Our monitor solves that problem because it can accommodate four different frequencies."

The MX-210 EZ automatically adjusts to any horizontal scan frequency from 30 to 74 kHz, or video formats ranging from 600 x 480 pixels to 1,280 x 1,024 pixels. Using multiple adjustment points, the monitor can automatically set both horizontal and vertical size, image position, and linearity precisely to the specifications of each different video format.

According to Monitronix, the MX-210 EZ offers the fastest sync switch speeds available on a multisyncing monitor—0.5 s—a considerable improvement over the conventional 4 or 5 s. This switch speed eliminates the flashing, waving or blank screens that usually occur when changing formats.

The monitor works with any graphics display controller, VGA and up, including Macintosh standards, and features a 200-MHz video bandwidth and a brightness of 40 to 55 ft. Vertical refresh rates of 60 to 120 Hz ensure a flicker-free display. In addition, the MX-210 EZ accepts analog RGB video input and boasts a full screen linearity of better than 1 percent over the entire display to provide accurate stability and dimensional measurement for intricate drawings and data.

Available immediately, the monitor costs $3,795. OEM discounts are available.

—Mike Donlin

Monitronix
929 Eastwind Dr
Westerville, OH 43081
(614) 891-3232
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The Fax Directory
100,000 +
FAX Numbers
— of —
U.S. Businesses
including
Names & Addresses
• Quick reference
• Maximize FAX usefulness
• New advertising medium

Only $49.95 Postage Paid
Order Now!

Entrepreneurs' Library
Box 17509, Fountain Hills, Az. 85269
Please rush me a copy of the new Fax Directory. Enclosed is check or money order for $49.95.

Name ____________________________
Company _______________________
Address _________________________
City ____________________________
State ___________________ Zip ______
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Don't Get Zapped!

High inrush current can destroy your sensitive VAX CPUs and peripherals in less time than it takes to flip a switch.

THE SOLUTION: Power up with Z-LINE TPC 115-10 MTD™ the smallest power distribution and control system available.

POWER UP WITH Z-LINE MTD™.

Our proprietary Multiple Time Delay™ circuitry sequences your power-up to protect your systems from the spikes and surges, EMI & RFI, that destroy your hardware and erase your data. And our remote on/off and emergency shutdown gives the power control back to you.

All Pulszzi Engineering MTD™ controllers are compatible with ZEC and UPS systems.

PRICES FROM $436 TO $305

DON'T WAIT UNTIL IT HAPPENS, CALL TODAY!

PULZI ENGINEERING, INC.
3200 S. Susan Street, Santa Ana, CA 92704-6865
(714) 540-4229 FAX (714) 641-9062
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REAL WORLD I/O

For PC/XT/ATs

We make...

Multibus I1 Backplanes,
Card Cages and Enclosures
the way you want them!
Send for Product Data H89103

Hybricon
12 Willow Road, Aver, MA 01432

Factory (508)772-5422
Western Operations (602)829-1824
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EMBEDDED REAL-TIME CONTROL

SC/FOX™ PARALLEL COPROCESSOR
PC/XT/AT/386 high-speed plug-in board with Forth development software. 10 MIPS operation, up to 50 MIPS burst. 64K to 1M byte memory. Uses Harris RTX 2000 RISC real-time CPU, on chip 1-cycle multiply, 1-cycle divide instructions, infinite priority interrupts, 256-word stack memory, 31-bit timer/counters, 8 channel I/O bus. Ideal for real-time control, signal and image processing. Single- or multiple board operation. Prices start at $2,595. Optional SC/FOX Single Board Computer version for stand-alone operation. Eurocard sizes, 1 serial port, 1 parallel printer port, 2 50-pin user connectors, and up to 512 byte 5-wait state memory. Forth development software included. Prices start at $1,485.

SILICON COMPOSERS, INC. (415) 322-8763
210 California Ave., Suite K, Palo Alto, CA 94306
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COMPUTER DESIGN

Super Decks

• Now 90,000 circulation—83,000 qualified Computer design U.S. subscribers, plus 7,000 pass-along engineer inquirers
• Six mailing in 99—January, March, May, July, September and November
• Less than a penny per card for 6 time users
• Rates start at $164.50 and go down with frequency
• Closing 21st of previous month of mailing

COMPUTER DESIGN
One Technology Pk Dr.
Westford, MA 01806
Tel: Toll Free (800) 225-0556.
In Massachusetts (508) 692-0700
Contact Direct Marketing Sales
FREE UV ERASER WITH DATA I/O'S 201 EPROM PROGRAMMER.

For $995 the 201 gives you:
- Support for EPROMs and EEPROMs up to 512K.
- Full after-sale support from Data I/O.

Order a 201 today and get a FREE UV eraser—a $40 value. The Datarase II erases up to 4 EPROMs in 3 minutes.

1-800-247-5700 Ext. 833

IEEE 488 Solutions

- Hardware & software interfaces for PC, AT, 386, PS/2, Macintosh, SUN, HP 11, HP 9.
- IEEE converters to SCSI, RS-232, RS-422.
- IBM compatible, digital I/O & analog I/O.
- IEEE extenders, expand & buffer.
- IEEE drivers for DOS, UNIX, Lotus, Linux 1-2-3, Symphony & Quattro.

(216) 439-4091
Telex 6610400502 Fax (216) 439-2097
Ktek Inc. 29911 Canton Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44119

Call or send for your FREE Technical Guide
Demo disks and application notes available.

AutoKey, 400 Macro Keys

- Plugs inline with your PC keyboard.
- Uses no system memory.
- Requires no software.
- Has its own microcomputer.
- Eliminates complicated memory resident macro programs such as SuperKey and ProKey. Prices start $139.00.

Mextel Corp. 159 Beeline Rd.
Bensenville, Illinois 60106
Phone (312) 595-4146.

Technical Guide to UNIX Engineering Workstations

This 232 page guide takes the confusion out of engineering workstations. It includes price/performance comparisons (plus much more) on 103 workstation models from eight leading vendors:

Apollo Computer Intergraph
Digital Equipment Silicon Graphics
Hewlett-Packard Sun Microsystems
IBM Corp.
Tektronix

The Technical Guide to UNIX Engineering Workstations is available for $995 from The Anderson Report, 4525-4L E. Industrial Street, Simi Valley, CA 93063. Circle reader service number below and receive a FREE Management Summary on Engineering workstations.

960 DIGITAL I/O LINES ON A SINGLE VME SLOT

NEW! IOEX™ BUS CONTROLLER
- 1/O expansion bus highly immune to EMI/RFI noise.
- Extends up to 50 feet or shielded ribbon cable.
- 20 card slots with geographic addressing.
- Efficient slot vectored interrupts.
- Components are available for complete sub-systems.

The dDCM800MC provides an interface between IBM's microchannel bus and a BITBUS distributed control network. Standard BITBUS and optical fiber BITBUS (optional) connections are provided. Software support is available for DOS and OS/2. Available Q2/89. For more information call DATEM LTD. at 1-800-733-TALK or (613) 225-5919.

IEEE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS FOR LOW COST IMAGE PROCESSING SOLUTIONS

SPRI Corporation has designed two VLSI image processing integrated circuits (ICs), the RXC-01 and PWA-01, to ease the task of producing high-speed, low-cost image processing systems.

The RXC-01 and PWA-01 provide the image and video processing community cost-effective and easy-to-use building blocks for performing image transformations and filtering with a minimum of external components. The ICs, when used together in an integrated system, provide the ability to geometrically transform and filter a video image and produce high-quality imagery in real-time. Applications include video special effects, image manipulation for publishing, image format conversions, robotics, image recognition and many others.

Contact: Sam Burroughs
3435 International Blvd.
Suite B, Norcross, GA 30093
(404) 504-1148
Fax: (404) 381-0622
Telex: 6503144415MCIUW

STOP NOISE IN PGA, LCC PACKAGES

MICROQ 3000 capacitors decouple low-inductance, high-frequency noise for PGA, LCC packages on complex board layouts. They fit under PGA or LCC sockets, take no extra board space. Choose from any pinout configurations. Rogers Corp. 2400 South Roosevelt St., Tempe, AZ 85282.

960/961 DIGITAL I/0 LINES ON A SINGLE VME SLOT

NEW! IOEX™ BUS CONTROLLER
- 1/O expansion bus highly immune to EMI/RFI noise.
- Extends up to 50 feet or shielded ribbon cable.
- 20 card slots with geographic addressing.
- Efficient slot vectored interrupts.
- Components are available for complete sub-systems.

Industrial Digital Systems
2105 W. Freeway — Fort Worth, TX 76102
(817) 223-9780

Contact: Sam Burroughs
3435 International Blvd.
Suite B, Norcross, GA 30093
(404) 504-1148
Fax: (404) 381-0622
Telex: 6503144415MCIUW
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Get the picture? Get the message?

You get both with Raytheon’s latest generation TDU-850 Thermal Recorder. The TDU produces continuous tone, high quality images in up to 256 shades of grey. Or — it doubles as an ASCII printer (using Raytheon’s new IEEE 488 interface) and turns out crisp, letter quality alphanumerics. The TDU makes high resolution hard copy recordings at high speeds on paper, plastics and transparencies. Optional interfaces accommodate video, IEEE 488 and other formats. Prints to 8½ inch width. (Inquire about 12-inch version.)

Design modifications are available to meet individual application requirements. Typical uses include: aerial surveillance, equipment testing, hydrographic surveys, security systems, R&D programs and meteorological reporting. Today’s most versatile thermal recorder, still for under $5000.

Make hard copy easy. Call or write Marketing Manager, Recorder Products, Raytheon Company, Submarine Signal Division, 1847 West Main Road, Portsmouth, RI 02871-1087. Phone: (401) 847-8000.

Raytheon

Left. High altitude surveillance.
Right. Alphanumeric data presented in a random format.
Removable Storage for Sun Microsystems.

Emulex has refreshing news for Sun users: We have removable storage. Our SN-ER2S Removable Disk Subsystem is fully compatible with Sun-2, Sun-3 or Sun-4 systems. But that's not all. Onboard intelligence monitors critical drive functions, and senses movement in the Portable Data Modules (PDMs). This ensures optimum reliability. Should someone try to remove a module during operation, all activity is shut down. Previously entered data is fully protected, and heads are automatically locked down.

All of which gives you the capability of keeping important data locked up! You get all the security of removable storage, plus the convenience of portability.

You also get flexibility. PDMs are available with 180, 380 or 760 megabytes of unformatted storage. And since each subsystem is self-configuring, PDMs of differing capacities can be interchanged. If you've been looking for a removable storage solution, we have a great one at hand. Pick one up on your way home!

Call (800) EMULEX-3, or (714) 662-5600 in California
Emulex Corporation
3545 Harbor Blvd.
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

©1988 Emulex Corporation, Inc.